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An stnlcr
 

In this thesis, I explore the rclationships between the discursive practices of urban 

governance and planning and the management of the poor in affordable housing projects 

managed and operated by the non-profit organizat)on Central City Concern. I will draw 

upon theories of discourse and ideology to articulate how ideologres of urban space, 

housing, and citizenship have matured within Portland's pohtical cortext, and how those 

ideologies circulate through red. and imagined publics, producing, rcfracttng, and reifying the 

monopoly held over public space by Portland's "progressive" class. Urban planning is both 

a discursive and performative discipJìne, complicit in ptescribing the ideological foundations 

of the city and inscribing those assertions into the city with concrete and steel, In recent 

decades, voluntary and non-profìt sector service otganizations, like Central City Concern, 

have assumed the mission of urban development where city government has been unable, 

and those organizatsons have had signifìcant influence in clefining the political and economic 

ditection of crvic icleology. I wIJJ, analyze how the discursive practices employed by the City 

of Pottland, governmental and nongovernmental service orga.nizations, and citizen action 

groups have shifted understandings of the public and the private, urban citizenship, and 

political activism, and how those changing ideological perspectives have been experienced by 

tenants in public housing ptojects and members of the homeless community in Portland. I 
wiil suggest that the shift in providing those services to the poor, particularþ affordable 

housing, from govemmental to nongovemmental otganizations has enabled new forms of 
managrng and govetning those communities, and that the discutsive practices employed by 

Central City Concern attempt to conceal and permanentþ unsettle the homeless and pubJic 

housing terìants, shift accountability for housing issues and concerns onto tenants 

themselves, and justify a neoliberal housing paradigm that internalizes structural economic 

inequalities within the subjectivities of poor people . 
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INTRo DU CTIoN 

On Decemb er 9 , 2009, Ed Blackburn was in attendance at the unveiling of the latest 

grant package of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, a $600 million 

appomonment for mental health services nationwide. Blackbutn, the execut-ive director of 
Portland's Central City Concem, would receive $8.95 million in stimulus funds for the 

construction and operation of a new mental health and homeless assistance facility in 

downtown Portland. President Banck Obama expiained (Offìce of the Press Secretary 

2009) that the awards were intended for "community health centers" alteady providing 

health care, and in many cases comprehensive health coverage, to "undersewed 

communities" who "face the greatest barriers to accessing ç71s"-1n Portland, presumably, 

those communities pdmariþ experiencing addiction, poverty, and houselessness. In additlon 

to health care services, the program furnishes construction and health care provision jobs in 

the lagging economy. 

Almost eight months eadier, on April 26 of the sâme yeâr, Blackburn received 

honors bestowed by the DalatLama in San Francisco as one of forty-nine "unsung heroes of 
compassion." Blackburn v/as recognized fot his efforts in drug and alcohol rehabilitatjon 

with Central Ciry Concern, in partìcular as the director of the Hooper Detoxification Center, 

a support center that provides medical detoxifìcation support and short-term substance 

withdrawal assistance and counseling (Friesen 2009). 

And in the April 2 issue of the Portland Mercary, writer Jake Thomas reports that 

affordable housing tenants in the Butte and Biltmore Buildings, former single-room 

occupancy hotels located in Potland's Old Town and managed by Central City Concern, 

have been living with an infestation of bedbugs, cockroaches, lice, and other pests for 

months. r\t the time, residents in the Central City Concern-owned buildings had filed a 

complaint with Potland's Bureau of Development Seryices, and in addition to complaints 

about bedbugs-one tenant admits that "you'd râther live underneath the bridge" than with 

the bugs-gtievances included complaints about general building safery and maintenance, 

and allegations of tampant drug use and dealing, prostitution, and violence within the 

buildings. "There ate ptedators in this building," ânother Central City Concern tenant says 

of his building, the Biltmore Building (Thomas 2009). 

Of course, here is the paradox: Ed Blackburn is at once a "hero of compassion" and 

a slumlord, an admired social service provider, and, to some, one who has ali but neglected 

precisely that role as a service provicler. Central City Concern is one of Portland, Oregon's 
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most repìrtâble homelessness and poverty service provider, and is its largest non-profìt 

affordable housing management organization. It has worked closely with city govemment 

for almost thirry yeats, and has been widely acclaimed for its "holisttc" approach to urban 

decrepitude and blight. Central City Concern claims to have invented â nev/ model of 
welfare services, one that combines the provision of basic needs such as housing with 
programming to addtess the problems of mental illness, drug addiction and dealing, broken 

families, and crime that plague homeless and poor populatrons in Portland. 

This thesis will examine Central City Concern's work in the Portland area on a 

progressively narrowing course. I start from a regional and city-wide framework, embedding 

Central Ciry Concern within both a historical and ideologicd. trajectory of urban poJitics, city 

and land-use plannrng, and welfare government. Second, I will consider Central City 

Concern's anti-poverry wotk from abureaucratic and institutional standpoint, analyzing how 

the techniques ofaddressing and ending urban poverryproduce and reproduce 

understandings of homelessl, migrant, or floatìng populations within the urban core, in 

particular with respect to Portland's ongoing, intrâgovernmentai mission to end 

homelessness by the year 2015. Lastiy, I will enter the buildings that Central Ciry Concern 

maintains as affordable housing, the communities of transition that are designed to put 

people back on their feet. I will consider how the practices, motivations, and ideologies 

about addressing the issue s of homelessness and poverry, inherited historically, 

bureaucraticdly, and textually, are enacted on the boclies of public housing tenants, how 

those tenants are shaped and reformulated as urban subjects, and how they situate 

themselves within an ideoiogical pubJic sphere. 

,,DEjVEI,)PMENT', AND THE DI,ICUR,'IVE TURN 

The following chapters are fundamentally about development, about the ways 

governmental and nongovernmental organizatsons address issues of poverty and 

homelessness within the urban core for the purpose of making cit-ies better for people. 

From a governmental perspective, urban ills such as vagrancy and poverty are the artifacts of 

1 For the purPoses of this thesis, I will use the term "homeless" to refer to the category of people for whom 
Portland's 10-Year Plan To End Homelessness seeks 1t> sslv¿-¿'2clults, youth, couples, and families rvith 
children" who ate ".living on the streets, either temporarily or for the long-term, for avariety of reasons" 
(Citizens Cotnmission on Homelessn ess 2004a, 1) . The "homeless" is a constructe d category-after all, 
followìng Fe ldman, the homeless, "though deprive d of home s, dwell" (Feldm an 2004,146)-ancl for this thesis 
its descrìptive capacity re flects more the anxieties of urban polirics and practices of government than it does the 
hyper-specific and multitudinous experience of living on the streets. This thesis is fundamentally about the 
institutionalized social wotk, and so, in evaluatìng their practices, I will borrow their lcxicon, at least 
ptovisionally. 
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underdevelopment, threats to a well-functìoning polity, and as a result are the cause of 
considerable political anxiety. Methodologically, I will draw heavily from the thec¡retical 

work ofJames Fetguson, who, in his studies in Lesotho2, has contributed immensely to the 

anthropology o f development. 

Admittedly, Ferguson's work focuses on the practices of humanitaÅan aid, structural 

adjustment, and the enabling of economic self-determination by international development 

organizairons like the Wodcl Banh, the United States Âgency for International Development 

(USAID), or the Food and Agdcultural Organizatton of the United Nations in 

"undeveloped" Aftica, little of which is particulady relevant to the present discussion in 

Portland. However, the production of ideas about "underdevelopment" that inhere in many 

of these programs is very much like that accomplished in the "development" work of 
Portland's social service sector. Planning and anti-poverty work in Portland, I will argue, 

often petforms the same discursive work in producing the category of the 

"underdeveloped," the poor, the deviant, the pathological, as do the international 

organizatrons that Ferguson finds do the work of defining Lesotho as a Less Developed 

Country (LDC). !7hile the materia[ty of Ferguson's ethnographic research may not be 

appropriate for the present stud¡ the discursive techniques employed by Ferguson's 

"development" experts âre the same processes of ideological construction employed by 

Pordand's class of planning technicians, anti-poverry administrators, and social workers. 

There exist fwo important theoretical frameworks for understanding development. 

The fìrst consists of those who understand development work and its actors as "part of a 

great collective effott to fight poverty, raise standards of living, and promote one or another 

version of progress," v/ho conceive of the development apparatus as a "tool at the disposal 

of the planner, who will need good advice on how to make the best use of it," and who 

presume that development agencies ate "atleast potentially a force for beneficial change" 

(Ferguson 1.994,9-1,0). Implicit within this discourse is a conceptìon of "developmenr" as a 

"process of ttansition or transformation toward a modern, capitalist, industdal economy" 

(Ferguson 1.994, 1,5). Social workers, well-intentioned bureaucrats, and other actors within 

the development apparatus understand their work as the work of empowerment, bringing 

hope, prosp errry, and solvency to those who have been historically, structu:rally, or otherwise 

refused the possibility of economic and political self-determinâtion. Thìs is the territory of 

2 In his investigation of nongovernmehtal development programs designe d to .incorporate Le sotho into the 
global "developed" milieu, Ferguson (1994) finds that the circulation oftexts and discourses by the apparatuses 
charged with development fail to accomplish any sort of meaningful positive material transformation of 
llasotho society save the elal¡oration and expansion of the bureaucratic state and the development apparatus 
itself. 
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the humanitarian NGO, the food bank, or the urban planner, and is fundamentally 

teformist. 

To alarge extent, it is also the ideological, tetrasn of Central City Concern's anti

poverty work. Governmental and nongovernmental organizations like Central City Concern 

comprise the institutio nal appantus of social justice, the ptofessional class of people and 

collectivities devoted to helping the poor help themselves out of misfortune. In the 

transformative and holistic approaches to homelessness that constitute what I will latet call 

the "continuum of care" model of social work, the homeless and the poor are situated within 

the teleological progtession that helps convert the poor into meaningful public participants, 

ftom "tax users" to "tax payers." Through the work of development actors, the 

underdeveloped are put back on the track to development, so that they can participate once 

agun, or at last, in the practices of social life. Development, in this serìse, is structurally 

corrective, nther than revolutionary, and is a kind of chaÀty that may not provicle the kinds 

of solutions that systemic problems like poverry require. 

The second conceptual approach to development, on the other hand, is more critical, 

and decidedly Marxist: "If," Fetgus on panphrases, "capitalism is not a progressive force but 

a teacltonary one in the Third !øodd"-or any "underdeveloped" locâtion-<(not the câuse 

of development but the obstacle to it, not the cure for poverry but the cause of it, then a 

capitalist-run development project is a fundamentally contradictory endeavor" (Ferguson 

1'994, 1'1). The development project, accotdingly, constitutes the material and practical 

existence of ideology within state bureauctacy, ensuring the reproduction of class inequality 

and the reproduction of the relations of production.To a certain extent, this approach 

departs from historical formulation of "development" fot a morøJ, usâge, in terms of "quality 

of life" and "standard of living," afid"refers more to the reducdon or amelioration of 
poverty andmaterial want" (Ferguson 1994,15). This critique of poJitical economy 

unapologetically impJicates organizations whose mission is to incolporate "the poor" into 

the existìng class relations that constitute a vibrant capitalist market. 

Under the auspices of this Marxist-Structuralist arc, critics of development agencies 

like Central City Concern would sugge st that the practices of Central City Concern and its 

institutional colleagues cannot be understood as anything but the material practices of 
ideological domination, apparent or behind an obscudng smoke-screen, and that all 

subjecuve or discutsive interchange ought to be evaluated in terms of the underþing
^gency 

politico-economic ideology of Portland's public sphere. Central City Concern, the homeless, 

the City Çeu¡çils¡5-everyone within Portland's public fìeld-are, in this sense, all bound to 

class inequality and structural teproduction through ideology, in this case a middle-class 

Progressive ideology, despite intention, consciousness, or deviance. 

http:production.To
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Of course, neither the liberal reform apprcach nor the Marxist-Structural-ist approach 

provides much in the way of an adequate description of how the development praclices of 
organizations ljke Central City Concem operate. At best, it remains that the former is unable 

to escape self-aggrandizing notions of chariry nor can the latter withdraw from the damning, 

fundamentally othering relationship befween center and periphery, and there remains no 

recourse for the fact that global and local inequalities are theoretica)ly and pncucaTly 

unresolvecl. The first approach glosses the complex relations of power embedded in 

philanthropy, while the second eliminates all possibüity for human agency or intention, and, 

to a cettajn extent, presumes that ideologicâl control is complete, comprehensive, and 

without rupture. 

However, what can be said about the two approaches is that they ftame a fìeld of 
development discourse, of how development projects and their practices can be talked 

about. \)Øithout rejecting, nor unassailably accepting, either, I follow Ferguson in shiftrng the 

question of development to thinking of "development"3 as a discursive practice. Ferguson 

writes that the concept of "development" best references a "dominant problematic," an 

"interptetive grid," through which the "host of everyday observations are rendered 

intelligible and meaningful" (Ferguson 1994, xüi), Development institutions, he suggests, 

produce and reproduce their own discourses, corìstructing their subjects as "particular 

kind[s] of object[s] of knowledge," afld, perhaps more importantly, generating â "structure of 
knowledge around th[ose] objectfs]" (Ferguson 1994,xiv). Development discourse 

translates the fìeld of social experience into a set of problems) â moralizing structure of 
knowledge, and identjfies places of intervention on the basis of this knowledge. Ferguson 

explains, 

cliscoutse is a practice, it is structured, ancl it has real effects rvhich are 
much more profound than simply 'mystifìcation.' The thoughts and 
actions of 'development' bureaucrats are powerfully shaped by the 
wodd of acceptable statements and utterânces within which they live; 
ancl what they do and do not do is a product not only of the interests 
of various nations, classes, or international agencies, but also, and at the 
same time, of a working out of this complex structure of knowledge. 
(Ferguson 1994,18) 

Discursive practìces make ideological i<nowledges-however complete or fragmented

work. In Lesotho, Ferguson ârgues that the circulation of "development'¡ discourse has done 

3 Ferguson (1994) refers to "development," rather than development, to distinguish and rer¡ind readers that 
"development" refers not just ¡o ¿ y2lus-1þat is developed or undeveloped-but to a discursive and 
ideological field of knowledge and practices, at assertbla¿¡e in Latour's words (1987), that accrues relevance and 
"obviousness" in its interactions with powerful actants. For the rest of this thesis, I will follow lrerguson in his 
selective use of quotation marks to indicate the discursively contìngent aspects of development. 
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little to affect the material needs of the Basotho people, l¡ut it has subtly legitìmized the 

expansion and entrenchment of bureaucratic state power in the form of the development 

institution, which has deftly legitimized its own insertion into the management of social life. 

Similady, the anti-poverty work of institutions like Central City Concern, the Housing 

Authority of Portland, City Council, and others have discutsively excluded the poor ftom 

public membership in the practices of social work intenclecl at empowerment. Much of that 

work has been perfbrmed under a progressive ideology that rhetorically appeals to a 

democratic politics of access, inclusion, and fairness. And while a critique of the 

philanthropic and charitable practices will become implicit in the course of the thesis, it is 

important to accept that the individuals that constitute institutions like Central Cify Concern, 

the Housing Authority of Portland, City Counci| and others believe that they are doing the 

right thing-this thesis is less concerned with the motai evaluations of development 

programs, that is, the merits or problems associated with affordable housing progtams, but 

ràthü how discourse around housing development programs wor,ks, whatit does. 

The theoretical thrust of this thesis will be a consummation of the ideology and 

social practice of anti-poverty work in Portland's downtown neighborhoods, a I<tnd of praxis 

that accounts for both the povretful, ideological aspects of discursive circulation and the 

actual processes of subject-making that constitute, resist, reify, and shift the kinds of 
subjectivities that individuals and collectivities manifest. As Ferguson fìnds, "development" 

is not necessarily causative-it doesn't always work the way it is supposecl to, nor does it 

always respond to deliberate intention-but it does have very sþificant consequences. 

Similatly, the well-ìntended wotk of Centtal Ciry Concern and other otganiz,aaons does not 

always uork the way it is supposed to-that is, homelessness is nowhere near its "erìd," nor 

do their subjects always experience the kind of "transformation" that is intended-but that 

neither explains nor mystifìes the fact that poverty and homelessness remain reifìed in the 

urban landscape, andthat the mobilzed bureaucratic, social service apparatus has been 

extended and elaborated. The circulation of planning discourse in Portland has achieved 

something different altogether, As I will argue, nev¡ conceptions of the public and private, 

urban inciusion and exclusion, citizen and tefugee, have become inscribecl, discursively and 

physicaþ, into Portland's urban landscape, and have once more reified the poor as "matter 

out of place" @ouglas 1"966,44) within the city core. 

RA Rr:.r, ACTI o ¡'i A N D T H E " l' U 13 r,I c " I l) Ê o I. o G y 

Giorgio Agamben suggests that the political stabiliry of any polity resides in the 

formulation of an ideologrcally homogenous public sphere, and it is the ptoject of any 

political system to accommodate social heterogeneity within political homogeneity 
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(Agamben 2000). The projection of what Michael Warner cails a "public," the "social 

totaJtty" fVarner 2002,49), is fundamental in this rcgard. 'Warner suggests that "the 

projection of a pubJic is a new, creatìve, and distinctively modern mode of power" flVarner 

2002,77), one that is bound to prevailing discursive trajectories and is teified through the 

politico-juridical processes that serve to maintain that homogenous "fìction." IW'arner 

locates pubücs "only within the temporality of the circulation that gives þhem] 

existence"fWarner 2002,68), yet he conceals the very real spaual mapping of discourse 

across physical landscapes. Michel de Certeau makes a similar argument, suggesting that 

"strategies," what he understands as "calculation[s] (or manipulationfs]) of power 

relationships," arise "âs soon as a subject"-f61 $Øarner, the discursively-bounc{ "public"
"with will and power (a business, an army, a ciq, a scientific instrtution) can be isolated." De 

Certeau continues that the discursive subject then 'þostulztes a þ/ace that can be delineated as 

its own and serve as the base from which relat-ions with an exteriorifl composed of targets and 

threats (customers or competitors, enemies, the country surrounding the ciry objectives and 

objects of research, etc.) can be managed". This "pIace," whfe surely a discursive idea, is 

made up of the roads and buildings and streetcar stations that constitute the physical 

landscape-and in the case of utban poverty-of the city. The projection of a public, and 

the resulting strategies that stem thereof, zre naturals,zed over physical space, The "propet," 

what becom es naturaJtzed through the discursive porÃ/er of the public, de Certeau argues, "is 

a triønþh ofp/ace ouer time.. . a mastery of time through the foundation of ân autonomous 

space" (de Certeau 1984,35-36), More than existing merely within the temporality of 

discourse, pubJics also exist within a spaljLal frame, a frame through rvhich pubLic and private 

activities are spatialiy organìzed and policed. 

Foucault, similady, theorizes the spaces of discursive circulation as socially 

differentiating. Discursive practices, Foucault asserts, are characterized by "a del-imitation of 

a fìeld of objects, the defìnition of a legitimate perspective for the agent of knowledge, and 

the fìxing of norms for the elaboration of concepts ancl theories" (Foucault 1977 , 1,99). 

These kinds of fields of knowledge, in which cliscourses and ideologies are embedded, are 

fundamental in manufacturing individual subjectivrties, which, as Foucault asserts, âre 

substantial. "Societies of discourse," then, "function to preserve or produce discourses, but 

in order to make them circulate in a closed space, distributing them only according to strict 

rules, and without the holders being dispossessed by this distribution" (Foucault 1.973,62

63). The discursive practices involved in producing public knowledges are what Foucault 

categories as the "external procedures of rarefaction," those that put "power and desire at 

stake," which structure who has the authotized right to speak, what is acclaimed as 

cognitively reasonable and what is condemned as madness, and how social knowledges ate 
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endowed with truthfulness and pursued as such (Foucault 1,973,52). The discursive 

elaboration of ideology-in our case, a politically progressive ideology-and the 

qualifìcations for authorized urban citizenship in Portlancl, exist within structured and 

authorized ideologcal fields that limit which people czn say what things, and successful 

discursive practice requires stabie foundations of authority. Pubüc ideologies and authorized 

discursive practices, moreover, frame normalcy znd deviance in Portland's urban setting, 

structuring the "whole framework of knowledge through which we decipher. . . speech, and 

of the whole network of institutions," legitimate or condemnable, "which permit 

someone...to listen to it" (Foucavlt I973,53). As will be discussed in the second chapter, 

the work of shelters, transitional housing, and other programs to end homelessness are 

discursively framed by ideological knowleclges of medicine, capital, and the poliry, refuring 

the logc of alternative solutions to urban ptoblems. These problems, rather, are 

incorporated into what Foucault calls the tational-liberal "will-to-truth" (Foucault 1,973,55), 

what effectively lustifìes planning and other "scieritific" disciplines, uni$'ing and authorizing 

techno-scientifìc solutions with the univetsal project of fìnding the right answers, with 

progressively more perceptive and exacting instruments and experts. 

From eady on, access to the public discoutse about planning was inaccessible and 

prohibitive for all but Portland's elite, and through much of the twentieth century that 

discourse was the moral and cultural authority in balancing "good" and "l-¡zd" directions for 

the city's development. Planning experts like Chades Bennett, Robett Moses, and Flarland 

Bartholomew invited to Portland for their advice gave legitimacy to a public progtam that 

was not yet a legitim ate practice of government. ,\s planning has matured, and ultimately 

become the rccourse for civic visioning, its methods have achieved, to a certain extent, the 

repute of other scientifìc disciplines, incorporated within the arsenal of quantitative and 

technologrcal fields akeady pursuing the will-to-truth. Foucault assetts that the fìrst two 

procedures of rarefaction-that is, discursive 'þrohibition" and the "opposition befween 

reason and madness)'-2¡s constântly "becoming more ftagile and more uncettain, to the 

extent that they afe now invaded by the will to truth," which, on the other hand, "grovzs 

stronger, deeper, and more implacable" (Foucault I973,56). Planning's assimilation v¡ithin 

the implicit functions of government has similatly followed this ideological trajectory. 

In Portland, progressive ideology has become synonymous with the iconic Portland 

ciúzen. As Carl{.bbotta sugÍlests, the individual that constitutes what he câtegorizes as 

a Much of the historical nartauve and some of the theoretical issues introducecl in this chapter are drawn from 
the work ofCarl Abbott (see Âbbott 7983;1994a;1994b;1.994c;2001;2002), professor ofUrban Studies and 

Planning at Portlancl State University in Portlancl, OR. ,Lbbott has wtitten extensively on topics including 
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"Ptogressive Portland," who follows what politicians, planners, and civic icons have long 

iclentifìed as the "Portland 1ü7ay," is a fundamentally liberal, politically-moderate, middle-class 

kind of urban resident, "These folks," Abbott v/rites, 

are 'progressive' in pushing Portland into the national lead on many 
âspects of urban planning and development, doing things that other 
cities may imitate. Unifying issues are compact growth, environmental 
protection, goocl public schools, and the pleasutes of a downtown that 
escaped modernist reworking. They are also Progressives-or neo
Progressives-in the historical meaning of a political movement aimed 
at combining democracy or efficiency. The economic base is an 
alliance of downtown business and reøJ, estate interests with 
professional and mznagetial support workers (e.g. college professors) 
to define and pursue a public interest thtough ntionzl analysis...They 
trust government because the are go.vernment. (Abbott2001, B0-81) 

Odell writes that the values that undergird contemporary politìcal ideologies in Portland are 

values that reveal an "underþing modemist assumption thât there is a unitary pubJic interest 

that can be identified" and is often fostered in the advocating of public service and the 

pubJic interest over individual ambition, an accessible political culture, an establìshed, 

efficient bureaucracy that regulates private actions in the name of the public good, a 

confidence in scienufìc rationahl¡, and consewative understandings of preservation (Odell 

2004,12). As van Dijk articulates, icleologies are fundamentâlly "systems of ideas," the 

"axiomatic principles" of the "shared representations of social groups" (van Dijk 2006, 115). 

They are the "self-schema" that serve âs the personal and social cognitive coherence of an as, 

with its membership devices ("who are we?'), actions ("what do we do?'), asms ("wh1 do we 

do this"), norms and values ("what is good or bad?"), position ("what is our position in 

society, and how to we relate to other gtoups?"), and resources ("what is ours, and what do 

wewanttohave/keepatzl.costs?") (vanDijk2001,,1,4).,tsaformof self-representation, 

the "Portland \ffay" has to this point become the institutional rubric fot defìning the norms, 

values, and membetship of urban citizenship, whom government and policy is to serve and 

in what capacities, and whom the "public" references. 

Urban planning and urban desþ has in Portland become part of the fabric of the 

"Portland 'Way." "In terms of ciryscape and urban form," ,{.bbott writes, "Portland has 

managedwith some success to bring environmentalism and urbanism together in a cohetent 

package of mutually supportive planning and development decisions," resulting in the 

formulation of a "metropoJis that is stronger at its center than at its edges, whether we 

contemporary American urban history, urban revitalization and developrnent policy, ancl the relationships 
between urban g"rowth ancl regional land-use. This chapter v¡il1 feature reseatch he has conducted on 
Portland's urban planning histoty and the development of progressive ideology under the rul¡rics of Portland's 
interpretation of modernist urban design. 
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measrue that strength in politicai ciout or the allocation of investment," and with a "political 

culture that treâts land-use planning, with its testrictions on ptivate actions, as a legitimate 

expression of the community interest" (Abbott 2001,, 6), Modern public transportation 

systems, prescient land-use regulation, transparent poJitical process, and the encouragement 

of popular involvement in the clvic hfe of the city have all contributed to Portland's 

reputation zs "a city that wotks,"s in its many senses. 

While Portland is widely acknowleclgecl today for its progressivism in civic planning 

and urban redevelopment, rightly or wrongly, that has not always been the case. Throughout 

the rwentieth century, Portland planners were subject to â constantiy shifung political 

climate, often dominated by conservâtive business interests that had lìttle interest in popuìist 

civic philanthropy, and were frequently unable to escape political stagnâtion ând 

discontinuity. Statewide land-use regulations formulatecl in the latter half of the century 

transformed the expectation of urban planning from an overt practice of business interests 

into a socially-accountable, politically liberal, and environmentally progressive code for 

development. This intervention was accompanied by the dse of nongovernmental 

participation in politics, by neighborhood otganizations, other voluntary organizations, and 

the non-proiìt sector. Portland had long been a planned city, but the progressive 

interventjon of the 1970s transformed how that planning would take place. 

As well as producing ideological knowledges, planning as a discursive discipLine 

similarly shapes practices that constitute inclividual subjectivity. Not all discourse is rendered 

equal, nor is it always honest in its representation of reñt-'¡, but rather it is subject to shifting 

domains of authorial Disciphnary authoriry defìnes a"theoretitcalhorizon" rhzt 
^gency. 

presumes ideological congruency. ,{. discipüne ought to be understood, Foucault explains, as 

a "domain of objects, a set of methods, a corpus of proposiuons considered to be true, a 

play of rules and defìnitions, of techniques and instruments...â sort of anonymous system at 

the disposal of anyone who wants to or is able to use it, without their meaning or validity 

being lìnked to the one who happened to be their inventor" (Foucault 1973,59). Disciplines 

are often paradigmatic instances of the institutionaü zatton of practices engendering the will

to-truth, endowed v¡ith historically contingent authority that is not innocent of power or 

violence . Disciplines, furthermote, are "'principleþ] of control over the producuon of 
discourse" that "fix ümits for discourse by the action of an identity which takes the form of 
a pefinanent re-actuation of the rules" (Foucault I973,61). Urban pianning has acquired, in 

Portland, this kind of disciplinary authoriry since planning became the privileged and 

5 The wotds "Portland, a city that worlçs" are proudly ctisplayed on the sides of all of Portland's public-wolks 
vehicles. 
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institutionalized recourse for dealing with urban concerrìs. As a protocol for envisioning the 

futute of acity, forwhomitwillbe,andwhatklndsof otherpracticeswillbe legally, 

politically, or socially feasible, planning itself is a fundamentally discursive practice. "As an 

expression of these þrogressive] values," Odell asserts, "the Portland lü/ay promotes 

planning as the arbiter of the pubJic interest, and New Urbanism as the planning 'science' 

that can accompìish the goals of a growth management regime" (Odell 2004,193). Portland 

leaders, Odell elabotates, frame their work as political advocates about the unclerstanding 

that it is the 'þarticular people in a particular place going about their everyday activities and 

wotking together within a set of common values that creates, not oniy a sense of 
community, but the physical development of the city as weü" (Odell 2004,12). In a sense, 

utban design is both a presctiptive and a "performative" discursive ptactice that inscribes 

ideological values within the built environment of the city. 

TBcnNot.o GI cÀL p)LITIC.î, AGENCEMENT, AND pEKtt)IIMATIVE 

])1,çCOUR.'E 

"No idea is more provocative in controversies about technology ancl society," 

Langdon Winner writes, "than the notion that technical things have political qualities" 

ffinner L986, t9). \ü/inner's argument for a technological poJitics stems ftom his analysis of 
Robert Moses' thoroughfare design on Long Island in the mid-twentieth century. \Tinner 

asserts that "many of [Moses'] monumental structures of concrete and steel," in their implicit 

racism and classism, "embody a systematic social inequaltty, away of engineering 

relationships among people that, after a time, became iust part of the landscape" flX/inner 

1986,23). Moses'btidges were built ataheìght to disallow public transportation to extend 

to the planner's beloveclJones Beach, revealing what lØinner chancteúzes as "an ongoing 

social process in which scientifìc knowledge, technological invention, and coqpotate profìt 

reinforce each other in deeply entrenched pattems, patterns that bear the unmistakable 

stâmp of poJitical and economic power" flWinner 1,986,27). Following BetnwardJoerges' 

critique of what has become \X/inner's most eminent monograph, I wish to extend ìØinnet's 

analysis from a matter social control and into the realm of te chnological and discursive 

performativity. Borrowing from actor-network theory, Joerges writes that "the power of 
things clepends on how they are 'syntagmatically' networked with other things, in 

competition with paracligmatic counter-programmes of clifferently coupled actuants.,.it ües 

in their associations. . . the product of the way they are put together and distributed" (Joerge s 

1,999, 4L4). Winnet, Joerges argues, places the pohtical agency of technological systems 

narrowly within either a discourse sf çs¡¡¡el-"social order and disorder are presented as a 

result of ìntentional ¿ç¡i6n"-e1 a counter-cliscourse of contingency-((social disorder and 

http:actuants.,.it
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order are not seen as the product of planful, intentional action, but as a result of a 

conjunction of consequences of action" (Joerges 1999, 422)-when he ought understand 

Moses's btidges, roads, and buildings and other built objects as "phenomena in the middle," or 

"boundary objects," that serve as "media of mediation, negotiation and tnnslation between 

the reciprocal expectations and requirements of many people ot organizattons (and especially 

of those who represent them, who ate authorized to speak for them)" (Joerges 1,999,424), 

"The power represented in built and other technical devices," Joerges concludes, "is not to 

be found in the þrnal attriþutes of tltese things thensalues. . . [and] only their aathoriqation, their 

legitimate representation, gives shape to the defìnitive effects that they may have" Soerges 

1.999,424). 

As a technological system, the theory and practice of urban planning is unique, 

because it is both object and prescription at once. Urban planning has its professionals, its 

endowed authorify, its rubrics and protocols, and its organizatsons and institutional 

knowledges. Yet, at the same time, planning is inherently discursive, forward-looking, ancl 

creative. Planning exists within an extant netwotk of professional disciplines, while it is 

simultaneously a driving force in the arranging and distinguishing of other social nerworks 

far beyond the disciplìnary fìeld, and in no small part the defining of publics. Planning is 

both authoriaJ. and always already authoúzed, entangled in discourses stemming from eady 

economic monopolization and political incumbency and entangJing neu¡ politicized 

discourses about for whom public space is teservecl and how citizenship is to be performed 

and acted. The sociophysical spaces of the city of Portland, the sidewalks, parks, plazas, 

bridges, buildings, the edifices of the cifi¡, arc designed for a particular kind of resident. 

Overpasses are planned and built to faclhtate commerciai efficiency, not for places of 
residence, parks are for lunch breaks and not for drug use, sidewalks for public transit stops 

and not for panhandling. Indeed, Portland is unique in its celebration of urban design as a 

practice of building the ciry þrpeople, with the replacement of car lanes with bike lanes, 

"gtey infrastructure" with "living" buildings and "green streets," industrial expanses with 

parkland and wildlife corridots, as well âs other recent city-sponsored programs to improve 

urban livability (City of Portland Bureau of Ttansportation 2010;Entrix 2009), The planners 

and urban developers that have earned Portland its international progressive reputation, 

precisely because of innovations Like these, have also, deliberately or not, planned the city for 

the Portland progressive, at the exclusion of others. The infrastructural landscape of the 

city, as well as the written documents of planning, comprise a cultural text,"a metadiscursive 

notion, useful to participants in a culture as wày of creating an image of a durable shared
^ 

cultute immanent in ot even unclifferentiated from its ensemble of rcaltzed or even potential 

texts" (Silverstein and Urban 1996,2). They are the concrete manifestations of shared 
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cultuÍe, whether voluntary or coerced, and constitute the terrain of the making of the public 

sphere. 

In this sense, the planning discipline can be charactenzed by what Michel Callon 

terms an agencement, or a[lenî€menlr, "combinations of heterogenous elements that have been 

carefully adjusted to one anotheï" and "endowed with the capaciry of actìng in different 

ways depending on their confìguration." "This means there is nothing left outside of 
a¿yncemeflts," Callon suggests, "there is no need for further explanation, because the 

construction of its meaning is part of an agencement." Socio-technical agencementu,like planrung 

practices, Callon elaborates, "include the þrescriptions] pointing to fthem], and it is because 

the former includes the latter that the agencement acts in line with the þrescripuons], just as 

the operating instructions p^rt of the device and participate in making it wotk" (Callon
^re 


2007,320). Agencetnenß are fundamentally performative, because they carry context within
 

themselves and "To move a þrescription] from one spatio-temp oral frame to another and 

for it to remain...capabie of describing situations and providingaffordances fot them, the 

socio-technical agencement that 'goes with it' has to be transported as well...spreadfing] out 

and spreadfing] its world with it" (Callon 2007,331), and opening new space for technical 

professionals, experts, and authotities to reify those wodds. The results of planning 

practìces, then, are neither intentional nor obligatorily contingent on por,ver and politics, but 

rather they are located in ideological wodds that arc expansive and performaave, subject and 

object to shifting authority, but nonetheless highly political. Planning cliscourses carry with 

them complete agencements, inscùbins neu/ meanings to existing contexts. I will argue that the 

anti-poverfy work of organizations like Central Ciry Concern discursively render deviance 

upon the bodies of the poor ancl homeless, and in the process recontextualize and justify 

their own practices to encl homelessness. 

The theoretical arc of the present study locates Portland's poor, homeless, 

pathological, or otherwise deviant population at odds with the ideological representations of 
Portland's public ciazenry. The circulation of discursive practìces by bureaucrats, social 

workers, politicians, and other social diagnosticians in their work as advocates for 

disenfranchised populations produces a public from which the very subjects of their 

attentions are excluded, reaffìtming the political imptcations of "Portland Way" ideology 

and the stigmatization of social deviance. The performaave capacities of urban planning and 

clevelopment ate significant, because in the practices of desþing the ciry, ideologies of the 

public sphere are discursively and physically inscribed on public space, creating pubJic space 

at the expense of those who have been excluded from that very realm. 
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"BEirLrzIXT ¿No BSTLVEiF:N": LlulNzl. TENANCY AND TTITUAL EXCl,U-çIo^/ 

Flaving provisionally theorized the telationship between publ-ic ideologies, pol-itical 

exclusion, and the discursive and performative ptactices of bureaucratic planning, we are left 

with the other half of the "development problematic." Discursive domination is multi

directional and intersubjective-that is to say, ideological knowledges exist insofar as they 

are enacted, inculcated, resisted, but petformed in some capzcir¡. The fìnal theoretical 

ârgument I wish to make in this thesis is perhaps the most important. It is that regardless of 

the progtessive and well-intentioned practices that have been employed by organizations like 

Central City Concern to ameliorate poverty, the poor âs a category remain impoverished, 

excludecl, and neglected, and those practices have discursively rendered an exclusionary 

public in which the poor have no place. Centd City Concern's transitional housing 

programs, designed to fundamentally transform the lives of Portland's homeless, addicted, 

tavaged-or whatever pathology that can be identifìed-cteate "intersttuctural situation[s]" 

(Tutner 7967,93), where tenants are "betwixt and befween" criminality and citizenship. 

This liminal space between underdevelopment and development is precisely the result of the 

kincl of pork that the discursive productions of the poor have performed. In necessitating a 

program for the incorporation of deviant subjects into the rank and file of acceptable public 

ideology, anti-poverty campaigns like those of Central City Concern have created spaces for 

new subject positions. Tenants in buildings managed by Central City Concern have not 

simply adopted ideological confotmity-they have not been "ttansformed," to use 

Blackburn's tecurdng trope-but rather have become depolitìcized in a different sense. 

Ferguson writes that "l:y reducing poverty to a technical problem, and by promising 

technical solutions to the sufferings of poweriess and oppressed people, the hegemonic 

problematic of 'development' is the principle means through which the question of poverty 

is de-pllitici<ed in the wodd today" (Ferguson 1,994,256). Public housing projects like those 

managed by Central City Concern accommodate the poJitical anxieties of the polity by 

depoJiticizing and concealing deviance within institutional ftameworks of care. Highly 

political questions, about the rights, citizenship, and legitimacy of the poor âre discursively 

eclipsed, reframed into reformist teieologies, issues about v¡hich something can be done. At 

once, planning agencies have earned themselves a legitimate place, and systemic critiques of 

poverty and inequality have been tactfully elided. In discursively producing the poor as 

"becoming citizens," incomplete urban subjects, liminal tenants, the excluded are, in Barban 

Cruikshank's words, "made to act" (Cruikshank 1999, 82) v¡ithin domination. Produced as 

liminal subjects, pubüc housing tenants âre systematically refused the rights of full citizens 

and denied the services extended to other urban residents. Äs a result, tenânts' claims for 
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protection, ,ust treatment, and basic livability ate mechanistically denied on the grounds that 

they do not constitute the public fot whom those services are designed. It is not a mâtter of 
being heatcl-their concerns have been voiced innumerable times-but rarher a matter of 
being included in the pubJic sphere. I suggest that this is ptecisely the kind of discursive 

technique of government that, borrowing ftomF,ltzat:eth Povineili, the apparent 

"incommensurateness of liberal icleology and practice ," the appzrent disjunction between 

poJitical progressivism and social exclusion and persecution, "is rnade to appeâr 

commensurate" (Povinelll 2001, 328). 

A roorc AHEAD 

The ensutng chapters will trace a narattve of Poftland's commitmeflt to a livable 

ciry, begrnning with the development of Portland's progressive establishment and following 

the institutio¡dtzation of a ð.ominant poLitical ideology thtough the disciplines of utban 

planning and poverqr relief. The thesis will end in the single-toom-occupancy hotels of 
downtown Portland, where the Portland variety of progtessivism that has earned this city its 

reputation ancl the overt political exclusion of the poor are harmoniously manifest, 

The first chapter is primarily historical. It will ttace the development of a planning 

discourse through the twentieth century and into the twenty-first century in Portland, 

focusing on moments where pianning practices have shifted, hardened, ot been remade. 

Fundamental to the inquiry will be the question of the political agency of urban planning
that is, to what extent has urban planning functioned in defìning the political ideologies of 
Portland, and in what ways. Drawing on theories of subjectivity, publics, and citizenship, it 
will be suggested that Portland's planning legacy has fotmatted a "Portland \X/ay" that frames 

much of the political discourse of the city. 

The second chapter will extencl the fìrst into a discussion about homelessness and 

urban poverty in Pordand. The homeless, it is argued, defy notions of citizenship 

foundational to the "Portland Way," and as a result, are the subjects of extensive 

philanthropic and charitable progrâms. Portland's voluntary, non-profit sector has fìlled the 

void where federal and state welfare programs have been unable to provide services, and 

have adopted new ways of "ending homelessness." Cenffal Ciry Concem, onê of Portland's 

more reputâble service-providers, will be introduced to illuminate the nature of 
contemporary service ptovision, and the way homeless and poor subjects are incorpotatecl 

into wclfarc programming. 

The third, and fìnal, chapter will draw from ethnographic research conducted durìng 

meetings conducted by tenants of Central City Concern affotdable housing buildings. The 

purpose wjll be two-fold. Irirst, it will tell the story of an oft-neglected and ignored group of 
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individuals fighting for basic livability. Ancl second, it will characterize how these tenants fit 

into a larger buteaucratic apparâtus that has little place for their concerns, or for systemic 

critiques of povety, and will intetrogate the discursive and non-discursive practices of 

government employed by Centtal Concern to reify the second-class status of public housing 

tenants. 



Trrn GgNBeLoGY oF A Pugrrc 

The year 2010 marks the thirtieth year since the last chapter in Portland's urban and 

Iand-use planning was wtitten, codified, and shelved. Statewide iegrslation passed in the late

1970s and early-1980s requires municipalities throughout the state of Oregon to undergo a 

periodic review and to redraft planning programs every thirty yeats, reaffìrming 

commitments to important governmental services ljke housing, urban development, 

economic growth, resource management, and civic involvement. In the faJL of 2009, 

Portland City Council and the Buteau of Planning of Sustainability, along with a litany of 

other governmental and nongovetnmental agencies, began in a series of citywrde workshops 

the process of reinventing what is to be called the "Portland Plân," the latest version of 
Portland's comptehensive planning program. The process of revising Portland's urban 

planning programs had been initiatecl in the eady summer of 2008, and had consisted of 

meetings with neighborhood organtzauons, a Leadership Summit in June, and two 

Community Summits Iater that month. In his introduction to the final wotkshop, held on 

Decembe r 1,5, 2009 , in the University of Oregon building in Old Town, Mayor Sam ,{dams 

explained that these workshops are about "crov/dsourcìng" and about "gtoundtruthing"6, 

"groundttuthing in the sense that we \i/ant your input about what we should be looking at, 

by the numbers, but also by non-, sort of, numeric, sott of, feedback, a sense of pulse of the 

city, and then crowdsourcing, which is idea generation, about what we should be doing, 

about the opportunities ancl challenges that we face as a cit-¡."1 Pteston Pulliam, president of 
Portland Community College, charactetized the initial stâges of the process as one of 
'lisioning." It is about "creating a vision of long tange," he says, "in terms of what would 

we want Portland to be twenty years from now...creating something that's, kind of, to take 

something that doesn't exist, or is invisible, and make it into something, to create something, 

and that's the exciting part of this." 

These workshops constitute the fabtic of Portland's commitment to civic 

involvement, how Ciry Council ancl the governmental bureaus incorpotate public opinion 

ó "Crowdsourcing" and "groundtruthing" are defined iust as they are described by Mayor Á,dams. They 
comprise the contcmporary political talk, the rhetoric, of civic eniìagement in politics. 

7 I attendecl the fìnal workshop, helcl on Decetnber 15, 20098 at the University of Oregon building in Olcl 
Town, of the first of tlree planning phases of the Pordand Plan. The tl-rree phases are desi¡¡necl to incorporate 
civic input at each step-that is, inirial "visioning," area-specific brainstortning, and, fìnally, policy 
prescription-in the clevelopment of the Plan, which will serve as the definitive planning document for the 
next thirty yeats of the city. A vicìeo of the workshop can be found at 

http://www.pordandoniine.com/portÌandplan/index.cfm?c=51568& (accessed Match 25,201.0). 

http://www.pordandoniine.com/port�andplan/index.cfm?c=51568
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into their work as political professionals. Andrew McGough of \X/orksystems, Inc.----one of 
the Ciry of Portland's esteemed pârtners-proudly espouses that Portland is blessed with "a 

lot of really committed people and leader[s] that arc interested ìn trying to do the right 

thing," and that occasions like these workshops are tremendous opportunities for "us in the 

business community, us in the non-profìt sector, the government sector, to hear from the 

people about how we cân do the right thing...and implement the great guidance that we're 

going to hear from you." Unlike eadier comprehensive plans that limited their scope to 

issues concerning infrastructure, the latest Portland Plan is holistic. "This effort, now," 

-Adams indicates, "is about not only talking about infrastructure, like transportation and land

use, it's also, unlike 1980, about þeoþlt' \X/hat this means is that planners are attempting an 

unprecedented level of collaboratìon, befwe en the publìc and Ciry Council, governmental 

and nongovemmental service providers, and the for-profit sector and the non-profit sector, 

margnzhzed communities and privileged communities. "There is no other city that we can 

find that has sought to clo a strâtegic plan involviflg this level of complexiry," Adams 

challenges, "but this is Portland, this is where we invent and reinvent good planning, so tr'm 

convinced that we're up to this." This is Portland, a city well known nationally and 

internatìonally for its commitment to sustainabilty, prescient development, and innovative 

urban planning, and widely held as fronting a "revolution in the kind of ideas about how an 

American city might develop," how cities can become "good cities, that are pleasant, livable, 

and good for peopie" (Lay et aJ,. 2009; Abbott 2001,4; Abbou 7997,12). 

This first chapter wiil trace the genealogy of this reputation, focusing on the kinds of 
discursive techniques that have sculpted the way Portland's urban prescriptions have 

accompanied politìcal ideologies of how urban space ought to function, how urban 

citizenship is manufactured and sustained, and how livability interacts with the economic 

imperatives of urban life. Over the course of Portland's twentieth century planning history, 

I wish to tell three interwoven, mutually-constitutingnarcattves: fìrst, how planning, in its 

various forms, became legitimate as t/te solution to providing necessary government services, 

ensuring an effìcient business sector, suppþing adequate housing, controlling urban blight, 

and guaranteeing a healthy city; second, how planning discourses uitimately defined a 

modemist-progressive public morality for Portland's sphere, separating competing claims to 

the city, and clarifiiing questìons of urban membership and purpose; and third, how planning 

is actually performed and enacted, discutsively and materially, through the funct-ions of 
government, the private and voluntary sectors, engaged citizens, and other means. Implicit in 

these questions is the question, borrowing from Langdon rü/inner (1986), of whether 

ideological technologìes Jike planning ptedominantly af,ect poltt:cal context or arise oat of 
existing political organization, and how power and authority is mediated through those 
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technologies. I will suggest that planning has indeed fabùcated z pa*s,c,aIar kind of pubJic 

realm that enables certain kinds of public action. It will be in contrast to this dominant form 

of citizenship that the following chapters will address issues of urban homelessness and the 

ploduction of deviant bodies on the streets and within housing projects. 

ONB HUNoRED YEARS oF THE Crty: PontraND AND rrs 
PLANNERS THROUGH THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

That Portland was to be a deliberate, planned ciry was not âlways an inevitable fact. 

Urban development within the expanding city limits has been fragmented, often impulsive or 

reactionary, and far from the comptehensive strategy fot which the city is now recognized. 

Portland's land-use and urban planning regimens have transformed throughout the fwentieth 

century and jnto the rwenty-fìrst century, yet they have always telied upon the expertise of 
professional planners to guide the city through periods of gowth and decline. Until the 

1970s, utban planning in Portland was predominantly a practice of elite businessmen seeking 

to ensure economic stability and growth. Theplazas, highways, and civic centers that 

successive planning documents ptescribed were both the physical and symbolic edifices of 
economic po\¡/er that reinscribed their role s as the leaders of the city, and, to a ceftain extent, 

Iegrtimated precisely their own authorify, As diagnosticians of urban problems, govemment 

leaders were likewise expected to provide adequate services for the urban population where 

they were otherwise lacking. Questions of poverty, housing, urban blight, parkland and 

spaces for recreation, development restrictions, and other ciry concerns were the tasks put to 

planners and powerful political bureaucrats. Flowever, after Oregon tatifìed the land-use 

planning codes in the 1970s in response to unrestticted utban grov/th and development, 

neighborhoocl associations and other civic interest groups in Potland gained considerable 

legitimacy in planning for the city's future. This clecentralizing shift in planning âuthority 

facilitated the rise in issue-specific nongovemmental organizatsons committed to providrng 

important communiry-based services where the broad strokes of government were 

inadequate. Coupled v¡ith the nationwide withdrawal of federal welfare funding throughout 

the 1980s, much of the weight of service provision was ceded to a voluntary sector that 

worked closely, yet independently with city government. The rise in legitimacy of a pseudo

governmental bureaucratic strrlcture devoted to urbân planning and service provision 

fundamentally changed how the utban citizen could intetact politically with a changing city. 

The decentrùtzation of urban progtamming enabled a nev/ form of governance in which 

citizens were both refotmulated into active, involved, and political subjects, and were 

encouraged to self-manage thtough involvement wi.th voluntary organizations committecl to 

the city's futute. Like llerguson, I hope in this section to accompJish a kind of "genealogy of 
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'development"', and to interrogate how the dominant problematic of urban planning and 

development "workfsl in practice" and what kinds of effects it produces in the Portland 

social sphere (Ferguson 1994, xiv). 

Expo.çtrt o¡ú l¡JD TI-IE llIxrg oIì A DLtcIpLINE 

Urban planning fìrst appeared in Portlancl as a viable practice in the years preparing 

for the centennial Lewis and Clark Exposition of 1905. From their fìrst àppeàrance in the 

nationd, spotlight during the Exposition, Portland's promoters and civic icons have long 

appealed to the idea that Portland was to be the dominant metropoüs of the American 

northwest. The Exposition was an important moment in reaffirming regional prominence, 

ancl as a result, it catalyzed, for the first time, a unified and collaborâtive commitment to 

urban planning amongst Portland's elite. The collective effort mustered by businessmen and 

poJitical leaders in planning and carrying out the Exposition-which drew more than 1.5 

million visitors over the course of its neady fìve-month ¡ü1-¡¡2ds political connections 

that would endute throughout the first part of the century, and planning for the city became 

an important project for the city's leaders. Abbott writes (Abbott 1983,47) that"whzt 

brought this generation of civic leaders together on one project aftet another was the 

assumptìon that planning v/as propeÃy organized by the substantial citizens of a citt¡," and 

that there was to be "no clear distinction between public concerns and the interests of banks, 

landholders, utìlities, and corporations." Affluent businessmen and their professional 

associates were understandably the primary dtivers of urban planning and the physical 

gro\¡/th of Portland throughout the fìrst quarter-century of the 1900s, predominantly 

through private committees and semi-independent publìc commissions. 'cX/ith minor 

variations," Abbott explains (,A.bbott 1983, 4B), "their same role was apparent in the first 

steps to\¡/ards a patk system, the promotion of comprehensive urban desiglr, the provision of 
harbor facilities, the response to the housing shottage of 1918, and the establishment of 
land-use planning and zoning as a municipal function," emphasizing the necessity of 
providing "opportunities for new profìts without endangering old investments." It was here, 

in the years before and immediately after the Lewis and Clark Expositìon, that the business 

sector acknowledged the possibiìities of substantial urban planning, and where planning 

began to adopt a coherent economic foundation. As business leaders and politicians worked 

together on designing for a growing city, they became partners in a unified mission. 
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Cgov¡ru AND qLAN¡¿ING r;og A Crcv Br:¿urtr,ut, 

In the years directly following the Exposition, Portland experienced a remarkable 

economic boom across nearly all sectors. Employment rates outpaced population growth 

well through the first decade of the rwentieth century, and the sales of housing and 

construction permits, and consequentþ land values, soated, particularþ in Portland's 

downtown west side districts. Those builclings that were built began to extend further in 

both the north and the south from Burnside Avenue, and they grew taller. Simultaneously, 

residential housing patterns changed, as Portland's gtowing Protestant middle-class 

purchased homes east of the \ùTillamette River in greater and gteater numbers, Ieaving close 

in, downtown neighbothoods to the ethnically diverses working-class and the palatial hills 

above to the city elites. By 1,910, the population of the east side had grown foutfold, most 

of them single-family homeowners, and had easily surpassed census counts west of the river 

where divisions berrveen the powerful eüte of the city and the increasingly marglnalzed 

minority poor-downtown Portland was home to more than two-thirds of the entire city's 

black population and nearly all of its Asian-American popula¡ie¡-1ys1s growing (Abbott 

1,983,49-57). 

Real estate growth, in addition to new business and transportâtion concerns in the 

aheady congested downtown area due to recent population growth, encouraged Portland's 

poJitical elite within the business communiry to broach the issue of prescriptive urban 

planning. The dignified civic improvements forwarclecl by the City Beautiful Movement 

attracted Portland business leaders hoping to build on the blossoming cosmopolitan 

reputation they had earned in the organizing of the Lewis and Clark Exposition not ten years 

earlier, as did the potential to secure future investments in urban development and to guide 

the "geographical framework for private investment" (Âbbott 1983, 59). Planning, for them, 

"would place no consttaints on the development of private property, but a coherent city plan 

and the public investment that followed it would serve as persuasive suggestions to private 

developers" (Abbott 1983, 59). 

Emerging nationally at the end of the nineteenth century, the Ciry Beautiful 

Movement was itself a normative middle-class urban planning movement that was 

uninterested in changrng the social fabric of cities but motivated to inspire civic virtuein 
the poot, the uneducated, or the otherwise deviant-through urban cleanüness and an 

aesthetically pleasing built environment, synthesizing beauty and utility with notions of 

8 In the early 1 900s, large populations of Chinese and Japanese immigtants settled just notth of the downtown 
business disttict, and ltalian,Jewish, Swedish, German, and Slavic communities formed scattered 
neighborhoods elsewhere throughout the inner Westsicle (Abbott 1983, 54). 
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environmentalism and civic evolution (Wilson 1989,BI-84, 95). Wilson writes that the 

essence and fervor of the movemerit was its forward-looking, imaginative "attempt to bridge 

the gap berween desire and actuality" flWilson 1989, 81) through motivated middle-class 

pàrticipatory politics in utban beautificatio¡-¡þs city, Wilson suggests, was "the arena for 

the future" flWilson 1989, 78-80). Iniually fostered, though not necessarily sustained, by the 

work ofJohn Olmstede-who had visited Portland in 1903-City Beautiful rhetoric 

prescribed extensive, connectecl park systems, irnpressive neoclassical public buildings, civic 

cleanliness, and the enabJing of commerce healthy for the city. The park system Olmsted 

recommended on his 1907 return to Portland, at the behest of city leaders, echoed much of 
that rhetoric (r\bbott 1983, 60-61), 

The Ciry Beautiful Movement's closest approximant was, for Pordand, the Greater 

Portland Pløn drafted ln L912 by planner Edward Bennett, who had recently concluded work 

on the highly acclaimed Pløn of Chicago (Abbott 1,983,62). Bennett's GreaterPortland Plan 

Iocated Portland's future in the context of reputable east coast cities like Boston, 

PhilaclelF,hia, and Savannah as well as older European cities that had undergone intentional 

planning under Ciry Beautiful rubrics. Bennett understood the "organic city" as "not just a 

cluster of villages," but "wisely and economically builded" such that its "parts and activìties" 

are "closely related and well defìned" and "riot conflicting2"o (Portland City Planning 

Commission, Bennett, andDanat9l2,5). The guiding principie of Bennett's plan was the 

need to design for a population of 2 million, and the P/an zealously espouse s expansionist 

rhetoric appeaJing to Portland's projected growth and progress, and its inevitable subsuming 

of the suburbs.ll Bennett writes tfrat "not only is the ciry made a more desirable place in the 

present because of a plan, but generations to come will be immeasurably benefited and 

obligated to the public-spiritecl, well directed, energetically performed service of today" 

(Portland City Planning Commission, Bennett, andDana 1.91,2, 6). Bennett's plan gave 

e John C. Olmsted and his brother Ftedetick Law Olmsted, Jr., were the jnheritors of their father's nationally 
recognized landscape architecture firm. The reputed Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., is pethaps the best known 
Âmerican iandscape architect of the nineteenth centur¡ and was among the fìrst of Âmerican landscape 
architects to envision comprehensive park and boulevard systems for cities such as Boston, Chicago, and 
Iluffalo. His firm also pioneered thc practice employed by governments and city engineer's offices from then 
on of hiring outside planning consultants to solve urban problems. Âccording to Wilson, the wotk of the 
Olmsted family was funclamental, though not necessarily cornrnensurable, to the development of City lleautiful 
theory and ptacúce (Wilson 1989, 10). 

10 This would ultimately pre face what would become the theoretical framework fot Park ancì llurgess of the 
Chicago school of urban sociology (Park, l3urgess, and McKenzie 1967). 

11 llennett's plan followed many of Olmsted's recommendatìons, prescribing a radial^axial strcet layout for 
Portland's east side, a connected downtown patkway, neoclassical municipal buildings for civ.ic ofFtces and 
public servìces, and waterfront beautifications (Portland City Planning Commission, I)ennett, and Dana 1912). 

http:suburbs.ll
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considerable weight to freight ratkoad and transpoftation interests, industries that were 

dominated by business elites, yet it held to a theoretical necessify of separating economic 

functions of the city to maximize ef{ìciency. The "gteatest commercial dominancy," Bennett 

maintained, "is secured through a coml¡inatjon of beaury and utihry with the loss of nothing 

from either" (Portland City Planning Commission, Bennett, andDana 1,912,36). 

Despite the fact that it appeared at the moment of an economic downturn in L914, 

and was ultimately doorned due to a lack of resources) Bennett's plan was easily approved in 

a city-wide referendum, and it set the stage for what would have been a "systematic 

coordination of capital spending" that "required the willingness on the part of all Portlanders 

to adapt the inevitable improvements necessarily made by the citizens or the municipality to 

the general scheme," and to consider both present and future ne eds of the city and its 

citizens (Abbott 1983, 66). Bennett and his advocates had successfully extended urban 

planning into the public purview, while retaining decision-making within the professional 

elite. The enduring relationships seeded in the planning of the Lewis and Clark Exposition 

the decade before served as the foundation for a new kind of urban poJitics in which the 

privâte and the public spheres worked together to prescribe the future of the city. Urban 

planning had become a legitimate use of public spending, well beyond what had before 

consisted exclusively of philanthropic donations from the affluent classes, and the planned, 

"organic city" became an ideal-type environment, one that would foster the best kind of 

virtue and citizenship. Urban planning would implicitþ be come a ptacitce of clefìning the 

urban public, for whom urban space v/as to be designed, and for what kinds of activities. 

City Beautiful proponents like Bennett understood planning to be instrumental in the 

creation of the most functional city possibie, a society of the future that broke with the 

haphazard polity of the present, urban philosophies that woulcl reemerge again in the 

Modernist planning programs of the latter part of the centurT. 

IVou,n V/¿n Tv¡o AND THE "Crry PrACTrcAr."" 

By the lattet half of the same decade in which Bennett presented his Greater Portland 

P/an,Potland's planning ethos had begun to reflect an enduring confLict nationwide berween 

advocates of City Beautiful ideology and a burgeoning City Practica), a problem-oriented 

approach to city planning founded in quantitative civic engneedng and metrics of effìciency. 

The outcome of Portland's version would become clear by the end of the Fitst Wodd War. 

As $7ilson writes, the debate between the tv¡o planning disciplines "was less over two 

distinct approaches to planning-the aesthetic and the practical-and more about vocational 

and professional dominance, appeals to tâxpâyer's pocketbook, and bureaucratic control" 

(rX/ilson 1989,3). 
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Pottland's shipyards on the Willamette and Columbia Rivers sutged to càpa.city 

during Wodd War I, producing numerous sea-worthy boats fot the wat in Eutope as well as 

a regonal housing shortage that was making it diffìcult for industrial employers like 

Northwest Steel and Grant-Smith-Porter to maintain theit wotkforce. In response to the 

housing crisis and conceÍns about suffìcient wartime production promulgated by the Oregon 

State Council of Defense, planner Charles Cheney was hired to develop a comprehensive 

plan for the city that ìncluded public facilties, recreation, schools, and land development 

reguiations (Abbott 1.983,72-76). Once again, Potland leadets drew from the nalional 

community of planning experts to design for their city. Cheney, with the help of the newly 

formed Housing Committee, proposed the construction of more than 2,000 cheap homes 

throughout the city to meet immediate housing needs for industry workers. Piecemeal, 

shoddy, and inadequate housing development allowed for the adoption in 1919 of what was 

already being conceived by business eJites, a comprehensive, citywide zoning code designed 

to most effectively channel the shipbuilding boom's new residential gtowth. The 

establishment of an advisory Portland Planning Commission by mayor Geotge Luis Baket, 

Cheney, and the City Councü in the end of 1918 reflected the relatively recent phenomenon 

of institutionaltzingurban planning as a solution for systematically dealing with urban 

growth (.A.bbott 7983,78-79). It would not be the last time that a housing crisis spurred a 

planning imperative. 

Cheney and the Planning Commission argued that urban zoning and controi would 

stabilize and protect private property values and neighborhoods, prevent undue congestion 

of population, industry, and traffìc, ensure better santtary conditions and access to light and 

clean air, and to render possible great economies in infrastructure development, particularþ 

street paving (Portlan<l City Planning Commission 7919,18). However, despite the backing 

of Mayot Baker and the business communify, the Planning Commission's initial zoning 

plan12 was met by bitter east side landowners concerned about inftingements on their private 

properry and investments. Abbott writes that while "voters had appiauded the rhetoric of 

fBennett's] Greater Portland Plan.. .it had lacked the tools for implementation." The "zoning 

and housing codes struck closer to home," on the other hand, because "the high level of 
home ownership that Portland boosters pointed to so ptoudly as an inclicator of social 

stabiliry also meant vigilant concern for the rights of private property" (Abbott 1,983,73-74, 

12 Cheney initially proposecl a zoning code that would clesignate city lots as one of sixty-four pertnutations of 
type of land-use, building height, ancl area character, but was highly criticized on the grounds the creation of 
exclusive single-family âreas-one of the Cheney's classifìcations-would inhibit potential ptofits to be earnecl 

in converting residential lancl to cornmercial use (Portland City Planning Commission 1919; .Abbott 1983, B1

82). 
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87). The zoning code that ultimately prevailed aftet yeats of del,iberation was weak, and did 

little to change the uneven development on Portland's east side. "Portland's fìtst system of 
zoning," Abbott expiains, "sanctioned and encoutaged the exisung division of land among 

economic functions and social classes." and "the use of only two tesidential zones and the 

uneven enfotcement of the housing code were both intended to reinforce a distinction 

between newer and more spacious neighborhoods for the affluent and older, low-status 

neighborhoods with smaller houses and apartments" (,{bbott7983, 89-90). Seconcl-class 

citizenship was delegated to predominantly poor, rented neighborhoods in North Portiand 

and inner East Portiand.l3 

Planning discourse underwent a fundamental shift in the first quarter of the 

twentieth century. Rhetoric of a City Ptactical espoused by Cheney and his contemporaries 

departed from the forwatd-looking, idealized, and socially comprehensive vision of their 

forbearers. Rather than prescribe a vision of the future, Cheney's Potland portfoïo 

provided a "profìle of the present," and provicled the tools for his clients in the business 

sectors to accomplish their own goals, to provide for a public of laborers and not those of an 

imagined, politically conscious, and active public. Abbott explains that the differences 

belween the two schools can be judged more in the strategies of implementation than in 

their content. "The creation of the Planning Commission and the adoption of zoning," 

Abbott writes, "showed that local government could influence gro\Ã7th patterns not only by 

its own investment but also by regulating private activity to the satisfaction of some citizens 

ancl the dismay of others." At the beginning of the decade, planning had been a practice of 
envisioning, By the end of the decade, those same individuals had acknowledged that 

planning was inevitably part of "the process of political bargaining and decisions" to get 

what they wanted (Abbott 1983,9I-92), generally at the defense of properry and investment. 

The Ciry Pracucal stripped urban planning of its innate creativity; it had become "strategic," 

(de Certeau 1.984,35), part of the practice of delimiting controi over space, and, as in 

Cheney's zoning codes, exclusionary. The inttoduction of the automobile the following 

decade would only extend the disciplinary departure from the City Beautiful. 

l-p.zr,ptc AND Rur,E oF PRIPERTY 

The rise of the automobile as the standard form of ttansportation in the 1920s and 

1930s signifìcantly altered understandings of the urban landscape, patticularþ for planners, 

as accessibilify to urban centers and public services no longer consisted of access to streetcar 

13 These neighborhoods include Corbett, Sellwood, Sunnyside, Sabin, Albina, Woodlarvn, I(enton, and St. 

Johns (Abbott 1983, 90). 

http:Portiand.l3
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[nes and became less a matter of geographic proximiry.la Increased traffìc to downtoryn 

Portland was growing into an issue of congestion, and growth on the fringes of the city 

where properry was cheaper was taising concerns about the extent of urban sprawl. As a 

re sult, the Planning Bureau of the City Club of Portlandls claimed, in their 1921 report 

entitled Ci4t Plan of tlte I%est J'ide Flat of Portland, that "city planning's great function is to 

diagnose the ttaffìc troubles and indicate the best means of correcting them" (City Planning 

Bureauof the CiryClubof Portland 192L,1,0). IntheyearsfollowingtheFirst\X/orld\X/ar, 

planning would become for the first time a practsce of diagnosis ând ffeatment, in which city 

problems could be identified by practiced technicians and assimilated appropriately. Implicit 

would become the assumption of the city as ân economic unit, faciltated by necessary 

infrastructure development, and sustained by automotive commerce. 

In their report, the Ciry Club oudined the ideological framewotk of contemporary 

utban planning in a critique unusual for the elite civic organizatson In response to the City 

Practical ideology inherited from the Cheney years, the report explained that Portland civic 

engineers and planners had problematic lly adopted "a custom of a circumscdbed process 

having regard primariþ to local circumstances and personal benefits, and only incidentally to 

the requirements of alarge city as a basic motive of the cit.¡ plan." As a tesult, the City Club 

argued, urban development had up to that point consisted of the indefìnite "agregatton of a 

standardized minor s¡i¡"-('s2çh joining another and having basic concern with property 

ownership bounds rathü than regronal requiremenls"-2n61 too often a "slavish adherence 

to a system" to be followed "when reason and circumstance cried out for a vatiation to be 

made." The report continues: 

With time, an approximation of standards in dimensions v/as adopted 
for streets, blocks and lots, and so long as the local custom is regarded 
to the satisfaction of an offìcial, who never may have seen the site and 
have no topographic information upon which to form a judgment of 
the plan's fitness, the customary procedure is to have the plan 
approved...âpplylng with rigidity, standards that were often ill suited to 
the plan or site, and often without knowledge of either planning 
principles or ptofìciency in their use...p\ttention in planning] was 
given only to private advantage to be gained by conforming to a plan 

1+ It might be noted, on the other hand, that the autornobile ameliorated classed access to clowntown. 

1s Ciry Club of Porland is a civic orgznizaaon that seeks to "inform members and the community in public 
matteÍs, and to arouse in them the realization of the obligations of citizenship." Historically, the Clul¡ has 

generally been made up of white, politically-refotmist, and affluent men interested in cultivat.ing civic virtue, 
character, and political training, and has worked closely with "high-purposed" organizations in the public and 
voluntâry sectors to ensure â better Portland. In their weekly public, albeit ticketed, forums, ciúzen-based 

research reports, and other prol+ams, City Club has sought to inform and en¡¡age its members and the ¡yeater 
Pordand community in the civic affairs of the city. (http://www.pdxcityclub.org, accessed ,{pril 20, 2010). 

http:http://www.pdxcityclub.org
http:proximiry.la
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that may have little, if any, reference to the future city. (City Planning 
Bureau of the Ciry Club of Portland 1921,7 -B) 

In its recommendations for future planning, the City Club argued that city planning is at its 

very essence an "economic problem"-that is, how the gteatest revenue can be earned from 

a partic,alx piece of property and how to prevent deprecìation. Essentiai to efficacious ciry 

planning, then, is to "offer a presentation of the essentiai facts bearing upon the existing 

plan" and "then to make such deductions as afe wàtranted and thereupon, to defìne the 

problem and offer a plan for its solution" (City Planning Bureau of the City Club of Portland 

1,921,,1,2). That solution, then, is city planning's "great function," to design streets and 

infrastructure that understand ttafîtc as "a moving mass intent upon passing" and the "effect 

of the people composing the mass upon the business conducted on the imptoved property 

abutting the passageways"-trafftc, for the pianner, has much to do with property valuation 

(Ciry Planning Buteau of the City Ciub of Portland 1,92I,1,8). The automobile expanded the 

imaginable horizons of the city, extending the scope of planning into a technological sphere 

that extended the scope of the City Practical. While property values were ân important part 

of the zoningprocess, Cheney and the practitioners of the eady City Practical were unable to 

recognize the important role of traffic, in people, automobiles, and commodities, in 

protecting and enhancing the economic interests of the city. The regional "requirements" of 
the city were necessariþ infrastructural, tequired the expertise of civil engineers, and 

recognized civic actors in terms of economic potential. The materiality of planning, the 

highway interchange s, bridges, and street layouts, what Joerges would call the "boundary 

objects" of technological systems, are the sites upon which authority is asserted (Joerges 

1999, 424). After the introduction of the automobile and the expansion of the city's 

purview, planning became the justifìcation and the solution for the economic aspirations of 

the ciry, assþed by politìcal elites Like City Ctub and others. 

Throughout the later 1.920s, planning in Portland was conducted rather 

independentþ by the city pubJic works department and under the agenda of Olaf Laurgaard, 

the city engineer. The city council felt little pressure from the disorganized Planning 

Commission, which had offered little in the way of new icleas for city development since the 

passing of the 1924 zoning cocles (Abbott 1983, 97). Ciq, planning had become, discursively 

and politically, a matter of problem-solving, somethrng best left to experts. In Foucault's 

rubrics (1973), the discipline had become"'tarefr.ed," deümited to within aparucular 

professional discourse and horizon of truth. Âbbott writes that "Portland planners reacted 

to the challenges of automobility by redefìning their professional task," ancl "the wodring 

defìnition of their job changed from urban design to traffic engrneering" (Abbott 1983, 95, 

1,22). F;arlter in the decade, the hidng of Cheney had been stimulated by a wattime housing 

http:become"'tarefr.ed
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crisis and tising concern for workets' standards of living, despite that his legzcy remains only 

in street planning and land-use zoning. By the 1930s, the Planning Commission had 

become accustomed to ignoring Portland's housing and social service advocâtes, and had 

"pinned its hopes on an expert v¡ho had consciously excluded social welfare from the 

purview of master planning" (Abbott L983, I22). Altogether, planning was scattered and 

impulsive, and lacked the comprehensive vision that earlier plannets had espoused. The City 

Club report contained neither the idealisms of Edward Bennett nor the overt selfishness of 
Charles Cheney. The underþing ideologies of urban planning prescrþtions, rather, were 

becoming shrouded in the engineered practicaliry of infrastructure development. 

Throughout the 1930s, the Planning Commission experienced a short resurgence 

under the leadership of Ormond Bean, who sought to mend ties and cooperate with 

neighborhood associations in down-zoning particular regions and creating needed low-rent 

housing. The passage of the New Deal's U.S. Housing,{ct of 7937 gave Pordand the option 

of establishing a public housing âuthority to coordinate the development of pubJic housing, 

but extensive campaigning by conservative city councilmembers-public housing was 

"unadulterated communism, they argued-and an overwhelming vote in November 1938 

ctushed any possibility of its creâtion, reifying, once again, the ideology of the City Practical 

(Abbott L983, 1.16-tI7). Until the Second Wodd \ùVar, the limited functions of urban 

planning were decidedby a small business-dominated political sphere. After the 

abandonment of the City Beautiful aspirations held at the turn of the century, planning had 

become pa:t and parcel of a political process desþed to facilitate economic growth within 

the city, any claims to the city were fundamentally economic claims-moral expectations of 
civic virtue had all. but vanished behind the new citizenship of capital within the ciry. 

IVon¡.o lVan Tlrto, VANpoRT, /.iND THE CRLîI.' o-¿.¿ Hou.çtNc 

As it did during the First Wotld War, Portland experienced extraordinary growth 

duting Wodd War Two, in no smail part due to the shipbuilding industries nestled upon the 

banks of the rùTillamette and the Columbia Rivers. Portland was the most important center 

for merchant shipping on the west coast, and it became an important Lend-Lease supply 

point for equipment shipments to the Soviet Union during the war. The shipbuilding and 

maritime boom meant fot Portland during the eady I940s a significant populauon influx, 

particulady in young families and young single men arriving to work in the shipyards. 

Changing urban demographics placed new stresses upon public infrastructure and services, 

and it became àpparent that existing schools, public trânsit, and avalzble housing-public 

and private-wete undeniably inadequate. Growth n 1941 alone equaled that of the 

previous decade, and in 1942 housing vacancy rates touched 0.5 percent. In response to the 
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wartime housing ctisis, the Planning Commission spent the latter part of 1,941, draftìng plans 

for improved street access to the North Potdand factories and shipyards, in addition to the 

siting of what would become Columbia Villa, Pordand's first pubJìc housing project, 

consisting of mote than four hundred permanent apartment units. By the end of the year, 

the City Council had cteated the Housing Authority of Portland (FIAP) to replace the 

Planning Commission as the fotemost civic board on public housing, appealtng to the war 

effort to convince political conservatives ìike the newly appointecl pubJic works 

commissioner \ùTilliam Bowes who had little patience for administrative "excess lsagage" 

like public housing (Abbott 1983,126-L32). 

As the \¡r'ar progressed, the housing shottage continued to intensify, and despite the 

Housing Authority's attempts to match population grov/th by constructing large housing 

developments and redevelopingvàcant lots throughout the city, by mld-7942 the nearþ 

5,000 units under construction drew the attention of the concetned U,S. Maritime 

Commission and shipyard bosses. Perturbed that wotkers were once again leaving the 

region because of insuffìcient housing, Edgar l(aiser, partner in the dominant l(aiser 

maritime consttuction empire, met unbeknownst to the city council or the Planning 

Commission with the Maritime Commission to contrâct the construction of Vanport, whât 

was to be the largest wartime public housing project in the Unitecl States. 

Sited to the north of Columbia Boulevard and west of what is now Interstate 

Avenue, Vanport's 9,942tò,rrldings housecl nearly 10,000 people, in addition to 

comprehensive public services, and was the most ambitious public housing experiment to 

date. Manased and maintained by the Housing,{uthority and its executive director Harry 

Freemân, 

fVanport] most closely resembled the corporation company town of an 
ear\et eta. Only now the tovm opetator was HAP, in cooperation v/ith 
the United States government. There was no mayot, council, court, or 
any other aspect of city government. There were no taxes, nor v/as
there a single homeowner. Community business and civic 
organizations were sparse; HAP eithet furnished community services 
or contracted their operatìon out to s¡þs¡s-2s in the case of police 
protection, schools, and commercial facilities. So HAP ran a huge 
quasi-business-goverrìmental operation with a potential income of 
aLmost four-and-one-third million dollars from apartment rentâls and 
more from business rentals. (Maben 1,987,33) 

As a short-term solution to a wartime housing crisis, Vanport introcluced to Portland a new 

kind of "expanded governmental housing activify" (I\4aben 1987, 6I), 

The housing crisis of \)Øodd -ü7ar Two was for Portland an almost contradictory 

experiment in public housing. Vanport was enabled by a combination of the inaction of a 

crippling civic buteaucracy, the extrapoJitical maneuvering of a very powerful industry eJite, 
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and awaftime imperative backed with considerable money from \X/ashington, D.C. 

Management of Vanport gave the Housing Authority considerable poJitical pov¡er in the face 

of a city council that was ideologically opposed to using taxpayers' money on public housing 

projects. Abbott explains that not only did Vanport provide housing to more people than 

ever before in a public housing project, it also transformed the Housing Authority "from a 

planning agency to a rcd. estâte mânâgement organization" (Abbott 1,983,135). During the 

war, the Housing Authoriry consisted of "several patriotic, declicatecl men of gteat fìnancial 

and administrative abiJity" who, "coming from and representing private interests.. .operated 

at a ttme when federal government control was not so fully established" (Àdaben 1987,61). 

These v/ere the men that introduced ideologies of public welfare and state-sponsored 

housing to the public realm in Portland, and, perhaps unusually, from the private sector of 

wartime industry. The war gave public housing a morcJ authoriry that had not existed in 

Portland politics, and one that came not from the liberal housing lobby that had been intent 

upon preventing housing and zonine codes from solely representing the intetests of teal

estate developers during the 1930s, but from some of those very same real-estate developers. 

Furthermore, the process for decision-making and the ultimate implementation of 

Vanport Ciry is revealing. The Portland Planning Commission, it became parnñrlly apparent, 

had little poJìtical pov/er or âgency, suffocated by conservative voices on the City Council 

and the newly formed Housing,A.uthority. More importantly, businessmen like the l(aisers 

and other industrial and construction bosses demonstrated little hesitation in bypassing 

formal planning and civic institutions to accompJ-ish their development goals-in response 

to criticisms of Vanport by the Chamber of Commerce in L942, Housing r\uthority 

executive director Hany Freeman replied that "only site planning and ground layout were 

left to local architects and engineers" (Maben 1,987,6). Wartime housingwas the fìtst 

instance in Portland where private sector effectively supplanted governmentd,welfare 

programs. Affordable housing management was bureaucratized and conttacted, and 

organizations like the Housing Äuthodty were granted considerable political sovereignty and 

clout. Despite the fact that the poJitical power achieved during the war recedecl in the post
\ü/at years, it is important that it was the private- and semi-public sectors that had intervened 

during a period of crisis where government was unable. The efîtcacy of nongovernmental 

organizations presaged the rise of a voluntary sector that woulcl emerge in the latter half of 
the century. Abbott explains that Portland's wartime planning necessarily legitimated "quick 

and pragmatic action" on behalf of powerful cify actors, and "just as the pressures of the 

political envitonment helped to create particular sorts of institutions, the institutions were 

themselves favotable to certain goals and concepts" (Abbott 1,983,1,42). Wartime planning 

reifìed what had become a logic internal to Pottland's planning community, that practical 
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plans, dtawn by reputable experts and executable through known civil engneering 

techniques, were the tailored prescription to particular ud>an problens. 

Tur. Po.çrvAR YEARs.' THE PoxrrztvD DEVErIPMENT CoMMr.t.tro^/, 

THE RLIFj OF THE ¡JE1GHß OL\HOOD, AND À RETURN TO DOV/NTOlr/N 

In the years after the war and throughout the mid-century, the failure of l¡ureaucratic 

planning structure was made clear in Portiand, as was the reluctance of poJitical and business 

elites to adopt meaningful, long-term social progtâms as part of the urban vision. The 

period was orìe of high political incongruiry and tutnover, and as a result, few development 

proposals made it past initial quarrelling befween various civic commissions and city council, 

let aione to public referendum. Blame for the clestruction of Vanport in May 1948by 

massive flooding was deferred to the Army Corps of Engineers-¿'¡l¡s housing âuthority 

feels terribly, terribly bad that Lives possibly were lost," Flousing Authority lawyer Lester 

I-Iumphreys admitted, "but all you can do is depend on the advice of competent engineers" 

(Maben 1.987, 125)-and the Housing Authoriry filed a demurrer of immunity, effectively 

ending al. repataions lawsuits. Recommendations made by the Housing Authority and the 

Planning Commission in 1950 for the construction of 2,000 low-income housing units undet 

the U.S. Housing Äct of 1949 was defeated in a public referendum, and while some former 

Vanporters moved into other Housing Authority projects, many v/ere left to find housing in 

a racially-segregated, competitive private sector, particulady blacks for whom public housing 

'was even more of a nrity (Abbott 1983, 158; Tsalbins 2007,7I). ,\fter polìtical 

disagreements led to the failure of two sþificant redevelopment projects forwarded by the 

Housing ,A.uthority in the earþ 1950s-the northwest "Vaughn Street redevelopment" and a 

1,000-unit city-wide affordable housing proposal forwarded by HAP executive director 

Floyd Ratchford-the Housing Authority had lost all political influence ithad managed to 

maintain after Vanport. 

The newly elected mayor Terry Schrunk, concerned that the lack of downtown 

investment was encouraging outmigration to the suburbs, sought to boost urban 

development. EnJisting Planning Commission director Lloyd I(eefe and John I(enward, 

Santa Barbara's planning director, Schrunk went to City Council in 1958 with plans to 

remove urban renewal programs from the Planning Commission to a new planning agency, 

and upon approval by a slight referendum, set to appointing the Portland Development 

Commission from leaders in Portland's business communiry, in pamicular Ira I(eller of the 

\Testern l(raft Corporation (Âbbott 1,983,160-1.72). Throughout the 1960s, the Portland 

Development Commission was the voice of urban planning, "pointedly ignoring othet 

planning s¡tiliss"-¡he Planning Commission, chairman Frecl Rosenbaum lamented, "didn't 

http:1,983,160-1.72
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get the time of day" (-Abbott 7983,172). The Portland Development Commission eagerþ 

adopted an urban renewal program not unlike that put forth in Portlancl by Robert Moses 

two decades eathet, ctafttng development plans that would promote a downtown 

commercial cote, maintain downtown property values, and increase attractiveness for 

business investment by eliminating or cleaning up the transitional fringe neighborhoods in 

southwest Portland. Once again, traffic and access to low-cost land for developers were the 

preferred tactics to ensure the primacy of the central city. In May 1958, voters approved the 

Development Commission's South Auditorium project, and by 1,96L 83.5 acres housing 

more than 2,300 middle- and working-class individuals were cleared fot the construction of 

new businesses and Jight industry, in addition to motels, warehouses and parking lots 

desþed to serve downtown offìces. By 1965, ânother 75 acres was appended to the initial 

South Auditorium, making room this time in parf for the expansion of Portland State 

Universiry (Abbott 1983, 213-21 4). 

Planning ideology at the end of the 1960s understood cìty gro\Ã/th as a nataral 

expansion from the ud¡an core, with business and new development subsuming existing 

neighborhoods as they grew, that justifìed udran renewal on the fringes of urban areas and a 

kind of "trickle-down" housing poJicy. Proponents of projects like the South Auditorium 

and the failedLa:r Hill redevelopmentl6 sought to address issues of utban blight from their 

role as experts or diagnosticians, and unsympathetic to those occupying the transitional and 

blighted neighborhoods under question. In a report outljning their Communiry Renewal 

Program, the Planning Commission characterized s*>an blight as symptomatic, "the end 

product of a long, slow process of erosion" thàt can stârt v/ith isolated problems, "a 

congested intersection, the construction of an undesirable building, a school becoming 

obsolete," or moïe systematic processes of the "the gtadual ugag of structures, the 

encroachment of a new land-use rype, [or] the infütration of auto trafftc." BJight, the report 

explains, appears "unobtrusively and develops at a p^ce noticeable to only the most alert 

obser'ìrer," the expett trained rn diagnosis, and it is dynamic, spreading and wotsening, 

"aggravatltna] human misery," "caus[ing] eruption of social disordet," and "underminfing] 

an entire city's wealth, beaury and reason for being," until total clearance of an area may be 

"the only feasible solution." Living with blight, they argue, is no more sensible than living 

16 l-air Flill, a neighborhood just south of downtown Portland, was considered among the most blighted on 
Po¡tland's west side, and was slated in 1970!>y the Portland Development Comrnission for "clearance type 
urban renewal," to be redeveloped as elderly housing ând âpârtments for Portlancl State University students. 

Residents of I-ajr l{ill formed the Hill Park Âssociation in opposition and delayed the project until the 

follou'ing yer> at which point current Mayor Schrunk's term had expired and Ptesident Nixon's urban renewal 
funding was suspended, effectively eliminating the project (Âbbott 1983, 184) 
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"with a toothache"; rather, the "problems must be solved," and unless new renewal efforts 

appear rapidly, "the best way to catch up with blight"-which far outpaced renewal work, 

they argue-"and then keep the blighting forces in check, is to accelerate urban renewal 

action" (Portland City Planning Commissi on L967 , 9- 1 1). Discourses of blight circulated by 

the Portland Development Commission effectively characterize the city as an infected body, 

invaded by the pathogenic and epidemic ravages of urban degradation, and desperate of 
therapy. Planning Commission documents make üttle or no reference to residents of 
neighborhoods prescribed for urban tenewal, flor those residents included in the 

^te 
procluction of those pre scripuons. In the case of the Albina Neighborhood Improvement 

Program on the east side, the l(e11er-Kenward-led Portland Development Commission 

ignored opinions of the predominantly black neighborhoods slated for removal ànd 

relocation and carried on with clearing and ulumate construction of Emanuel hospital 

(Abbott 1983, 1BB-189). Not unlike those displaced after Vanport's destructìon, black 

residents in particular found it very difficult to assimilate into the private housing mârket or 

new Housing Authority proiects under construction. Removal, demoliuon and relocation, 

for urban renewal advocates, were the absolutely necessary consequences of removing the 

ptoblems of bìight-removing blighted structures was, the report indicates, a "fundamental 

task of the renewal program" (Portland City Planning Commission 1967, Bl)-and littie in 

the reports indicates that relocated residents are not similarly indicated in diagnoses of bJight. 

As a result, those residents âre câst in planning literature as pathogenic to appropriate urban 

development, polluting "matter out of place" in Douglas' (1966) words. The Utban Renewal 

ptojects proposed by the Portland Development Commission were perhaps the most overt 

in Portland's recent history in their margna\zation minodry neighborhoods, and they were 

the first to pathoiogize minority populations from discipline of urban planning. This 

practice, as will be demonstrated in the following chapters, still remains, though the 

institutional frameworks for its implementation have sigrrificantly changed. 

The Portland Development Commission's renewal projects caused the eruptìon of 
neighborhood associations across the city, particulady in the stopover neighborhoods most 

implicated in renewal planning. The late-l960s and eady 1970s saw the "emergence of active 

and often angry neighborhood organizatsons" that made local residents who expressed "very 

different values than those heid by the staff ancl commissioners of central planning 

âgericies," the "actors tathü than the objects in neighborhood decisions," ancl they 

transformed both the resulting civic plans and the processes by which they were created 

(Abbott 1983, 190). Projects such as Southeast Uplift, Modei Cities in northeast Portland, 

and progtams of the Northwest District Association gâve new agency to neighborhood 

organizers. In 1968, the Model Cities planning initìative, while receiving specific expertise 
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from the Development Commission, established a Citizen's Planning Board that had veto 

power made up of exclusively of neighborhood resiclents, and in December of that yeâr the 

program drafted a Comþrehensiue Ci4t Demonúration Plan that severely incrirninated the 

Multnomah County Public \Welfare Commission, the publ,ic school board, and the 

Development Commission, among othet ciry agencies, on âccounts of ncid, discrimination. 

In nofthwest Portland, the Northwest District Association (I.J\IØD,A,)---originally created by 

the Development Commission to meet citizen inpllt requirements-split with the PDC in 

1969 in vehement opposition to the proposed development plan by the Good Samaritan 

Hospital. Atg*t g that City Council should not apply urban tenewal policies without a 

comprehensive development plan for the area, the NWDA halted the hospital program, and 

by 1975 had drafted its own development plan and had reviewing authoriry for any new 

development that failecl to meet its policy recommendations (Abbott 1983,I97 -tg9). These 

and other neighborho od organizations and associations exhibited considerable power where 

it had not existed before, and were able to make claims to and participate in the circulation 

of discourses about urban development. 

These changes woulcl prove formative in the reorienting of urban poJicy during the 

1970s, and would fundamentaþ change how civic engâgement in poJitics was understood 

and accommodated. Utban planning in Portland had been, until the 1970s, a strategy enlisted 

almost exclusively by economic and civic elite to make Portland an efficient city that was 

tailorecl for growth. Through both wodd wars, industry requirecl appropriate planning to 

accommodate popuJation influxes, and because government planning agencies were 

generally mired in bureaucrattc inefficacy, business generally defined how the city was to 

respond, often drawing upon the expertise of trained planning professionals. Civic input in 

planning measures was minimal, as were the moral appeals fìrst displayed in the City 

Beautiful years of Chades þ6¡ns6-urban planning was pianning for commerce, with 

"trickle -down" benefits for the rest of society. The proven legitimacy of organized citizens 

demonstrated in response to urban renewal programs upset the elite monopoly of urban 

planning decisions the discipline had enjoined since its beginnings. Coupled with the recent 

passage of land-use planning legislation in Salem, it was in this moment that a new 

progressivism v/as beginning to emerge in Portland, as did a new set of discursive tools with 

which to talk about the ciry. 

Totr¡¿ß,D.ç A "r,IVÀrI.E" cITy: METIto, TI{Ei Uu\BAN GIìory/TH BoUNDAlty, 
AND ']"HLJ MAKING OII TI-]EJ UNT NO 5'T¿TN,ç ' GITEE¡JEST CITY 

In his oft-quoted speech on land-use planning to the Oregon Legislature in January 

of I973, governor Tom McCall passionately condemned the "grasping wastrels of the land" 
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that were compromising Oregon's environmentalbeauty thtough "chain-letter growth," and 

he decried the "shameless threat" to "our environment and our whole quality of life," the 

"unfettered despoiling of the land," the "sagebrush subdivisions, coastal condomania, and 

ravenous rampâges of suburbia" Lhat"threaten[ed] to mock Oregon's status as the 

environmental model fot the nation" (I4cCall I973), McCall's governorship , and to a 

cettain extent Neil Goldschmidt's mayoralq in Portland, matked the beginning of a period 

with a new ideological and moral base fot questions of metropolitan land-use planning. 

Faced with rampant iand speculation in peri-urban aneas, the widespread destruction of 
farmland and forested land, and the rapid prtvztizaaon of natural arcas,McCall's tenure as 

governor founded a new paradigm of land-use planning that "called Oregonians to renew 

their covenant with the land," and "invoked moral standards that should cause evildoers to 

feel shame for their actions" (Abbott 2002,208). McCall's invocation of ethics, even biblical 

ethics, reintroduced what had long been absent from approaches to planning: a populist 

vision. 

Senate Bill 100, McCall's strongest legacy, was sþed into law in May L973 andwas 

the fìrst statewide land-use planning legrslation in the United States. Senate Bitl 100 

amended Senate Bill 10, enacted in 7969,11 ancl established a Land Conservation and 

Development Commission Q.CDC) to oversee the local implementation of the law's 

prescriptions and to coordinate statewide land-use planning berween urban and tural ateas 

(Whitman et aL 2009). Politically, the bill was a fitm depatture from what had become the 

standard sprawling development practices of cities âcross the nation, including Portiand and 

its rapidly growing urban area. The automobile had in Portland permitted the rapid growth 

of suburban ateas at the metropohtan fringes, and as a result, the downtown region was 

undergoing signifìcant economic decline. Renewal projects like those of the Portland 

Development Commission sought to revitalize the falteting urban core, but lucrative 

development opportunities in adjacent cities like Troutdale, Gresham, Sherwood, Tigard, 

Flillsboro, and Vancouver, tWashington, drew potential investments and growth away from 

Portland. Senate Bill 100 would become, for Portland and for much of Oregon, the 

interyention that would transform this process of sprawl that has by now become ubiqurtous 

with a growing American \X/est into a fundamentally novel approach to urban growth. This 

17 Senate Ilill 10, and its successor Senate llill 100, required all cities and counties in Oregon to prepâre 
cornprehensive land-use plans and zoning guidelines in accordance with ten broad goals determined in the bill. 
These were expandcd to nineteen by the recess ofthe 1978 legislative session, and included provisions for 
a¡yicultural and forestry zoning, conservation ofwild spaces, environmental quality standards, transportation 
and public infrastructure, energy conservation, coastal preservation, and civic involvement (Âbbott 1994a,209
303). 
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change would become most symbolic in Goal Fourteen of McCall's legislatìon, which 

mandated the creation of urban growth boundaries in larger metropolitan areas like Portland 

ancl its surrounding cities to regulate development and curb the destructjon of agricultural 

and forested land. The bill argued that marntaining rural lands in close proximity to vibrant 

urban ceriters was essential to maintaining regronal economic stabilìry, protecting urban 

investments and rural livelihoods, and ensuring adequate environmental quality and beauty 

(lrJelson 1994,26; Macpherson and Hallock I973). 

Since the Metropolitan Planning Commission (I\4PC) had formed in Portland during 

1958 explicitly to make use of federal funding available under the Housing Act of 1954, 

Portland's political focus had akeady been shifting, albeit slowly, towards a more 

comprehensive regional coherence, seeking to include Clackamas and l7ashington Counties 

in planning considerations. Ultimately accomplishing Iittle more than research, the 

Metropolitan Planning Commission served as a forum for regional leaders in business, 

planning, and politics to discuss the possibilities for regional coordination. It was, however, 

short-lived, and when in L966 both the Federal Highway Administration and Departrnent of 
Housing and Urban Development threatened to rescind federal grant money to the 

Commission unless ât least ninety percent of metropolitan residents were represented in 

voluntary elections of public offìcials, a new Columbia Region Association of Govemments 

(CR A.G) that include d ateas of Columbia County and Clatlc County, \Øashington, emerged 

to replace it. Designated to "recognize policies and plans of member agencies [and] tevise 

proposals to eliminate local objections," CRAG was also largely ineffective as a coordinating 

planning âgency, despite increased federal funding, because it was unable to develop plans 

that overrode those of counties (Abbott 1.983,241.-242). IntiaI regional attempts at 

collaboration q/ere unable to effect signifìcant change due to funding testrictions and the 

entrenched pov/er of developers and civil engineers and planners unwilling to compromise 

their motives. 

Senate Bill 100 ancl its amendments, on the contrary, introduced a new moment in 

which regional planning was not only encouraged, but required by iaw. The bili 

institutionalized the creation of the Portland-area Metropolitan Service District within a 

prescribed urban gtowth boundary, effectively bolstering the political legitimacy of CRAG in 

making regtonal decisions. The election of Portland Mayor Neil Goldschmidt in 1,973 

similarly marked the new political tone within Portland City Council. Goldschmidt, a former 

civil rights lawyet and community organizer with only sixteen months'experience in 

Portland politics, sought to eLiminate the poJitical boundaries that had suffocated the various 

civic planning bodies throughout the previous decade, establishing a Office of Planning and 

Development (OPD) that v¡ould serve as a coordinating umbrella organizatton for the 
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Development Commission, the Housing Authority, the Planning Commission, and the 

Bureau of Buildings. Goldschmidt also shifted the focus of city planning during his term 

from pubJic investment in highways to investment in regional public transit, establishing in 

I974 the Td-County Mettopolitan Transit District (fri-Met). Concerns about utban air 

qualiry, Iack of parkrng spaces, and the growth of the suburban âreas corìcerned powerful 

economic actors and residents of Portland alike, and Goldschmidt's new planning emphasis 

on bringing regional growth, which had faltered cluring the postwat years, back to the urban 

core \ü'as well appreciated on both sides of the poJitical spectrLrm (Abbott 1983,257-263), 

Goldschmidt entered the Portiand poJitical sphere during an era of "urban crisis," in which 

the legitimacy of estabJished methods of urban growth were both unpopular and ineffective 

at matntasning the ciry as a growing regional economic hub. 

Under the Offìce of Planning and Development, ideological understandings of urban 

renewal shifted from controlling and fixing blight to recognition and preservation of older, 

unique neighborhoods üke Lair Hill, which had been iclentifìed by the Development 

Commission for complete renovation (,{bbott 1983, 185). Understandings of the urban 

blight as a kind of social infection had gone too far in their overt racism and elitism, and 

programs for addressing urban decline adopted the hue of a new kind of urban 

replacement-gradual gentrìfication. The historic preservation of old neighborhoods, 

parriculady those in North Portland and berween downtown and the west hills such as 

Corbett, Lair Hill, Goose Hollow, and Northwest, effectively displaced many ethnic and 

minority communities over the course of the followìng decades (Abbott 2001, L4B; Coalition 

for a Livable Future 2007). 

At the beginning of his secondyear in offìce, Goldschmidt created an Office of 

Neighborhood Associations in response to Goal Fourteen of Senate Bill 100 which tequired 

the establishment of an offìcial process for civic involvement in planning, scripting the "right 

of opportunities for comment" and for public "notification of planning processes and 

development proposals" into the city code and effectively institutionahzing citizen input in 

planning procedures (Odell 2004,67)-neighborhood associations had aheady gained 

sþifìcant influence in poÌitics due to the l(e11er-I(enward urban renewal polices of the 

decade before, The Office of Neighborhood Associations was aiso to serve as a 

clearinghouse between concerned communities and City Council (Abbott 1983, 205), and it 

wâs meant to be insttumental in the manufactudng of a public political consensus that 

wouid reflect the concerns and demands of a politically active resiclent population.ls 

l8 Many neighborhood activists saw the establishment of the Offìce of Neighbothood involvement as a co

opting of what was a highly successful, confrontational, gtassroots organizing movement (Âbbott 1983, 205). 

http:population.ls
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CRAG was fìnally merged 1n 1978 by referendum into a single Metropolitan Service 

District (I\4etro) endowed with expanded governmental power and constituted by direcdy 

elected offìcials from each metropolitan district, and support fot the measure, rather 

unusually, came from both urban and suburbarì areâs, urban âreas expecting to gain 

increased regronal influence and outet areas hoping for protections against zea-lous Portland 

politicians. Structural changes in the fundamental format of government and its judsdiction 

transformed politics from what had been an elìte câucus concerned with economic gtowth 

into a regionally accountable, signifìcantþ regulatory, and environmentally and socially 

conscious practice of democratic participation. Urban and land-use planning had facilitated 

a transformation in the ways govemment was expected to function, and its implicit 

progressivism and its claim to civic virtue discursively remade Portland as a ciqr that planned 

for people, atleast rhetorically, as well as for economic gtowth. Yet, while the structural 

changes brought on by the 1970s and onward changed the political climate, much of what 

chzracterized planning throughout the first part of the century still remains in practice. 

TrrB "PoRTLAND lfatr": PRocRESSTvE DISCIrLINE, popuLAR 

ENGá.GEMENT, AND CIVIC GOVERNMENTALITY 

Abbott writes that 'jPortland is one of the few cities where the "'growth machine' 

business leadership of the 1950s made a graceful transition to participation in a more 

inclusive political system" (z\bbott 2001, 142). It was out of the resulting "mobilization of 
the open-minded middle" útat the political progressivism that constitutes Portland's 

contemporary political ideology emetged, a progressivism that maintained the social and 

structural fabric of opportunity, po\¡/er, and citizenship within the city while transfotming 

the discursive poJìtical practices that sustained them. Land-use planning after the 1970s was 

frame d about a discourse of rational morality, in rvhich the historically le ftist concerns with 

environmentalism, regulation of growth, and political equality were recast into moralìzing 

discourses about the cultivation of good citizenship and honorable ethics. ,{.bbott expiains 

that Potland, in particulàr, "frustrates market conservatives not only because they think the 

UGB [and other liberal, regr:latory stâtues are] misguided and self-defeating, but because its 

regional planning advocates have more effectively staked the claim to virtue," and they have 

"captured the classic conservative value of civil community, arguing that the utban growth 

boundary promotes the virtues of moderation (carefully planned growth) in contrast to the 

The ONA woulcl later become the Offrce of Neighborhoocl Involvement, which will feature in the third 
chapter. 
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vice of gteed, and the values of public interest agatnst liberal individual,ism" (-Lbbott 2002, 

23r). 

This sort of recontextuaJization, Holston argues, is the great feat of Modernist 

planning, in which "an imagned future is posited as the critical ground in tetms of rvhich to 

evaluate the present" (Holston 1989, 9). Modernist programs like that adopted by Portland 

over the following decades reframe issues of properry rights, poJitical freedom, and 

equality-many of the concerns held by opponents to Senate Bill 100-as ntheï the failurre 

"to plan cities according to the requirements and consequences of the machine and 

fCapitalist] industrjal production" (Holston 1989,43), dehisroricizing the present for a new 

ideological future in which cities are planned v¿ith civic virtue in mind. As a tesult, because 

comprehensive land-use planning programs like those in Oregon are understood to be 

designed for "the benefìt of mankind ," the "ctadle fot a new society," state seizure of lancl, 

regulation of land-use, and bureaucnt:zatson of the political process ate justifìed to that end 

(Holston 1.989,21). McCall's moral invocations are precisely kinds of statements that justify 

techniques such as urban growth boundaries as in the interest of the public will. 

In this sense, progtessivism laid claim to a public in lìmbo, in which the discursive 

authority of the powerful Portlanders that had to that point crafted the models of citizenship 

was weakened, and was forced to adapt to the new claims of an empowered and politicized 

re sident population. Part of that process was reorienting the disciplìne of planning within a 

new political ftamework in which urban development and social programs could not be 

justified solely on the grounds of capital, and that any new program would need to be 

founded upon a public consensus. The progressive-Modernist tum, howevet, allowed for 

existing ideologies to be recontextualized within new political apparatuses. What this meant 

for Portland was a ne\p fotm of governance, a bureaucratization of the public sphere that 

could appeal through legitimate channels to a politicized public while allowing government 

to continue functioning. 

Abbott suggests that because "an ideological consensus about regtonal growth policy 

has thetefore developed in parallel with the regional poJitical coalition," Metro's 

bwreauctatszed commission form of governance in nested layers of representational 

democracy is well-situated to serwe as mediator berween elected offìcials and concerned 

citizens (Abbott 2002,229), precisely through these planning practices of crvrc input. The 

planning process, systematized through expectations of civic participation, land-use 

preservation, and discursive loyalty to the Portland Iü/ay, serves as the "regulatory 

mechanism through which competing interests are mediated" (Odell 2004,73) and as the 

site at which cettain discourses of civic hfe are legitimized and others are discarded. 
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Economic development and urban development were, from very eady on, part of 
the same political agenda, and generai participation was until recently hardly an aftethought. 

Judith l(enny, in an analysis of Pottland's 1,976 Conzprehensiue Plan, argues that contemporary 

land-use planning has founclations in two preeminent strands of classic liberalism, a Loclcean 

notion that the individual's natural rights are best protected by decentraltzingpower to local 

levels where governance is more responsive to the v¡ill of the people and a Benthamian

utilitarian understanding of the purpose of the stâte to respond to "the greatest happiness of 
the greatest number." She explains that while "the emphasis on popular pianning reflects 

the more individualistic discourse deriving from classical liberalism...the emphasis on 

scientific management reflects the þubJic good' discourse within contemporary liberal 

ideology," Planning protocols, she explains, canbe understood as the means to fìnd the 

"win-win situation" in which confLict is eliminated "through the technical slalls of the 

professional planner and the guidance of an active citizenry," of course impþing that "goals 

are uniform among members of a community and that there âre no contradictions between 

goals." Following l(enny, the bureaucntizatton of civic input througþ organizations üke the 

Office of Neighborhood Associations and the growing numbers of registered, poJ-itically

moderate public-sector organizat:ons suffice for a new projection of the public, mediating 

the voice of Portland's citizens into an institutionally meaningful capacity that govetnment 

planners can make use of and can do something about with already existing techniques. 

Implicitly, as rWalker and Gteenburg foIlow, liberal ideology "'tends, even when setious 

problems have been identified, to maintain a fa.th in the possibility of expert repair of all 

maladjustments uithin the exrsung social order'... [and] does not so much question the 

capitalìst social order as suggest rational social management âs â means of obtaining more 

equitable 'positive freedom' for society's members" (I(enny 1.992, LB0-1.81). This new Libetal 

ptogressivism allowed Portlanders, especially those accustomecl to pov/er and influence, to 

be both "community minded and 'good'without being revolutroflary," especially in a 

ptedominantly conservative and moralistic state like Otegon (,\bbott 1,994b,21.0). 

According to Holston, it is a fundamentaüy Modernist belief that "ndicaL social change can 

and indeed must occur without a social revolulion," and it is precisely through the built and 

planned form that it can happen (Holston 1989, 56-57). 

The discipline itself of urban planning, unlike the destabilized pubtc authority of its 

elite practiuoners, was during the 1970s reaffìrmed as the site of urban prescription. Senate 

Bill 100 institutionalized url>an planning as the discipline fot visioning the future of Oregon's 

cities and counties, Portland included. Before 1973,I(naap explains, "local governments 

could choose to plan and could plan to pursue any locaìly chosen land-use goal," but after 

1973 "Iocal governments had to plan, and do so in accordance with specific state land-use 

http:LB0-1.81
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goals and guidelines." Discourses on municipal land-use and local governance 

fundamentally shifted, requiring state agencies and interest groups to work towards adequate 

planning where before they had concerned themselves only with regulation and control 

(I{naap 1.994,12).le And in this process, conceptions and visions for city purpose, 

citizenship, and publics became inst-itutionalized into the process, subtly politicizing that 

Process. 

The joint maturity of a land-use planning regime steeped in classic libetal icleology, in 

addition to the new role of sanctioned community organizations under changing 

expectations of civic involvement in Portland public policy, produced a public discoutse that 

not only institutionalized and accommodated civic participâtion to fìt existing bureaucratic 

machinery, but also implicitþ circulated a paniaiar conception of the public. Odell explains 

that "Metro's poJicies and practices of citizen participation are embedded within a set of 
instrumentally r^tiond. and bureaucratic procedures that were developed to meet the 

mandates of statewide land-use planning resolutions" (Odell 2004, I97). Furthermote, in the 

daily interactions with government bureaucracy, in City Council meetings, public policy 

workshops, planning input discussions, and neighborhood association summits, discourses 

of the pubJìc are reified, as are the very tenets of citizenship-ways of belonging to that 

public. The craftìng of a paticular, privileged, and expected fotm of public citizenship 

allows for a theory of governmentality, in which the rational âctors that civic discourse and 

ideology enable are self-regulating and stâte-enclorsing, even in conflict. 

Due to the diversity of interests within Oregon's polttical sphere, civic progtessivism 

has by no means been comprehensive, despite its inherence in mandated planning doctrine. 

I{naap explarns that Oregon's legislature was politically relatively weak thtough the 1990s, 

and political interest groups representing utilities, health and medical organizations, 

education, financialinstitutions, the builcling and construction industry, other business, and 

Iocal governments have commanded considerable pol-itical pov/er (Knaap 1.994, B). Senate 

Bill 100 emerged from the 1973 legislative session after considerable poJitical compromise, 

contâining no prescdptive rules for governing the land-use review process, lacking state 

permitting authority and regional land-use councils, and left, for the most part, land-use 

poJicy to be determined by the LCDC. As a result, I(naap explains, "through the process of 
administration, legislation, and adjudication, Oregon's land-use goals and policies became 

le Of course, limited leflislative power through the LCDC, and steadily decreasing state-funcling for periodic 
review practices, have allowed Iocal planning decisions in many place s to systernatically unclertnine state 

stipulations maintained in the planning goals, particulady with respect to Goal Ten and the provision of 
hcrusing (Knaap 1994, 16). 

http:1.994,12).le
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codifìed into specifìc and binding administrative rules, land-use statutes, and case law-often 

at the instrgation of state-level intetest goups"-2nd those goals that "atftacteð, t}re 

attention of state-level interest groups (e.g. urban growth maflagement, housing, fatm and 

forest land protection) dominated the planning agenda" while those "without an active state 

constituency (e.g. energy conser-vation, recreation, naturalhazards) received little attention" 

(IKnaap 1,994,11), Policy-making,to acefiøin extent, was decentralized from Salem to local 

governments and their associatecl agencies, ancl state-wide oversight, review and 

acknowledgement practices sufficed for LCDC involvement in planning poJicies. I(enny 

explains that "this two-level process was intended to acknowledge both the interests of local 

control and the necessary collective action required for scientific andrattonal planning in the 

interests of the state population" (I(enny 1992, 1 82). \X/hat this has meant is that cities like 

Portland have been forced to adopt planning goals that they have not always had the 

resources nor poJitical will to provide, and have often looked to the pubJic- and private

sectors to fulfill those goals. 

In response to a visibly rising homeiess population in downtown Portland, the Clark-

Shiels Agreernent of 1987, orchestrated berween the City of the Portiand, the Portland 

Development Commission, and all but one social service organization, set the precedent, in 

Portland, for the delegation of pubJic services to the public sector. Concetned about the 

negative impacts of pubtc 'vagrancy in Portland's economic core, the Portland Development 

Commission agreed to provide more low-income and single-room-occupâncy housing 

throughout downtown in return for the commitrnent by social serwice agencies to resPect a 

cap on the number of overnight shelter beds in the district and not to oppose public 

investments in downtown designed to private capitalto the zrea. As Abbot explains,
^ttract 

the Clark-Shiels Agreement "left downtown planning in the hands of the public and non

profit sector buteaucrats," preventing the existing planning consensus "from breaking down 

over unmet social needs," afld "legitimiz[ing] social service agencies as full participants in 

setting public land development poJicy, making insiders out of potential outsiders" (Âbbott 

7994b,215-21,6). In true progtessive fashion, Portland's pubJic and private sectors wete able 

to formulate a mutually affìrming consensus about how to adclress the problem of the poot. 

Through the end of the twentieth century the pubJic-sectot would grow enormously, 

pârticulady in the public service and health care sectors, and while growth in the last fifteen 

years has slowed, local governments continue to rely on the public sector to provide for 

many social services. This trend will be articulated more fully in the following chaptet. 

Rhetoric about community cohesion and inclusion used to perpetuate Portland's 

vision as a"good" city by its own civic leaders, activists, and boosters, has not always been 

consistent with popular understandings of civic partrcipation. In a 2003 Portland Tribune 
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atticle, former city commissionerJim Francesconi admits that the form of civic Participation 

in public policy adoptecl by Metro and its bureaucratjc agencies "is not public involvement 

but pubJic informing," andthat civic professionals and planners are "telling the public what 

we are doing instead of involving them in the decision." After a City Council meeting to 

discuss the development of a 21.-1ot subdivision in the Forest Park neighborhood in the 

same year, resident Colin MacDonalcl fumed that "lcity offìcials] didn't listen to any of our 

concerns. . . [thu{ this should have been about people, not legalities." Jeff Boly of the Mount 

Tabor neighborhood association echoes MacDonald's frustration in his own campargn 

against City Council planning initiatives to cover the Mount Tabor lsssrveil5-"it v,las a 

joke," he complains, and "there was rìo citizen involvement at a17." David Redlich of the 

Homestead Neighborhood Association sums up common sentiment: "citizens always seem 

to lose when they go up against a powerful institution." Former MayorYetal{atz, in 

response to complaints about the lack of civic involvement, notes that"lCity Council] knows 

what the neighbors are saying... \Øe're elected to make tough decisions...Sometimes people 

don't like the results [and] instead of simply accepting that they lost, sometimes they sây we 

didn't listen to them." I(atz segregates herself from the complaints through bureaucratic 

buffering and drawing upon the professionalism endowed to her through representative 

democracy. Paul Leistner, former research director for Ciry Club, pethaps the organizalon 

that best epitomizes Progressive Portland and the Pottland Way, reftames complaints, 

suggesting that "if þolicy makers and civic participants] can get back on track, we can solve 

a lot of problems" (Redden 2003), In these responses, what is cited as a failure to truly 

engage civic participation is reframed into a malfunctioning of the apparatuses supposedly 

implemented to gu.atantee just that. 

Odell fìnds similar responses in fìeldwork conducted at Portland's 2002 

Neighborhood Association Summit. One Summit attendee âsserts, "I'm not a fan of the 

initiative process...I think it forces us to make yes/no decisions on very complex issues...it 

takes out the opportunity for debate and compromise and (inaudible) the best ansv/er rathet 

than the ans\¡üer that somebody can get enough signatures on..," (Odell 2004,123). At the 

summit, workshops hosted by Metro councilors sought to garner feedback on planning 

issues, in patticulat regarding transportation infrasttucture, the urban growth boundary, 

urban density, and social services. One councilor, teferring to citizen input, explains: 

...\Ve take all this and we're gonna use this to help me and help my 
fellow counselors make a decision. ,.It's a baJancing act that we have to 
do, that you guys will be doing around tables today...and your input is 
really important...we have some good assistance out there in terms of 
technical expertise, but...still the questions are choices. And it doesn't 
matter how good yout technical support is, you still have to make a 

decision what are we going to do next, and it's more of a motal 
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politìcal decision. ..you'll be asked to vote on a package project given a 

fixed dollar âmount and the question is whether you prefer to see more 
regional projects funded or more community or neighborhood 
þrojects funded]. I'm going to give you some examples of what those 
meân so that you can vote on those. (Odell 2004,1.56) 

Civic activists' input, Odell asserts, was "managed as a nrtonal" choice process in which 

public. opinion was measured by aggregating personal preferences on pre-established rational 

technical choices through voting," and "these aggtegated individual pteferences were 

interpreted as representing a communify consensus, which would be used in an advisory 

capacity to inform the final decisions that the Metro Council would be responsible for 

makrng" (Odell 2004, 1,56), At the Summit and in the experiences of actjvists interviewed by 

Redden, civic parucipation, and ultimately conseflt, was mediated through established 

technoctatic channels that implicitþ legitimized the very political ideologies and publics 

underpinning Portland's public pohcy structure. In limiung cliscourse to bureaucratic 

problem-solving, ideologies of governarrce in Pottland "conflate the political with the 

bureaucratic ," afld any conflicting ideology of governance or citizenship is to be mediated, 

thtough existing political structures and ideologies that sustain civic leadership, as problems 

to overcome (Odell 2004, 77 , 81), Nohad Toulan asserts that city planning "did not concern 

itself with activities as much as with land-use categories, and housingwas no exception" and 

was addressed only in the "'context of what it mean[t] to the urban pattern, economic 

development, transportation networks, or urban aesthetics" and ntely as "à separate element 

with indepenclently signifìcant social and economic merits" (foulan 1,994,93-94). This sort 

of tationality, a "ràtionâJiry of goal-setling," is precisely what ,A,bbott chancteÅzes the 

"successful bureaucralization of implementation," success defìned as the "processes that 

regularþ produce 'good' planning results in accord with national professional standards, that 

respond to informed community consensus, and that seek to avoid the inequitable 

accumulation of the costs of growth and change" (Abbott 1994b,2I4). The LCDC system, 

Abbott explains, treats Oregonians as "economic persons," and planning is part of a 

"bureaucratiç 16ud¡s"-"that opetate[s] faidy rather than arbitrarily"-"t",¡er than an 

active contributor to livabiLity" (Abbott 1.994c,xxi). Poütìcal debate of different ideological 

positions is often shifted into discussions of bureaucratic functioning, with appointed task 

forces and research commissions, ultimately removes poìiticians from direct accountability to 

particular issues, and translates meaningful political conversations between civic actors and 

public representatives into questions of process fot trarned ptofessionals to ânswer and 

solve. It is the revetse of what Innes means when she suggests that "what ordinary people 

know is at least as relevant as what is found through systematic professional 

inquiry... [despite that] we have no professional standards to evaluate what ordinary people 

http:2004,1.56
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know" (Innes 1995, 185). Lawyer Jeff Boly of Potland puts it simply: "A1l you have to do is 

involve citizens before you make decisions. It's not btain surgery" (Redden 2003). 

Technical bureaucratic political systems, like Portland's urban planning appârâtus, 

condition the very premise of citizenship, fashioning the technologrcal, discursive, and 

practìcal processes. Urban planning is fundamentally petformative, discursive in that it 
prescribes a fìeld of knowledge and possibility and practical in that it inscribes that discursive 

world into the urban environment with concrete, steel, and rebar, and with bureaucratic 

agencies, professional discipJrnes, and political incumbents, Portland's metropolitan 

government, and its associated commissions and agencies, and its constitutive urban 

planning doctrine could not exist without each other, because they are both constituted and 

contìnually temade by the underþing poJ-itical ideologies and consensus that are the 

foundation for understanding the ciry as a cohesive whole. 

Ir.l crosuRE: MAKING IDEoLocY woRK 

The comaturity of Portland's present urban design discipJine and a publicly 

trânsparent and civically engaged political appârâtus has discursively legitimated the Portland 
\X/ay as a highly democratic and socially conscious political framework. Over the course of 
the twentieth century, Portland's city bureaus, nongovernmental organizations, and public 

citizens have adopted urban planning as theway of addressing the problems of urban life, 

questions of poverty, overdevelopment, housing, diversity, food security, and many other 

social phenomena. 

Since very eady on in its history, beginning with the initial depatture from the City 

Beautiful to the City Practical, urban planning had been a project for the societal and 

business elite to facilitate their economic and pol-itical enterprises, often at the expense of 
formal political process or popular opinion. The Lewis and Clark Exposition laid the 

foundations for what would become a coherent utban planning progtam, a unifìed and 

collective commitment within Portland's business class. Those relationships were cartied 

through to the Cheney years, where moral and ideatstic visioning for the future was slowly 

supplanted by technocratic solutions to practical urban problems warranting fìxing. The 

business community contributed heaviþ to the planning pfocesses during both \ü/odd Wars, 

effectively transforming the planning discipJine from a discursive practice to a very real 

mânâgement of people. The provision of wartime housing, in particulady the Vanport 

projects, presaged the increasing reliance on the private sector for the provision of pubJic 

services where political bureaucracy was incapable, However, this would come to the fore 

during the urban renewal programs of the posru/ar years, galvanizing signifìcant civic 

resistance to what had become a highly untransparent, exclusive, elite planning caucus. 
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Urban design was primariþ a conservative discipJine that was instrumental in poJiticizing and 

incolporating the responsibility for urban ills into the purwiew of the ciry's most influentral 

actors, political in the sense that the technocratic solutions for utban concerns became 

intentionally socially constructive and ideological. The practices of road planning, 

neighborhood upJift, housing provision, and general civic caretaking that were implemented 

for much of the rwentleth century, and the ways planners wrote and spoke about their work, 

robustly reflected the conservative ideologies helcl by utban planning's foremost expert 

ptactitioners and their employers within Portland's elite. 

The urban planning decisions of the 1970s were a comparatsvely radical intervention 

in what had become a conservatively entrenched ancl incumbent professional discipline, and 

returnecl considerable effective po\¡/er to neighborhood associations, civic action groups, 

small businesses, and a generally active public. Senate Bi1l100 and its provisions and 

amendments were a drastic ideological reentry into the ways in which social issues were to be 

confronted. Expectations of civic representation, a general mistrust of speculative or socially 

abusive clevelopment, and the nationwide fallout of government spending on public services 

transformed urban planning into a fundamentaþ public prâctice. In Potland, the 

establishment of an Urban Growth Boundary, the institutionaJtzatton of affordable housing 

and other povefty amelioration statutes, and extraordinary gtowth in the non-profit service 

provision sector introduced a new way of characterizing the ciry. During the final decades of 

the twentieth century, Portland became a politically "progressive" city, ideologically and 

practically. In the ensuing years, the discursive techniques employed in speaking and writing 

about the city and its lso.r-planning discourse, that is-changed radically, introducing a 

new kind of public consensus, about how the city should be built, physically and socially, in 

which the enttenched political elite were no longer the only ones implicated. 

This chapter has traced the establishment of formative politìcal ideologies in the 

discursive practices of Portland's century-old urban planning discipline. Planning has meant 

different things since it first became part of the publ-ic mission at the turn of the twentieth 

century, and since then has transformed into the source of a regional progtessive identìty 

and ideology. That ideology is produced, reproduced, and transfotmed in the changrng 

discursive practices of urban management and governance, and has acquired the legitimacy 

to defìne the pubJic sphere and the tenets of public citizenship. 

The follov¡ing chapter will continue this discussion, focusing the analysis within one 

sector of urban planning: housing, Housing, ancl the lack of housing, has been ân important 

issue fot plannets since planning's inception as a discipline. In Portland, homelessness and 

urban poverty are ubiquttous in the downtown neighborhoods, and the City of Pottland's 

efforts to curb these trends are manifold, The next chapter will interrogate the techniques 
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employed by planners, service workers, bureaucrats, and concernecl citizens, to solve housing 

issues, keeping in mind how discutsive practice engages with political icleology and authority. 



2 THn PovBnTY oF DTecNoSIS 

IYritng to a pablic heþs îo ma,þe a world, insofar at the object of address is 
broaght into being þartþ fu þostalating and characteri{ng it. This perforrzatiue 
abiliry depends, howeuer, on that object's being not entireþ fctitiox¡¡-pl¡ pp¡¡u/6¡si 
mereþ, but recogniqed as ø rea/ path þr the circalation of discoarse. That þath is 
then treated as the social entill. (Øamer 2002, 64) 

The extent to wltich homele¡snes¡ is an injastice of bofh distribution and recognilion 
is nanifest strikingþ in the doable-meaning attached to the word 'address,' uhich 
indicates botlt a $alial location and a mode of intersabjactiue recognition. To haue 

an address mean¡ to haue a pkæ of residence, and to be addressed means to be 

spoken to, recogniqed a.ç a ltuman sabject in dialogøe, To be homele¡¡ h t0 rirk 
being addressles in bolh rcnset. First, it i¡ to /ac,þ a ncialþ recogniryd and legalþ 

þrotectedþlaæ in the worldfrom uhich one has the right lo exclade others. .îecond, 

in media discoarse, in lega/ discoarse, and in encoanters on the strvet, the horue/r,¡¡ 

are often simþþ not addressed but ignored, treated at objects bkc,king the free 
mzuemsnt of the proper þab/ic citiryn, denied identfrcation in rnedia reports. 

(Feldnan 2004,91) 

The discursive and ideological practices of planning have in Portland set the tone 

and horizons for potential poJiucal action, Jimiting the possibilities for social change within 

the bureaucratic and institutional capabilitìes of the Portland SØay. In the treatment of the 

utban poor, this has taken the form of a disciplìne of address. A discipline of address, in this 

sense, is both an ideologicd.hoúzon of acknowledgement, positing a wodd and its 

occupânts, and the discutsive tools through which that wodd can be created. Address is 

both petformative and intersubjective, elaborating the materiality of zpublic while 

simultaneously constituting it, ptoducing common experience while at the same moment 

articulating the character of it. Having address is to belong within the boundaries of pubhc 

conserìsus, to be recognizedas havingvoice, to existin relation, and to give acldress is to 

interiorize the Othet, to make out a shared territory of representation, and to sacdfìce 

complete alterity. At a fundamental level, governmentil. and nongovernmental programs to 

eraclicate homelessness are engaged in such a discipline, and they share the task of endowing 

or prohibiting address to those without address. The following pages will articulate just how 

address is manufactured and reorìented into new lcinds of urban citizenship. 

The fìrst half of this chapter will consider how discourses of homele ssne ss circu-late 

through the spheres of politics, government, non-profìt service providers, and the public. 

Discursive charac.tenizàtions of the poor as criminal or deviant are enacted to confront the 

perceived anxieties and threats to social and economic order induced by visible homeless 

populations. The clinical reduction of the homeless that refuames the poor as inferior and 
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underdeveloped persons has enabled a ne\¡/ kind of civic governance, and new techniques of 

manufacturing urban citizenship. 

The latter portion of the chapter will trace how this dominant rhetoric of 
homelessness has permeated Portland's political bureaus and sewice providets, like Central 

City Concern, in their commitment to end homelessness by 2015. As one of Portland's 

most visible homeless service providers, Central City Concern wields significant discursive 

power in clefìning dominant and legitimate chancteùzations of the homeless and, implicitly, 

the normative identity of the Portland public, In their mission to heip people suffeting ftom 

homelessness, addiction, and mental illeess, techniques employed by Central City Concern 

do much to defìne the matgins of the public sphere, and rei$r boundaries befween 

acceptable and unacceptable occupants of urban space. The relationship between service 

providers, the City of Ponland, and the homeless clientele remains suspended within a 

structurai, and increasingly narrow,appara:tvs of public financing and support that is 

politically moderate and systemically entrenched, and as will be demonstrated in the third 

chapter, often does little to curb what has been in Portland a steadily intensifying crisis of 
poverty and housing. 

PontnnvlNG THE HoMELESS: DISCURSIVE coNSTRUCTToNS oF 
THE POOR IN THE MISSION TO ELIMINATE HOMELESS(NESS) 

Much of the recent scholarship on the homeless (Gubrium 1992; Wolch and Dear 

1993;Feldman2004; Lyon-Callo 2004; Glasser and Bridgman 1999;};/.arvasti 2003; 

Cruikshank 1999; \X/right and Vermud 1996; \(/estern Regional Advocacy Project 2008; 

Parker and Fopp 2004;Passaro 1,996) has sought to clarify how homeless populations âre 

identified and constructed within public discourse, and how that discourse, in turn, enables 

certain policies designed to ameliorate urban poverty and homelessness and excludes others. 

\X/ithin the last decade, rampant criminalization of the homeless natjonwide has slowly been 

displaced as the primary solution to homelessness, and more ho[stic, service-oriented 

programming has become the standard for lifting the poor from abjection. Poverly 

advocates have had a certain degree of success in implicating structural inequalides, 

particularly the unaffordability of housing for the class subsisting on minimum-wage 

employrnent, as important considerations in undetstanding the homeless condition. As a 

result, welfare programs and homeless services have begun to adopt, and have adopted in 

many cities liice Portland, what the Ctnton-era Department of Housing and Urban 

Development director Henry Cisneros called a "continuum of care" model that emphasizes 

clinical impediments to subsistence, the skill development of the homeless through job 

training, education, and employment, and a new commitment to providing affordable 
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housing for the poorest class Q,yon- Callo 2004, 12) . As a result, the "continuum of care " 
standard has often carrjed with it new public conceptions of the homeless, many of which 

cast the homeless as incomplete, underdeveloped, and incapal:le persons in need of 
intervention and reeducaron in the ways of acceptable citizenship. \X/elfare programs for the 

homeless, shelters, and legal opinions regarding the rights of the homeless have transformed 

the homeless individual from a criminal to a pathological deviant, and in the process have 

clarifìecl new modes for governing the poor. Drawing ftom theories of citizenship 

developed predominantly by Agamben, Foucault, and Crurkshank, and scholarship on the 

poJ-itics of homelessness forwarded by Lyon-Callo, Feldman, and Marvasti, the following will 

argue that the "continuum of care" methodoiogies have enabled the productjon of â new 

form of neoliberal, (self)governance. Homeless subjects have been adopted by a 

professional class of welfare ønd service-provision experts that, despite their good intentions, 

are unable to radically change the fundamental problems of stmctural homelessness. Central 

City Concern's poverty work is no exception. 

,,IVE THE PEOPI.-|,,: ]JAIIE LIT.'E AND ]-HE 1)1.]]]T,IC OTI EXCLU.'TOAT 

Contemporary poJitics, Giotgio Agamben explains, arc characterizedby a 

"biopoJitics" that predicates the politicai sovereignry of modern democratic states on the 

ability to entirely subsume social life into a form of political subscription, or citizenship. 

Fundamental to what enables modern liberal-and neoJiberal-governance is the 

constitution of an ideologrcally-comprehensive, homogenous pubJic, the making of apoJitical 

individuals into poJitically relevant, and governable, citizens. 

Drawing from the Greek distinction befween the concepts of loe-"ltfe" as the 

"simple fact of ìiving common to all Jiving beings"-an d bilr-¿'ltfe" as the "form or way of 
llingþroþer to an individual or â group"-Agamben understands what he terms "bare life" 

as not the classical liberal state of nature, <0e, but rather the state of political exclusion from 

bios (Agaml:en 1995, 1). The state of exception embodied by the notion of "bare life" 
fundamentally disrupts contemporary modeis of liberal-democratic sovereignty, which erects 

pol-ttical legrtimacy on the stability of the people beneath the modern nation-state. There exists 

a pec'rliar fact within contemporary European languages, Agamben fìnds, that the peoþh is 

always doubly referential, at once indicating an "integral body politic" of sovereign citizens 

"without remainder," and, at the same time, "the poor, the underprivileged, and the 

exclucled," the "banishment of the wretched, the oppressed, and the vanquished." The 

"biopolitical ftzcture" of the people caused by the idea of "bare life" the peoþle is "what 

cannot be included in the whole of which it is a part as well as what cannot belong to the 

whole in which it is always aheady included"-is precisely what causes the moclern 
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democratic stàte to go to such great lengths of surveillance, policing,
^ppa;tatus 

institutionalization, and other forms of social control to produce a "people v¡ithout ftaçture" 

(Agamben 2000,28-33). As Âgamben understands, there exists a paradox of inclusion: how 

can fundamental social heterogeneity be appropÅately accommodated into an ideologicaþ 

consistent public?-Feldman explains that contempotury distinctions between "people-as

citizens" and "people-as-excluded-poor" is none but a modern manifestation of this tension 

(Feldman 2004,18). According to Agamben, the solution ljes in that"ltare life" and the 

political are mutually constitutive , that "bare life" is necessarily political and poLiticized

read, brought into the realm of bios-by its very exclu¡ion from "proper" political citizenship 

(Agamben 1995,9). The violence of "our time," Agamben concludes, is marked by none 

other than the "methodical and implacable attempt to fìll the spJit that divides the people by 

ndicdly ehminating the people of the excluded" (Agamben 2000,32). The anxiery-inducing 

fiction of "the people," then, is accomplished in producing a "proper" class of citizenship 

and assigning second-class citizenship to the rest on the grounds of their exclusion from the 

fotmer. In this sense, populations like the urban poor, the homeless, and the yagrant can be 

understood as constituting a kind of "bare life" within Portland's public sphere, 

ama)gamated into a single, denigrated class to be characteristically excluded from the 

dominant public form through second-class citizenship. Feldman writes that "not only does 

the state (through laws and institutions of governance) carve out a second-class political 

exclusion of bare life, but citizenship as full membership is constituted as the exclusion of 
bare life, and homeless persons fìgure in legal and political discourse as the embodiments of 
that bare lifc" (Feldm an 2004, 18). 

The reduction of bodies to "bare life" must also have spatìal parameters. ,\s Warner 

argues, the public-that is, the substance of cit-izenship-is constituted by the extent of its 

circulation. Modem notions of citizenship are inextricable from the territorialized monopoly 

of the nation-state, and, on a smaller scale, the city. \X/hen mapped onto the urban 

landscape, Agamben and Feldman's politics of exclusion, and the exclusion of the homeless 

as second-class citizens, becomes embodied in the local practices of ciry governance. Local 

authorìties engage de Certeau's strategies to both "postulate aplace" for ideological 

expression and employ discursive techniques to establish relations of "exteriority." It,is 

through the process of discursive circulation about second-class citizenship that a pubìic 

gains legitimacy, and ultimately how the ideological horizon of citizenship is extencled over 

the city. Public ideology is funclamentally exclusionàry, and the discursive tools employed 

rejecting or assimilating ideological exterioriry are not unlike those, in Agamben's 

theorization, thât ground public membership in the defiiing of acceptable norms and 

expectations. Andrew Mair suggests that the "very nature of the post-industrial city demands 
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the removal of the homeless." Post-industrial space, like that of Portland, Feldman 

elaborates, is a middle-class consumptive space, "marked by the absence of production ancl 

poverty, â space where offìce workers Jive, work, consume, and are entettained," and, as 

Mair concludes, "the very presence of the homeless provokes a signifìcant crisis in the 

ideologrcal se curity of the space" (Feldman 2004, 40), As spaces of commetce, urban zones 

are also necessarily voluntary spaces, where ciry actors can, and encoltagecl to, move 
^re 

through webs of consumption. Those who challenge that voluntary right to the city, who 

bring their private life into the public purwiew, threatening to undermine both the tights of 
the dominant public and the understandings of the acceptable use of urban spâce, are to be 

excluded, either through criminaliz^tion or through cultural assimilation. As a result of the 

delimitation of what constitutes public space, the homeles s ate àt once reduced to bare life, 

excluded from public legitimacy, and banned from occupying the pubJic realm. 

Biupc¡n¡c À por,ITIC.t oF coMp,4.t.t¡o¡'/ AND A p)LITICS oE coMpA.t-ç1o¡J 

IIATI CUFJ 

Historically, responses to mass-homelessness have been varied, and have produced 

diverse and sometimes conflicting portraits of the homeless condition. Since the dse of 
homelessness in the 1980s, many cities have adopted harsh programs to eliminate the poor 

from the streets, criminalizing them in the form of strict anti-camping and anti-sleeping 

ordinances and swift incarceration of perpetrators. Recently, however, programs to address 

urban poverty and homelessness have adopted more holistic policies, reflectìng a more. 

compassionate approach, and embracing welfate measures and social service ptovision as a 

way to ameliorate structural poverry, 

Feldman describes the paradigmatic constructions of the homeless individual as 

existing within a discursive fìeld bound by two axes, the voluntary /involuntary and the 

sacredf profane. He argues that the homeless exist within the popular imagination 

predominantly as either profanely voluntary-that is, homeless by choice yet a threatening 

and dangerous class, and justly cdminalized-2¡d sacredly involuntary-helpless sufferers of 
structural inequality, begging of sympathy and saving, and, importantly, justifying charity and 

sheltet (Feldman 2004,6-7). F,nding homeless(ness) and the homeless problem, as a tesulg, is 

generally understood as a tension between a politics of distribution ancl a politics of 
recognition, whether the homeless circumstance is one of political economy or one of 
identity politics, whether solutions to homelessness are fundamentally economic or whether 

they are predicated on the recognition or exciusion of the homeless as legitimate publìc 

actors. The solutions employed by anti-poverty organizations, activists, and govemment 
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programs are instrumental in both determining and reifying how the poor is constituted 

within or in contrast to the public. 

Because recognition of the deviant homeless as citizens, albeit second-class citizens, 

is the only way the democratic state can understand "the people" as a homogenous 

governable body, criminaltzation approaches construct the homeless as a clangerous, illìcit 

class, and constitute the homeiess as within the confìnes of the law yet deny their right to the 

kind of fìrst-class citizenship afforded the dominant public. The City of Portìand's 2008 Sit-

Lie Ordinance, for instance, prohibited persons from sitting, lyltg, or setting objects on the 

sidewalk to ensure clear sidewalks for passersby. Enthusiastically suppotted by the Portland 

Business Alliance and other business a.lyeç2¡s5-and vehemently opposed by the homeless 

and homeless allies-the Ordinance was designed to remove .vagra;ncy and homelessness 

from the visible public sphere. As Samira l(awash writes, vengeful homeless policies Jike 

Pordand's Sit-Lie Ordinance comprise a"war on the homeless fthat] must also be seen âs a 

mechanism for constituting and securing a pubJic, estabJishing the boundaries of inclusion, 

and producing an abject body against which the proper, public body of the ciúzen can 

stand" (Feldman 2004, 4). 

Public welfare programs, on the other hand, construct the homeless as cLinical 

deviants, involuntary recipients of poor education, violent upbringings, underdeveloped 

social skills, or any host of other individual inadequacies that, given ptoper care, can be 

relearnecl and refashion homeless individuals into acceptable citizens. ,ts Vincent Lyon-

Callo articulâtes, "On this view, the very bodies of poor people need to be regulated and 

reformed, leading to the development of government institutions, trained experts, and 

professional reformers like social workers, and police to'manage' and 'regulate' the lives of 

'the poor' in the interest of 'normalizing' them" (I-yon-Callo 2004,78). Homelessness, when 

cast as a discrete condition warranting amelioration, becomes pathogenic and endogenous to 

homeless individuals. Feldman suggests that "policy discussions of 'redistrìbution not 

recognition' in the case of homelessness evince a neglect of the poliucal, of state power and 

a specifìcally politìcal dimension of injustice," and that it is precisely this "displacement of 

politics" that " underlies and enaþles the very assertion of a conflict berween helping the 

homeless off the street and tecognizing their legal right to exist in pubJic space" (Feldman 

2004, 85). Programs that seek to refashion the poor in the image of the public 

simultaneously reaffìrm notions of acceptable and unacceptable citizenship. 

In this sense,l¡oth the criminaltzation and the pathologizalson of the poor are hghly 

politicized practices. As Cruikshank duly cautions, "any clasm to know what is best for poor 

people, to know what it takes to get out of poverty and r¡¡hat needs must be met in order to 

be fully human, is also aclaim to power" (Cruikshank 1,999,38). Foucault suggests that 
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sociery's "threshold of modemity" has been reached when "the life of the fhuman] species is 

wagetec{ on its own poütical strategies," ancl that we might speak of a "bio-power" to 

designate what "brought life and its mechanisms into the tealm of explicit calculations and 

made knowledge-power àgent of transformation" (Foucault 1,980,I43). The discursive 
^n 

and practical ptoduction-indicative of Foucault's "knowledge-power"-of the homeless as 

second-class citizens, criminaltzed and outlawed yet petsecuted thtough the juridical system, 

and pathological subjects warranting treatment, is pre cisely the kind of "political strategy" 

(de Certeau 1,984) that has brought human life into the management practices of the state. 

The life and death of homeless rests on the "threshold of modernity," their existence 

threatening to public order yet inexcusable from public ordet, and is thus necessarily the 

tenitory of governance. Bio-power, as Cruikshank asserts, "renders life itself governable, 

making it possible to act not only upon the body, by force, but also upon the subjecuvity 

(soul) of human being," and enacts "through the administtation and regulation of life and its 

needs . . . the good of all society upon the antisocial bodies of the poor, deviant, and 

unhealthy." As a result, the health, education, welfate, safety, and way-of-Jife of the poor 

"constitute a territory upon which it is possible to act," and the very providing for "the 

needs and interests of fthe poor] to fulfill their human potentia^l is a mode of governing 

people" (Cruikshank 1,999, 39 -40). 

\X/hile blatant criminaltzatton of the homeless has become less common, due in no 

small part to philanthropic claims about the "involuntary" yet"sàcted" homeless individual, 

both criminalszation and the sheltering industry remain patt of a unified strategy to end 

homeless(ness). Constructed as clinical deviance, homelessness reformers develop progrâms 

to treât the symptoms understood to lead to homelessness, yet contjnue to practice the 

"tough 16y6"-¡62d, policing-needed to encoufage otherwise resistant individuals to 

confront theit own conditions of homelessness (Feldman 2004, 83; Lyon-Callo 2004, 51). 

Other solutions to homelessness, such as legal recognition or city support of homeless 

persons and encampments, are understood as philosophically "in opposition to thetapeutic 

interventions by social service agencies" (Feldman 2004, 83). Former Portland Mayor Vera 

I{atz explatned the predicament in a speech she gave: "I can't see spending millions of 
dollars to make sure the homeless are housed and at the same time see them camp in our 

streets" (Feldman 2004, 83). 

Tun ¿RT oF cITIZEN,tHIp: sI-IELTÈ-Iì.t, .tEL.F-HELp, AND THE UNMAKING 

OT,' THE HOMEJI,EJS.ç 

The homeless shelter is perhaps the most ubiquitous site of governmental ancl 

nongovernmental urban poverfy relief in the United States. As a result, the shelter is also the 
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site where homeless deviance is pathologized, qualifìed, and institutionalized. Discourses 

about the homeless and causes of homelessness are systematically reproduced in the case 

reports, job trainings, mental health groups, and other practices within shelters designed to 

put the homeless back on their feet and into mainstream society, to make citizens of them. 

The foundational mission of many contemporary transitional shelters, including 

many in Portland like those operated by Central City Concern, falis within the rubric of self

empowerment and self-help. Shelters philosophically assume the "naturalness" of the 

indivldual-bodied self, and instruct clients to look within their own bodies for the causes of 

their povetty and their homelessness (Lyon-CalLo 2004,63). Baù>ara Cruikshank suggests 

that this logic of empov/erment from the very start "dichotomize[s] power and 

powerlessness," and understands empowerment itself as simply a"quantttative increase in 

the amount of powet possessed by an individual" (Cruikshank 1.999,70-7I). Lyon-Callo 

echoes Cruikshank, arguing that "with the desire to reform'the poot'through governing, 

'the poor'have been constituted as subjects suffering from disorders of the self and in need 

of training and education to reform the characteristics and behaviors making them poor" 

(Lyon-Callo 2004,18). Shelters employwhatFoucault calls "technologies of the self' 

(Lemke 2001,,20I) and Cruikshank terms "technologies of citizenship," that "do not cancel 

out the autonomy and independence of citizens but are mode s of governance that work 

upon and through the capacities of citizens to act on their own" (Crurkshank 1999, 4). 

'{When we say today," Cruikshanlç continues, "that someone is subject, acquiescent, 

dependenq or apathetic, u/e are measuring thât person against a normative ideal of 

citizenship," and as a result, "the discourses of democratic citìzenship tend to foreclose the 

ways in which it is possible to be a citizen rather than seeking to place the question of 

citizenship within the reach of ordinary citizens" (Cruikshank 1.999,24). "Self-help, self

fulfillment, and self-esteem programs," Lyon-Callo explains, "are technologies that produce 

certain kinds of selves and marglnaltze the possibilities of producing alternative kinds of 
subjectivities" (Lyon-Callo 2004, 63). 

The homeless are treated as "damaged," "subjects-in-the-making," and, as a result, 

the solution in many shelters is the "overt control exerted over every aspect of life, including 

the scheduling of waking, sleeping, eating, showering, restrictions on personal habits, and 

demands to be enrolled in required programs to continue to receive shelter." Feldman 

argu"es that the shelter complex misrecognizes the homeless and the affìliations and nefworks 

that exist within the homeless population, and through the "individualizing logic" of intake 

interviews, continual case man gement and needs monitoring and assessment and the 

grouping of homeless individuals "according to shared disabilty or dependency" (Feldman 

2004,95-97). Marvasti explains, following lioucault's notion of the "gaze," thzt at the most 
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basic, "biographical particulars are lìkely to be suffused with the prevailing institutional 

discourse, which organizes the way...the client is constructed" (Marvastt2003,110), and the 

way the client is to be temade. 

Âccording to Cruikshank, the self-empowerment model of service provision

which, she suggests, surfaced within the welfare arrd voluntary sectors during President 

Johnson's War on Poverry-introduced three important phenomena, First, "'the poor'were 

isolated t^rget of government intervention and their capacities calculated and inscribed 
^s ^ 

into a policy for their 'empowerment."' Second, the Community '\ction Programs designed 

as community-based solutions to poverty legislated the "decenttaltzaiton of power 

relationships and the multiplication of power relations befween constituencies-the poor 

and juvenile delinquents, social scientjsts, social service vendors, the executive branch of 
government-which otherwise could not exercise power over one another." And third, a 

class of professional reformers and service providers "emetged as the instruments for 

applying technologies of citizenship and new theories of power and powedessness" 

(Ctuikshank 1.999, 7 5-7 6) 

The discursive practices that constitute "the poor" as a deviant class needing 

intervention at once destroys informal networks and communities of impoverished 

populations and allows for the reconstitution of those same individuals into new 

formulations that are governable and "serviceworthy''-Marvasti explains that within the 

shelter, the "response to the client and his or her neecls is mediatec{ by an otganizationatry 

based horizon of meaning, which constitutes the client as an object of charity who must 

comply with a set of conditjons to be considered serviceworthy" (À4arvasti 2003,95). 

heterogenous characteristics that give rise to a wide range of fcomplex] symptoms that we 

term 'homelessness,' symptoms whose "emergent proPerlies vrery much "reâl" (lX/illiams
^re 

2001,1-2). To a cettain extent, those heterogenous characteristics are codifìed in many anti

poverty programs run by institutions or individuals endowed v¡ith the authorify to 

determine. The practices of rhetorically grouping-as-one, of categorically segtegating human 

populations, canrìot be understood as definitive and natural--distinct social groupings make 

different groupings-as-one of Williams' "heterogenous characteristics." However, plural 

understandings are not all endowed with discursive authority and power. That public 

officials, service providers, and politicians, have the authority to codi$r homelessness-and 

the "chronically homeless," the aclclicted homeless, the mentally ill homeless, etc.-into 

lawbooks, police manuals, program criteria ignores the diversity within homeless 
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populations, divisions that span categories of mentally ill and sane, addicted and sober, licit 

and illicit, male and femaIe,2o and, to be sure, homeless and houseless. 

Nikolas Rose argues that due to the neoliberal penetration tnto social and poJitical 

life, individuals are made into self-governing bodies through their "affitations" and 

commitments to particular communities of moraltty and idendry," self-managing as 

"responsible" ând "contributing" community members. The marginahzed, on the other 

hand, are constitutecl by their affìliation to "some kind of 'anti-community' whose motality, 

lifestyle, or compoflent is considered a threat or reproach to public contentment and political 

order" (R.ose 1996, 340). Lyon-Calio explains that "there is no guarantee of any degree of 
social welfare or social weli-being for those failing in their responsibility as community 

members," and that the marginalized"can only access previously'social' benefìts through 

their abilty to function in a competitive market." Social workers and social refotmers, then, 

are precisely those experts trained to "help people help themselves" in becoming "self 

responsible" community members Q,yon-Callo 2004,1,I0). \)Øhat this means, howevet, is 

that "empowsy¡1s¡1"-¡hat is, âccess to the social and materiâl benefìts of communities

"is a relationship established"-ând mediated-"by expertise," governecl by the class of 

specialized professionals ttained in "solving" the "special issues of veterans, drug abusers, 

homeless teens, homeless women, the elderþ, the mentally i11, victims of post-traumatic 

stress, domestic violence survivors, homeless families, the undereducated, and those in need 

of job training (Cruikshank 1999,72; Lyon-Callo 2004,1,1,1). 

The shelter itself exists in the awkward nexus of the direct needs of the poot, the 

distinguishing expectations of foundations, donors, and federal bureaus, and the simple fact 

of ptovidrng employment for social workers. The shelter mediates befween the "legitimate 

needs" of their clients and what counts as an "abuse of services" (Àdarvasti 2003,64). 

Marvasti wtites that "the tension befween helping and enabling...ân unproductive lifestyle is 

at theheafi of the shelter's pteoccupation with a seemingly endless list of poJicies to regulate 

its clìents," policies designed to "reinforce the notion of self-help and to convey to the 

general public that the shelter is," in the words of a shelter director, "making goocl use of the 

charitable dollars" (À4arvasti 2003,92), As a result, the homeless client is "intricately and 

unmistakably linlçed with the public relations matters that surround chatity work." And, as 

Marvasti concludes, the "resultingorganizational embeddedness of need suggests that the 

statistics of homelessfless, as far as shelters are concerned, are as much about organization 

sur-vival and processing as they are about homelessness in its own right" (Marvastì 2003,96). 

20 For an analysis of gender in New Yotk City's shelter system, see Passaro (1 99 ó) and Susser (1993) 
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Proposecl solutions to homelessness, then, often reflect institutional prerogative more than 

they do the actual parameters of need, and even despite the intentions of social wotkers and 

poverty ancl homeless activists. 

The institutional embeddedness of social work often precludes, even forbids, radical 

analyses of poverfy, and forecloses possible solutions due to a conflict of interest. Lyon-

Callo, in his work at a sheltet in Northampton, Mr\, found that clespite the political 

raclicalism of shelter staff, funding constraints effectively prohibited a systemic analysìs of 
homelessness. Frustrated by the embedded inequality within the shelter, between the needy 

and the provider, the damaged and the healer, the houseless and the housed, etc., he and his 

colleagues found that political activism, such as organizingfactory workers in hopes of 
bargaining for more Iivable wages-directly compromised the shelter's reputation as a 

service provider. Many of the largest clonors to the Grove Stteet Inn were, in fact, 

employers of many of the sheltet's residents. Ruth !7iIson Gilmore explains that "non

ptofìts providing direct services have become highly professionalizeð," artd they "do not 

want to lose the contracts to ptovide serwices because they truly care about clients who 

other-wise would have nowhete to go" (Gilmore 2007,45). 

The homelessness reform industry, in large part, has emerged in the last few decacles 

in the form of whatJennifer ìØolch tetms the "voluntary sector shadow state," a"parz-state 

apparatus comprised of multiple voluntary sector organizations, administered outside of 
traditional democratic politics and chargecl with major collective service responsibilities 

previously shouldered by the public sector, yet remaining within the purview of state 

control" flX/olch 1990, xvi). \tlhile shadow state activities, like many of the activities and 

services provided by Central City Concern, remain formally autonomous from state 

governance and accountability, they remain "enabled, regulated, and subsidized" by state 

progrâms, surveillance, and other fiscal constraints flX/olch 1,990,41). Dylan Rodrþez 

impJicates what he calls the "non-profìt industrial complex" as the "set of symbiotic 

relationships that linkfs] political and financial technologies of the state and owning class 

proctorship with sur-veillance over. political intercourse," suggesting that the esserìce of the 

non-profìt system is one that "blur[s] the boundaries berween the state and society, befween 

the civil and the politìcal," and, as a result of the stâte penetration of the civil, that 

"narrowfs] and tamfes] the potential for broad dissent" (R.odrþez 2007,21.,30). This has 

meânt that the management and provision of public housing has similatly been shifting into 

the ill-defìned space between the pubJic and private sectors, heavrly fundecl and supported by 

city government yet independent and, to alarge exteflt, free of direct oversight and 

accountabìlity. W4eat this means for tenants ¡vili be discussed in the third chapter. 
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Fnou TAKERS To TAXpAyERS: CBNtnal Clty CoNCERN AND 

THE END OF HOMELESSNESS 

Central Ciry Concern exists preciseiy within this bluring boundary between the civic 

and the private, working closely with civic government yet autonomous within the non

profit voluntary sector. Central City Concern's public image reflects a sincere interest in 

combating homelessness, yet the organization's service provision is predicated on the 

"technologies of citizenship" designed to recenter homeless subjectivities. Discourses 

circulated about the homeless are highly congruent with city agendas and programs to 

address the problems of urban poverty. As a result, Central City Concern's reputation as 
^ 

service ptovider is highiy regarded within the city's liberal-progressive establishment, and 

even âmong other, more radical potions of the poJitical Left. 

A un¿rl'Hy pAnr^¿Er{.truIp; coÀrirlTuTlNc rHEl CITy '.t "FU¡J.DltvG 

AvENA" /Nn Ponrt,¿ND'.î l0-Yr:¿R PL/N To ENo Houat,ns.çlvE.ç-ç 

In 1.979, Central City Concern (then named the Burnside Consortium) was created to 

administer a National Institute of Alcoholjsm and Alcohol Abuse G\ILAAA) Public Inebriate 

grant with Multnomah County and the City of Portiand. Through the 1980s, Central City 

Concern worked closely with the Ciry of Portland, in particular, to address rampant crack 

cocaine and heroin dealing and use in the downtown, in addition to building their affordable 

housing portfolio (Centtai City Concem 2009a). Central City Concern, thus, has had an 

extended relationship with the City of Portland, and as Housing Commissioner Nick Fish 

acknowledged at the City Council recognition of the stimulus award, Centrù Ciry Concern is 

"among the best of the best in the non-profit wodd that [the City of Portland] contractls] 

with and that we pârtner with" (Portland City Council 2009). 

In the 2007 fìscal year, Central City Concern eamed nearly $24 million dollars in 

revenue, more than half of which consisted of contributions in the form of gifts and grants 

from fedetal, state, ancl local governments and governmental agencies, and from private 

de¡o1s-25 one of the largest downtown service ptoviders, city government contracts more 

than fi1,.2 million dollars annually to Central City Concem for their programs. The othet 

half, approximately $11.7 mitlion, wâs earned through program service revenues including 

government fees and contracts, and interest accrua), from existing assets (Central City 

Concern 2007 ; Portland City Council 2009). 

Sociologist Cad Milofsþ characterizes the type s of relationships like that befween 

the City of Portland and Central Ciry Concern as constitì-rting a "funding zrena" which not 

only has "a distinctive set of notms to govern the process of applying for grants or 

ïesources, a distinctive process for making funding decisions," but also "a specialized 
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nerwork of people who exchange information and influence" @Ailofsþ 1987 ,285). Funding 

telationships between city government and the pubhc sector have de{ìned the legitimate 

horizon for addressing homelessness and poverty. Central City Concern's programs have, 

over the last few decades, become essential pieces of the Ciry political agenda, and both City 

Council and Central City administrators have signifìcant political power in shaping the way 

public welfare services ate fashioned and distributed. Recently, the partnership between 

local govetnment ancl Blackburn's organization has manifested itself most prominently in the 

City of Portland's, and, more widely, Multnomah County's, 1O-Year Plan to End 

Homelessness, begun in 2004 at the end of Vera l{atz's mayoralty, 

The 10-Year Plan to End Homelessness was introduced partly in response to the 

nâtional fallout of welfare spending due to Reagan-era public financing, and to the resulting 

growth in homeless populations in cities across the country. The Plan was compiled by a 

Citizens' Commission on Homelessness (CCOH) made up of citizens and interested 

patties-which, in effect, means neighborhood business leaders and executives, 

reptesentatives from the poJice departrnent and Housing Authority of Portland, then

Housing-Commissioner Etik Sten, and one forrnerþ homeless individual, I(eith Vann, a 

repte sentative of Sisters of the Road/Cross1s2d521-¿¡d a Plan To End Homelessness 

Coordinating Committee (PTEHCC) of non-profit service provider and governmental 

agency representatives, including many Central City Concern administrators (Citizens 

Commission on Homelessness 2004b). Now in its sixth year, the 10-Year Plan attempts to 

reduce the number of people buominghomeless, the frequency and duration of periods of 
homelessness, and to increase the number of individuals and families moving into stable, 

permanent housing by focusing on the most chronicaüy homeless populations within the 

city, facilìtating access to already existent services dedicated to preventing and reducing 

homelessness, and concentrating on programs that can offer quantitative, measutable results 

(Citizens Commission on Homelessness 2004a, 1). The plan seeks to address the causes of 
homelessness, rather than its symptoms, and understands that the underþing, stfuctural 

21 Located on the fìrst floor of the Butte Iluilding in downtown Pordand, the Sisters of the Roacl Café "exists 
to build authentic relationships and alleviate the hunger of isolation in an atmosphere of nonviolence and 
gentle personalism that nurtures the whole individual, while seeking systemic solutjons that reach the roots of 
homelessness and poverry to end them forever." In practice, the Café serves wafln r¡eals on a 

barter/wotktrade system, ancl is the base for a comtnunity organizing prog'ram rooted in empowerment and 
community-building within Pordand's homeless community that seeks to rcalize authentic, immediate, and 
concrete improvements in the lives of people dealing with homelessness and their communities." Crossroads 
is a people's research organization afftliated with Sisters of the Road that focuses on issues of homelessness and 
poverty (http://www.sistersoftheroad.org, accessed April 25, 201,0). 

http:http://www.sistersoftheroad.org
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housing impecLiment rests in the disproportjonate gap between the cost of housing and what 

people can afford to pay for it. 

According to recent statistics published in Street Roots, one in fwo Oregonians live 

on incomes 200/o l¡elory the federal family poverry Jine, one in four Oregonians spend more 

than half of their income ori rent, and 640/o of Portland residents living in poverry v¡ork full 

time (Zuhl 2009,1), According to the Census Bureau, median home values in Portland rose 

from $f 61,800 in 1990 to $157,900 in 2000, while the median famtly income only increased to 

fi41,278 from $26,928 over the same time period (Citìzens Commission on Homelessness 

2004a,13). Since affordable housing standards are set at 30 percent of median family 

income, they have not kept pace with housing inflation. Other studies conducted in 2004 

indicate that ne arþ one third of Portland's homeless population at the beginning of the 10-

Year Plan had chemical addiction, and just under one fifth of the population were reported 

to suffer from some kind of mental illness. '\s it is, the homeless are statisticaþ construed 

as a mentally-rll population, and the economic circumstances for Portland's poorest are flo 

more optimistic. 

In addressing chronic homelessness, the Plan begins frorn the understanding that the 

târget population is one that is primarily constituted by single adults, many of which have 

drug and alcohol addicdon, histories of crime, untreated mental illness or other disabilities, 

and little or no income. The Commission explains that the existing haphazard and 

uncoordinated network of service providers has been inadequate in servrng those people 

with multiple barriers to stable housing. Äs a result, the 10-Year Plan is, in no smail pàft, 
^ 

commitment to coordinating service provìsion through new and existing service 

organizations, and concentrating on progrâms within those agencies that can indicate very 

specifìc, measurable results. It follows nine prescribed action steps: (1) "move people into 

housing fìrst"; (2) "stop dischatging people into homelessness"; (3) "improve outreach to 

homeless people"; (4) "emphasize permanent solutions"; (5) "increase supply of permanent 

suppottive housing; (6) "create innovative new partnerships to end homelessness"; (7) 

"make the rent assistance progrâm more effective"; (B) increase economic opportunity for 

homeless people"; and (9) "implement new data collection technology throughout the 

homeless system" (Ciuzens Commission on Homelessness 2004a). In e ffect, it is a plan for 

governmental and service agencies to solve homelessness, constituted by achievable goals ìn 

service provision, for social ser-vice professionals to take it upon themselves to solve the 

probiems of urban poverty. The $13.7 million that the Potland Housing Bureau of City 

Council apportioned to the 10-Year PIan to End Homelessness in the 2009 fiscal year, was 

receivecl, almost exclusively, by serwice provìders, affordable housing landlords, medica-l 
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progrâms, and other members of the class of professional poverry workers portland 

Housing Bureau 2010). 

The 1O-Year Plan explains that "alarge population of homeless people is not 

healthy. . .not healthy for those who are homeless, and not healthy for the rest of the 

community" (Citizens Commission on Homelessness 2004a, 1). Not unlilce the tropes of 
infection employed during the 1970s to justify urban renewal programs that would uproot 

and displace resident communities, Portlancl's present commitment to ending homelessness 

casts homeless populatìons as pathogenic to the health of the ciry and to themselves, 

locating corrcems about public health upon the bodie s of the homeless and the poor. 

Discursively isolated âs pâthological deviants, the homeless are then available to the class of 
medical, counseJing philanthropic, arid social work professionals trained in "normalizing" 

them and refashioning them into public citizens. Implicit in each of the "actiorì steps" is a 

something that can be accomplished and measured, l>ureaucratized ancl contracted, isolated 

and depoliticized. The poor become the subjects of a mobilized institutional apparatì.rs. 

This is not to say that proponents of the Plan and its contractecl programs have 

deliberately or slyly manufactured their own employment on the bodies of the poor, despite 

that that may l:e the case. Rather, advocates of the 1,}-Yeat Plan take great pricle in the 

process through which the Plan was adopted, â process that is quintessential of the Portland 

'ù7ay of working for social change. From the very beginning, it has been touted as an 

admirably inclusive, engaged document. "The CCOH was intentionally set up without 

representation of government or non-profit agency staff," the document explains, "to allow 

for an external process that would help develop broad communìry support for aplan" 

(Citizens Commission on Homelessness 2004a, 6). The Plan is designed to encompass a 

public consensus about the issue of homelessness, to mediate conflicting intetests and 

ptoduce a ptogra:m that does the greatest good for the greatest number, as in the political 

process Odell documents in her Portland fìeldwork. In truth, the Commission is hardly 

representative of the homeless population, Iet alone the chronically homeless, and the 

advisory coordinating committees and working gaoups, enListed to design feasible courses of 
action within the nine action steps, are made up, almost exclusively, by experts and 

professionals in the fìeld of civic politics and service provision, The mctrics of measuring 

the success ot failure of projects to end homeless(ness) exrst within the horizon of 
knowledge and possibrlity that inheres in the discipl-ines of address represented by the 

Cocrrdinating Committee, and the success or failure of the 10-Year PIan is, thus, consideted 

in terms of the success or failure of those goals, The draft of progtam goals for the 2009 

ftscal, year, for instance, reads like a prescription list for avanety of Portland's non-profìt 

social service providers: JOIN, a housing service provider Iocatecl in southeast Portland, 

http:apparat�.rs
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commits to move 25 chronically homeiess individuals into permanent housing; the 

Northwest Pilot Project, zn organization devoted to needs of the homeless eldedy, pledges 

to âssess 40 individuals ready for hospital discharge yet with medical needs which make them 

inappropriate for the established shelter system; the Housing Authority of Portland ensures 

that it will maintain at least 95 percent utilization of its Shelter Plus Care progrâm, a rental 

assistance program; and Central City Concern âssures that it will develop its Community 

Service Corporation to provide employment training for homeless indivicluals in recovery 

(Citizens Commission on Homelessness 2009). Implicitly, what working together to find the 

best solutions for the greatest number has meant has been incorporating the needs and 

offerings of institutions into deciding how best to treat the poor. In mediation, following 

Cruikshank, the Plan has discursively made a"claim to pourer" (1,999,38) in determiningthe 

legitimate needs of the poor and the ways to provicle them. "Consumers of services"-tead, 

the homeless-1þs report explains, "can hold the homeless system accountable by ptoviding 

systematic feedback on how they access services and how they are treated while receiving 

those services" (Citizens Commission on Homelessness 2004a,38). It continues, "social 

service otganizalions, funders, and poJicy-makets'willingness-to-listen stems from the 

understanding that consumer feedback enhances the system." By its very stfucture, the 10-

Year Plan privileges service ptovidets as the means to achieve homelessness, and leaves the 

only option to the homeless a course of systematic approval, ot in all likelihood, complaint, 

Moïeover, the homeless become the raw mateúal for program success or failure, and 

ultimate success or failure of the entire enterprise. The homeless are, thus) produced as a 

class of numbers who, depending on whether the programs are fulfìlling their goals, are 

eithet decreasing or increasing, And despite the numbers, the public service provision 

industry remains a gtowing industry. 

Joanne Zuhl wtites in the 2008 Special Edition on Affordable Housing that "there is 

no mandate, federal, state, or otherwise, that says we will house our citizens-only an 

economic reality" (Zuhl2008, 11)-despite the fact that GoaI Ten of Oregon's Senate Bili 

100 claims to "provide for the housing needs of the citizens of the state."z2 Since the sociai 

22 Goal Ten requires that counties and municipalities maintain "aclequate land supply" for rwenty years' growth 
for ali types of housing, including affordable and government-assisted housing, ancl for the removal of 
refplâtory barriers to affordal¡le housing under the "clear and objecrive" clause. Obligations to Goal Ten in 
the Portland n-retropolitan region fall on Metro, which has further stipulations for rcsidential deveÌopment 
within the UGB. Of course, Goal Ten only súpulates that provisìons for land be macle, leaving out âny 
obligation for construction-Richard Whitman of the LCDC aclmits that planners "need to make sure land 
planning ptovides affordable housing, not just land" flMhitman et al. 2009), but to this day affordable housing 
is framed in legislative discourse less as an activity and more as what Toulan (1994,93-94) tefers to as a "land
usc category." 
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welfare pullout of the 1980s, housing has slipped from the publìc fiscal agenda, and the 

limited federal spending that is devoted to poverty assistance is highly qualifìed. Jennifer 

Wolch explains that federal spending on programs dedicated to the poor v/ere cut $57 billion 

berween 7982 and 1,986, a 35 percent reduction, except for spending on health insul2nçs

that is, Medicare and Medicaid-and income assistance flX/olch 1990,70). Âccording to the 

\ùTestern Regional Advocacy Project, the federal government effectively created the cdsis of 
mass-homelessne ss that stlll persists today in the eiimination of billions of dollars 

appottioned to the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for 

affordal:le housing in the eady 1980s flWestern Regional Advocacy Project 2008, 1). While 

state and local governments have replaced the pubJic financing for cut programs, much has 

been left to v/hat Wolch calls the "voluntary sector," the tax-exempt, non-profit service 

provision sector. As it is, a 2007 study conducted by Oregon Housing and Communiry 

Services found that 25 percent of the I21 rcportine proje cts in the Portland metropoJitan 

region were losing money, many of them drawing from reserves of their non-profit sponsors 

(ZuhI2008,10-11). While some funding for the 1O-Year Plan to End Hornelessness is 

drawn from the Portland City Council general fund-between $13 and $15 milLion annually, 

since 2007 (Portland Housing Bureau 2010)-many programs are funded through federal 

grants to individual voluntaty sector organizaions. The Housing Authority of Portland, the 

organizatson who foots the bill for all, Section B vouchers and rental assistance programs in 

Portland, is fundecl exclusively through HUD. Zuhi expiains that the "cash-strapped 

fMultnomah] coì-]nty relies on federal funding," funding "which prioritizes those cases that 

meet Medicare and Medicaid criteria, such as progrâms for mental heaith and the eldedy," as 

weli as addiction and recovery programs, veterâns health services, and family services (Zuhl 

2008, 10). "And those benefits," Zuhl continues, "stay with the individual, not the 

building." In Portland, public setvice contracts operate yeat-to-yeat, and every two years in 

rare cases, and unpredictable funding streams provide little incentive for housing progrâms 

that do not also meet federal grant criteria. City-mandated funding regulatrons require 

housing providers to keep units designated as affordable housing for sixty years at the very 

least, and as a result, housing providers in the voluntâry sector tend to develop housing 

projects coupled with more specialized services, ràther than merely affordable housing. 

Portland's "funding further limits the capacity for action about ending
^rena" 

homelessness, privileging certain solutions over others. The fìscal needs of social wodc 

otganizations condition the kinds of services that they are able to ptovide, and l¡ecause much 

the available funding is contingent, pafticular understandings of the poor emerge in 
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accordânce with those sources. Portland's social service industry has widely adopted the 

"Housing First"23 and "continuurn of care" philosophies to solving homelessness, and as a 

result, the programs offered to the poor generally link housing with clinical and counseling 

progrâms. Because poverty is categorically constructed as endogenous to the bodies of the 

poor, structural analyses of poverty that extend beyond tropes of illness arc generdly 

ignored. \X/hile many people experiencing homelessnesS do indeed suffer from severe 

medical problems, substance addiction, and mental illness, and may be very well served by 

these ptogtams, homelessness as a genenJ categoty is discursively framed within medicai 

taxonomy, encompassing all of those living on the street, sheltets, or in transitional ot public 

housing, many of whom mây not share the same Jife history. The diversity of homelessness, 

mediated through a multi-layered institutional apparatus of public-, private-, and 

government-sector organizatsons, becomes invisible, recluced to notion of a pathologcally 

deviant poor, in contrâst to normative expectations of healthy, participant citizenship, and 

no room is allowed for alternative constructions of the body of the poot beyoncl the medical 

diagnosis or possible solutions for the kinds of circumstances or conditions that leave them 

in poverry. In short, anti-poverty otganizations are unable to cure what they cannot see with 

their own disciplinary tools of diagnosis, and those that do not conform within that 

discursive hodzon are either inco¡porated into existing programs for cuting poverty ot àre 

excluded and neglected. The latter will be the subjects of the fìnal chapter, to be understood 

in contrast to Central Ciry Concern's construction of the poor elaborated in the following 

section. 

Casn BY THEi ¡üuø¡Ens 

The content of an onLine promotional video publishecl by Central City Concern in 

December of 2009 carries like most of their public documentation, newsletters, and 

fundraising brochures. The opening vignette follows a m^n shuffüng through leaves 

beneath à gr:ay sky, head canted to the ground, narattng â story of addiction, depression, and 

hopelessness. "I thought that I v¡ould live and die a dope fìend," the man recalls, "that 

those were just the cards I was dealt and that was who I was supposed to be...that that was 

my tole in life." Dionne, in a diffetent scene, explains, "I was a derelict, I was homeless, I 
was prostituting, I had lost a massive amount of weight, I had no morals, no self-esteem...I 

was using to live and hving to use," tracling to black, the video claims that in 2008,1.3,346 

23 "Housinfl First" rnethodologies understand the lack of housing as the "most critical issue facing all homeless 
people," and suggest that "addressing othet life issues in the context of petmanent housing is the bestway to 
affect permanent change in the lives of homeless people" (Citizens Commission on l-Iomelessness 2004a,2, 
20). 
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people received some sort of housing, job suppott, medical treatm,ent, and healthcare 

through Central City Concerrì programs, and that Central City Concern was in the business 

of "ending homelessness by attacking its root causes: addiction, mental illness, and poverty." 

Coupled with images of smiling people, the text asserts that Central City Concern's 

programs resulted in "214 babies born drug free," "2,200 people housed, not homeless," ând 

"462 people in jobs" (Central City Concem 2009d). 

Central City Concern operates five healthcare ancl recovery facilities in the 

downtown and inner east side neighborhoods, from which they provide outpatient drug and 

alcohol services, mental health and emotional counseling, tapid-response sobeting and 

substance detoxifìcation, primary medical care-including acupuncture, nâturopathy, and 

psychiatric healthcare-and post-hospitalization assisted-housing for low-income or 

homeless men, women, and children, in addition to speciai programming for Spanish 

speakers. Central City Concern's addiction and rehabilitation progtams have served as a 

model for programs âcross the nation, and, according to a recent study by the Regional 

Research Institute for Human Services at Portland State Univetsity, Central City Concern 

medical programs have re sulte d tn a 950/o reduction in drug use and a 93o/o recluction in 

criminal activity-usually related to drug use-among individuais who successfully 

completed treatment2a (Herinckx 2008,21). Their housing portfolio inclucles rwenry-one 

buildings in the Portland metropolitan area, extending as fat as Clackamas town center, 

serving affordable housing and Section B voucher tenants. As of the end of the 2007 ltscøJ 

year, 640 of the 1,458 housing units have been designated clrug and alcohol free domicile s, 

and many of those, as well as some of the "wet" buildings, have additional support services 

for famiLies, veteïarìs) people living with HIV/AIDS, mental health concerns, and 

employment assistance provided by Central City Concetn programs (Central City Concem 

2009b). In addition to providing housing and medical support, the Central City Concetn

operated Employment Access Center houses several employment assistance and vocational 

training programs, in addition to Central City Concern's Business Entetprises, businesses 

owned by Central City Concern that provide jobs to individuals who face exftaordinary 

2a The reliability of this study, admittedly, is questional¡le. The study was petfotmed "in collaboration with 
Centtal City Concern," and the 87 participants inclucled only individuals who had completed Central City 
Concern programs, and tended to I¡e older (the average âge v¡as 42). "Those who agreed to participate," the 
study explains, "were likely thc prof¡ram participants who were doing well and hand not relapsed, returned to 
the street or were incarcerated." The temporal aspects of the study are unclear, but results clo not extend 
beyond tv/o years, including treâtment (Herinck-x 2008). 
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battiets to employment, such as drug histories and felony convictions2s (Central City 

Concetn 2009b), 

Hotrt ro LovE youY coMMUNlTy.' CriNrn¿t. Ctrv CoNcnRN',t RTJETIRIC 

O fI,,T IIA N.ç ÍI O I],MAT I O N " 

To a cefiasn extent, it is no surprise that Central City Concetn's drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation programs, in addition to their mental health faciÏties and pubhc clìnics, are 

very well received within the Portland community. Central Ciry Concetn's programs have 

indeecl helped many peopie suffering from chronic homelessness and addiction and 

alcohoLism. In 2002, Sisters of the Road pubJished a searchable database of interviews 

conducted with people experiencing homelessness about those expetiences in the Portland 

Old Town neighborhood. A brief search of those interviews yields numerous tesrimonials 

of Central City Concetn's medical and employment programs, considerably fewer of their 

role as affordable housing landlords. "I v/ent through the whole program at CCC, they 

helped me, those people are wonderful ," a formeùy homeless pipe fitter and Nar,y veteran 

explains. "I think one of the best services I've ever gotten is the project one step over at 

Centrai City Concern," another comments (Sisters of the Road 2008). 

Executive Director Ed Blackburn explains that the Central City apptoach to 

addressing addiction, homelessness, and poverry is about the "possibility of ttansfomation" 

within people's lives, "that transformation when a person says 'I am worth it' and 'I love my 

communiry"' (Central City Concern 2009d). Central City Concern's programs faciïtate 

"personal change" about what their website calls four "ttansformational dimensions": (1) 

"housing that is supportive of recovery from alcohol and drug addiction," (2) "positive peer 

relationships fosteted through involvement in a community of people in recovery," (3) 

"attainment of legiumate income, through meaningful employment or accessingavatlable 

benefìts," and (4) "transformàtion of wodd view and self image from a negai:e to a positive 

outlook, enabling people to become productive citizens who want to 'give something back' 

to the community" (Central City Concern 2009a). Central City Concern is more útan a 

landlord ot a doctot or a counselor, but a holistic service provider that is gte^ter than the 

sum of its parts. Blackburn explains that his orgznizatton "beJìevefs] that [the] process fof 
recovery] starts with the building of a community for people by inttoducing them into a 

community where they develop a set of peer relationships that âre positive and where people 

25 Central Ciry Concern's Ilusiness Enterprises include: Clean and Safe, a sanitation and private security 
company that contracts closely with the Portland llusiness Á,lliance; Central CityJanitorial, a cleaning and pest 

conuol service fot do¡vntown property owners; Central City Maìntenance, a property maintenance service; and 

Central City Painting, an interior and exterior painting colnpany (Ccntral City Concern 2009b). 
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get guidance about how to live a new ljfe." Richard Harris, Blackburn's ptedecessor as 

executive director at Centr.d, City Concern, recalls that, 

a lot of it has to do with providing housing, and providing recovery 
mentors, on top of what we might call, normal outpatient 
services.,.what we've learned is that v/e get very good outcomes with 
serious heroin addicts when we ptovide mentors, acupuncture, health 
care, alcohol and drug treatment and housing, [and] if you took any of 
those elements out you get less outcomes (S7aldtoupe 2008: 10). 

"It's not about housing people...not just about providing short-term alcohol and drug 

treatment or medications for their health," Blackburn explains, "it's about that 

transformation" (Central City Concern 2009d). That transformation, when progtam 

participants say "I am worth it" and "I iove my communiry" and "I want to glve back to my 

community," becomes clear later,6f ç6u¡ss-a spokesperson for Central City Concern 

proudly declares that "we're turning people into taxpayers." 

The discourses Central City Concern circulates about the poor and the homeless in 

their public materials are yery particular in their construction of serviceable bodies. As a 

major p^rtîeÍ in Portland's 1O-Year-Plan to End Homeiessness, Centtal City Concern has 

contributed significantly to the discursive catego rizatjon of the poor within the rubrics of the 

medical and counseling disciplines. \l44rile Central Ciry Concern ptovides and manages 

hundreds of units of affordable housing to over a thousand Portland residents throughout 

the city, Central City Concern downplays these services in their self-image. In all of their 

promotional artifacts, the subjects of their services are individuals battlingillness, addiction, 

or other health issues, who can benefit from the "housing plus care" model Richard Harris 

claims to have i¡ys¡¡sd-2s former executive director Richard Harris explains, "it wasn't 

really until about ten yeârs into doing this that we figured out that the services needed to 

match the housing... [and] we sort of invented this supportive housing model" (Central Ciry 

Concern 2008a). 

In a set of interviews conducted by Central City Concern entitled The Face of Change 

(2008b), graduates of recovery and drug treatment programs tell their stories of how they hit 

bottom: 

Aleka: Along m1þath, peoþle woald look at me and a¡'k thernselue¡ whlt I wøt 
doirug what I was doing, I utas a heroin addict fu ffteen...stealing selling 

drugs.. ,uh1 arn I here, I'm ¡tac,k.. .I didn'tjast haue a dragþroblem. I didn'tjast 
haue an ahohol problem. I had a lfe problen... 

Sean: t had no hoþe. I thoøght m1 lfe wat gonna be drugs, jails, institations, and 
death. . . 
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Btian: I obuioasþ didn'l nøke good derisions...All I realþ cared about tya¡ phat 
came in a ltotth or d Mn... 

Ron: M1 rea/ estate career had been, 1ou knotu, destro1ed...I wu down to a 
hundred and thiø1 poands...tvith sores, jtoa knotu, on mJ amx;) and on ryt face. I 
didn'l know how to stoþ it... 

Robert: No þlace of m1 oun, no bed of m1 own, no roof of î/x) own, and 1øs/,
sffiring... 

(anonymous): I was a cocaine addict...the onþ thing I had to change was 

euerything. 

Each of these individuals, save Robert, is the image of the clinical patient, ravaged by poor 

decisions and the disease of addiction. They are all without hope, suffering, the material of 
the blighted urban sphere, their humanity reduced to their illness or affliction. The 

insinuation for all. of them is, of course, that the only thing that they need to change about 

their lives is everything about their lives. Central City Concern's presentauon of people liice 

Aleka, Sean, Brian, Ron, and Robert, entextualizes the normative understandings of the poot 

and the homeless into their promotional material, mission statements, progrâm protocols, 

and other literature, the artifacts of circulation, which then sewe to define the horizon of 

meaning about the poor and justift their proposed solutions to the problems posed by the 

poor. In this sense, Central City Concern's reputation authorizes the clinical production of 
deviant indivìduals, inversely reifying a public sphere that exists in contrast to those 

communities, and setting the stâge for those subjects to embrace what Blackbutn calls the 

four "transformationai dimensions" of "personal change" and empowerment faciJitatecl by 

organizations like Central City Concern. I return to their stories, quoting at length: 

,{.leka: Central Ciry Concern and lhe mentor program were øþle to see that I was 

more tþan jøst a drug addict...I was ffired a chance to fgare oøt what n1t 

potential tyas...Now nJ W is completeþ dffirent, I'm a ¡econdlear medical
student at OHSU, class of 20/ 1 ...1 uill be aþle t0 !!0 0n and do tahateuer I uant 
to do, rf I want to do faniþ medicine, 0r MWUI I wi// be able to haue a faniþ. I 
pi// þe able to haue healtb1 kids. I wi// be able to instill my kids with hoþefulþ 
some of the nlf-worth that I haue...I'tn particþating. I'm nol one of the liuing dead 

anJmzre. Finalþ, I'm þack to where I shoald be. . .I'm not sare whal thelt satu in 
me, but thel satu somethingu a dream wa¡ reøwa/<ened in me and I realiryd that I 
coald possibþ do it. trinalþ I'm back to where I know I shoald be... 

Sean: 1 achtalþ vt in m1 ce// and I druu apictare of whøt I øanted, ønd tberv pa¡ 
a hoøse arud two ttick-fgaret of o guJ and a wfe and ø coøþ/e kids, and a car and 
a truck and a cotnpøter, and,loa knotu, a smi/ejtface becaase I wanted to be hapþ1l 

And I ran uith it. I wanted it. I jast boaght a þrand neta car, I'ue got n1 own 

hoase...[Cenlral Ci4t ConæmJ gaue me a dream, shoued ne it coald be done. I 
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loue ru1job,I neuerxvould baue saut nlulf hauingajob like this in a nillion1tearc. 
I mean, I þaue a career... 

Brian: For me, it uas doun to one tbing: ne naking a deciion...I øm now in 
recouery þr almoú huo 1ears. I'm baak to uork, palting taxes. I'm wor,king in the 
pruduction depørttnent, and I can ¡ee where I'// høue room to aduance ìn tltis 
comþan1l And now I'm feeling uery confdent. I feel tbat I can do ørrything lhat I nt 
rry mind to do...I wi// actualþ be liuing in m1 own aþarlment again, renting or 
bajng a hoa¡e...l'ru going on to a career in þasiness management, and Central 
Ciry Concern pas there lo tuþport me and thel uere in m1 corwer, but I had to 
make it happen... 

Ron: 1 remembar when I went into the Hooþer Center on October 23, /990, and 
thel vid, Jtoa are responsib/eþryu. Th* isn't anlboþ'sþalt batyan. Notu 
wltat are 1oa uilling n do aþoat it' . . .Yoa come out of this støpor and ya fnd that 

1oa'ue caased ¡o møclt de¡tractioil, r0 lztl haue to slstematicalþ go back and fx 
euerything. Yoa /<now, little l2t little yø støt't to ¿4ain something some ,kind oJ self
rerþecl...In 2003 I was named realtor of thelearforPortlønd, which was a big 
bonor. Toda1, I an happiþ married, I'ue been narried seuenteen lears nlxy, 0/./r 
children are a// grown, and m1 loangest h notu ø janior in college. We haue kyo 
grandsons, and m1t wife and I see them con$antþ,J)ou knzw, thel're a real joy 
And then m1 loungest daaghter, uho grew aþ going to meetings uìth me, is noty 
goingto haue herfrst set of tuins witlt her hø¡band. Thh nningOctober2i'¿, a 
liule later this montb,I'// haue eighteen1earc...I made amends to the Ik\', I nade 
amends to the coart:1stem...IYe're þlanningþr oar retirement, I don't haue an1 
real comþlaints. Thingt are going well... 

Robet: Learning n face lzfe on lfe's tenn¡ is a big thingfor tns. I'nx uorking 
belieue il 0r nlt, as a carþenter's aþþrenticeforlYalsh Construction. I'ue þeen there 
ø little ouerfoar month¡. It's great, to sit here arud be a part of socìefl, not jast 
watching sociel1, I'm nol on the sideline anJmzrq I'm actaølþ in there doing things 
tbat,I come lofnd out,I like doing.It's a wa1 of rediscouerin¿¡Roþart. .Çomewhere 

in thi¡ life I'ue lost hin, bat nou, he's a great gal (kaghind...I'm alright with 
mltse$1toa know, I li,ke nlself today I'm pre@ with atbich wal W h headed... 

Pervading all of these "transformation" narratives is the aciherence of problems upon the 

selves of those entering treatment or support programs. Responsibility and favlt are ovetþ 
located in the decisions, Jife-choices, capacities, and wi1ls of the individuals who make use of 
Central Ciry Concetn's services, reducing and reconstituting their diverse personal histories 

into the clinical history of a disease. Central City Concern's patients, tenants, and other 

clients are re contex tuahzedwithin a teleology of transformation that removes people like 

Robert and Aleka and the rest from the "sideline," from the ranks of the "Iiving dead," and 

allows them to redìscover themselves and refashion themselves as meaningful participants in 

society. \X/hat that means for these people is joining the workforce, starting familes, 

accumulating possessions that mark social stability, and recovering debts, precisely the kinds 

of notmative values that mark acceptable contemporary citizenship. In these transformation 
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stories, tefashioned subjects have been "mâde to in new capacities, performing public 
^ct" 


citizenship in ways they were previously unable. Central City Concern prides itself in
 

instilling community consciousness in its cJients, acknowledging that peer relationships are 

perhaps the most important tools in learning to live a nev/ life. Transformation often means 

reconstituting individuals who are not "worth it," who do not "love [their] community," into 

"proper" public citizens who love not just âny community, but the communiry of the 

ptojected public, of which they have become 
^part. 

Perhaps the most reveaJ-ing instance of this public becoming can be read in the 

tecurring trope of "grving back" that pervades Central City Concern's public rhetoric. John 
Means, a c^teer counselor with one of Centrai City Concern's partners, explains that Central 

City Concern's social programs are designed so that program participants can have the self

sufficiency to be able to "stop being takets from sociery and start being givers to society" 

(Central City Concern 2008c). Most of Central City Concern's clients "develop a passion to 

give back to the community," Blackburn suggests, "and the reason for that is that it's about 

self-heaìing, about acknowledging the ttauma and disruption they caused to themselves and 

to the community atlarge" (Central City Concern 2009c). Inherent ìn the practices of 
"ttansformàtion" and "giving back" is the internahzatson of the "tra:t)mà" they have wrought 

on themselves and the pubüc. Once again, causaLity and blame for povetfy, illness, and other 

affliction is rendered endogenous to the bodies of Central City Concern's clients, and 

effectively justifying the treatment of people in housing progrâms as incomplete citizens. 

Communþ service, paylng taxes, and making amends to the courts ate construed as 

productive practices for reentering the public sphere-in :very real sense , they are the 
^ 

ttaining rituals for pubJic involvement in Portland's political sphere. 

The discursive practices clesigned to end homeless(ness) of organizations like Central 

City Concetn has done much to delegitimize homeless communities, or to recast and 

diagnose them as communities of particular deviance , clinical or otherwise. In the diagnosis, 

treatment, and "transformation" of the bodies of the poor, Central Ciry Concern reifies 

nomative publics while refashioning and assimilating devianc e into tbe community. The 

community, the Central City Concem spokesperson indicates, is that of the taxpayer, anð, 

Central City Concern's tecovery and housing services are instrumental jn reintegrating and 

assimilating deviants into the logic of the social contract. After all, public space is taxpayer's 

space, ancl eliminating homele ss(ness) is both a strategy of reaffìrmin g the pablic but also 

rcaffirmingproper use of public sþace. Eliminatinghomeless(ness) is fundamentally 
^matter 

of reducing the anxieties of the public, by either reducing the poor to "bare life" or 

incorporating them within the govemable rubrics of citizenship. 
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IN cr,osunn: Tun NEoLTBERAL SUBJECT 

The privatization of welfare services is but one of many aspects scholars have 

identifìed in characterizingthe ongoing shift from altl¡erzl to a neoltberal poliuco-economic 

poJicy (Brown 2005; Lemke 2001; Lyon-Callo 2004; Cruikshank 1999). The shift from the 

cùminals.zation of the homeless to the "continuum of care" for the homeless has also 

facilitated a shift from a liberal understanding of urban citizenship-in which one could 

expect the "relative autonorny" and protection of public inst-itutions such as law, elections, 

the police, the public sphere, and welfare, from one another and from economic 

terrttoriaJtzauon (Brown 2005, 45-46)-to a neoliberal understanding of citizenship and 

governmentality, Lyon-Callo writes that neoliberalism, ât its very essence "works to displace 

attention from structutal violence and onto the individuaiized bodies of homeless people," 

so that, as Marvasti fìnds, welfare services are supplied only with an ideological "obligation 

on the pat of the client to make progress toward 'independence,"' àfl independence to 

assimilate into the post-industrial marketplace of urban space, and to celebrate the freedom 

of paying taxes without institutional assistance. And perhaps more paradoxical, when 

coupled with the patholog1zauon of the poor, the privattzatjon of social service provisìon, in 

its awkward perversiry, creates a professional class whose only sense of fìnancìal security is 

dependent on the existence of the very population it purports to eliminate-Lyon-Callo 

follows that neoLiberalism "works to produce not only homelessness within wealth, but also 

the rhetorical support for such conditions" (I-yon-Callo 2004,1,72-1,73;Mzrvast|2003,94) 

And it is precisely knowledge of that kind of rhetorical support that is fundamental to any 

sort of reimagining of urban poverty, and of Portland's neoliberal landscape. 



3 TrrB LIpTINALTTY oF AooRESS
 

Art, a tenânt in Central Ciry Concern's Butte Building recounted the following story 

at zFebruary 21 meeting of the Tenant Rights Project. On an evening during March 2009, 

the fire alarm went off in the Butte Building, a "wet" single-room-occupancy hotel managed 

by Central City Concem to provide low-income housing and located on N\)Ø Bd' Avenue in 

Old Town. It was after 9pm, so the daytime supervisor had akeady gone home and the 

building offìce was locked and empty. When the Portiand Fire Department knocked on the 

door of the NW 8ú Avenue entrance to the building, they were let in to learn two things. 

First, there was no emergency, and the oJatmhad gone off either because someone puJled 

the switch or that the system had tripped inadvertently. Second, they learned that the alarm 

circuit was located inside the building offìce. Taped to the door of all the offìces and 

buildings managed by Central City Concern, the Butte included, is a list of telephone 

numbers and email addresses for varjous concerns, emergencies, ancl questions. Of the 

several on-call numbers, oniy the call to the Richard L. Harris Building was answered, and 

the operator there told the fite sergeant that nothing could be done and that he should just 

"let the tenants deal u¡ith it" until the moming. After kicking in the door to the offìce and 

resetting the alarm system, the fìre sergeant turned to one tenant and askecl, 'lMhat's wrong 

with Central City Concern?" "That's just it," the tenant responded, "Centra) Ciry Concern." 

"How can you deal with this shit?" the sergeant followed. The tenant, in tired resignation, 

replied, "I guess it's not as bad âs some of the tenants in this building."2ó 

This and other accounts narrated by tenants illustrate an enduring gâp thât exists 

berween Central City Concern's public face and the experiences of many of their tenants. In 

the previous chapter, it was suggested that urban homelessness and poverty have been 

constructed as tokens of clinical deviance, counterposed against ideologrcal expectations 

about the use of pubJic space and the parameters of urban citizenship. The "continuum of 
care" model of addre ssing structural problems has facilitated the rise in comprehensive, 

hoüstic solutions thatare designed to put the marginalized back on their feet, to be 

26 Th.is, and other anecdotes from tenants of Central City Concern buildings, were gathered in meetings of the 
Tenants lìights Pro ject that I attended between the rnonths of January and May in the spring of 2010. The 
Tenants Rights Project is a ¡youp of approxirnately ten, predominantly white, rnale residents in downto$rn 
affordable ancl Section^B housing buildings ancl single-room-occupancy hotels. The TRP has met every Sunday 
evening in the fìrst-floor lobby oFthe Biltmore Iluilding on NW Everett Street in OId Town. The group meets 
to discuss livability concerns and issues in public housin¡¡ buildings, particulady those managed by Central City 
Concern, and how l¡est to address those problerns. 
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reincorporated into mainstream sociery. Central City Concern has played an important part 

of that mission within Portlancl's sewice provision sector, ancl has workecl closeiy with the 

City to provide important services to the poor and to the homeless. 

This chapter stems from accounts I gathered from residents of the Butte and 

Biltmore buildings, owned and managecl by Central City Concern, during Tenant Rrghts 

Project meetings. The experience of màny tenaîts in Central City Concern buildings has not 

re flectecl the kinds of hohstic care and admired charity about which Centtal Ciry Concern 

has eatned its teputation. The actuøJ tenant experience in the Butte and Biltmote burldings 

is a grave departure ftom the transformative communities that Blackburn and Centtal City 

Concern representatives tout as the undergirding of successful work to end homelessness 

and urban poverry. Thus, the fìrst half of this chaptet will characterize this depattute, in the 

flaldng paint, the encroaching moid, the bedbug infestations, and the incessant violence and 

drug use and ttafficking that mark living in Centtal City Concern's public housing buildings. 

Many of the tenants in the Butte and the Biltmote buildings, neither of which are 

"program buildings,"21 ate the anomalies of Central City Concern's projection of the 

homeless. Âs demonstrated in the previous chapter, Central City Concern has taken great 

pains to render incomplete and diseased the bodies of the poor, and they have defìned the 

normative categories of the poor and the homeless as a form of abject2s bate life in contrast 

to and constitutive of an exclusionary public. M*y residents of the Butte ând Biltmore 

buildings, rather, have resisted the pathologizations of the "continuum of care" 

methodology, taking residence in Central City Concern buildings not because of acldict-ion or 

illness or criminal problems, but because they are unable to affotd anf,;vhere else. These 

individuals have neither internaltzed poverty nor availed themselves for transformation, and 

as a tesult have become suspended in an institutional process that expects them to 

rediscover themselves so as to leave the sidelines and rejoin sociery. The secondhalf of this 

chapter, then, will articulate how Central City Concern's housing practices effectively 

depoliticize their tenants as meaningful social actors. Considering the "transformation" as a 

ritual of becoming, a rite de þassage for the poot, I argae that Central City Concern's 

21 "Prcgram buildinp" are those that, in addition to housing, provide medical, counseling, recovery, or othet 
setvices, and they generally have stricter and more comprehensive rules and requirements of their tenants. 

2slreferbtieflyhetetolJutler's (1993,3) ther¡rìzatic¡noftheabject,as"those whoarenotyet'subjects,'but 
who form thc constitutive outside to the domain oÊ the subject," who indicates "precisely those 'unlivable' and 
'uninhabitablc' zones of social life which are nevetthele ss densely populated by those who do not enjoy the 
status of the subject, but whose l.iving under the sign of the 'unlivable' is required to circumsctibe the domain 
of the sub jcct." Though bare life and the related, the abject in this sense refers more explicitly to the 

^lrject ^reconstitution of excluded selves, while ,{gamben's term designates a form of biopolitical cìtizenship under the 
state apParatus. 
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transitional housing practices effectively fix the bodies of the poor within what Turner 

(196T calls a "liminal," "interstructural situation," reducing them to both structutz'land 

physical invisibìJìty within the city-the homeless, thus, are both removed from the streets 

and from the public imagination of citizenship. As a result, Central City Concern has 

managed to defer accountability for problems in their buildings, refuting the tenants' claims 

to legitimacy, and reinscribing a second-class citizenship and subject-position within the 

poof. 

Following F'erguson's theoretical anc, the question of the truth or falsity of discourses 

about public housing is not the principal focus of this chapter---despite that it is, indeed, 

true that much of the public discourse circulated by Central City Concem is a 

misreptesentation of the lived experiences of their tenants. Rather, the goal of this chapter is 

to demonstnte, paraphrasing Ferguson, that "the institutionalized production of certain 

kinds of ideas about faffordable housing and voluntary-sector anti-poverry work] has 

important effects, and that the production of such ideas plays an important role in the 

production of cettain kinds of structural change." Presuming that "thinking is as 'teDJ' an 

activity as any other," and that " ideas ancl discoutses have important and very real social 

consequences," we are corìcerned here, as in the eadier chapters, not with "an abstract set of 
philosophical or scientific propositions" that can be verifìed or denied, but rather "an 

elaborate contrâption that doas something¡' (Ferguson 1994,xv). 

UNcrBeN AND UNsann: BnHTND THE FAÇA.DE oF CENTRAL 
CITy CoNcnnN's STNGLE-RooM-Occup¡.Ncrr HoTELS 

Affordable housing is rarely part of Central City Concern's public self-representation, 

but when it is, it is particular. A ptomotional vicleo lauds Central City Concern's 

contributions to ptovidrng affordable housing within Portland's metropolital zysz-"/i 
buildings provide 1,400 units of affordable housing," it teads-the c.ameta panning through 

the courtyard of Sunrise Place. Located in northeast Portland, Sunrise Place is an 

immaculate 1O-unit rowhouse, replete with staffed medical and support services, that serwes 

women recovering from alcohol and drug abuse. As the scene changes, images of the Butte 

and Biltmore buildings, Central City Concern's downtown "wêt" buildings, are projected as 

Howard Weinet, the Olcl Town/Chinatown Neighborhood Association chairman and the 

owner of Old Town's Cal State Skateboards company, praises the work of Blackburn's 

otganization "The neighbor.hood is so much better," S7einer remarks, "and so much has 

been done to improve this neighborhood, in particular the efforts of Central City Concern, 

not only in their programming but in their restoration of so many buddings and the 

restotation of people's lives (Central City Concern 2009c1)," In this instance, ancl in others, 
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CCC constructs the image of affordable housing as either an integrated program that exists 

only in concert v¡ith their work as medical service providers, or, as in the case of Central City 

Concern's single-room-occupancy (SRO) residential buildings like the Butte and the 

Biltmore, fulfilling an important mission to preserve the iconic spirit of the downtown 

neighborhood and to control the auspices of urban blight. Residents of the Butte and 

Biltmore buildings are rhetorically likened to downtown Portland's infrastructural renewal 

and accelerating gentrification, cast once again cast as the blighted objects of "restoration," 

the normative subjects-in-the-making thanks to the extended charitable hand of Central City 

Concern. Behind the brick façades and within the walls of those buildings, '$Øeiner's 

community transformation is not quite as complete . 

Tun un¿¡J¡¡JG oL; TEM¿oRAIIy Hou-çI¡,IG 

It is an unfortunate fact that there ate mote homeless people, or people unable to 

afford private-sector housing rents, than there are institutional units to house those people 

(Citizens Commission on Homelessness 2004a; \üestern Regional Advocacy Project 2008). 

"There isn't enough service money out there, or subsidized rental units to serve everybody," 

Ed Blackburn explains in an interviev/, "so it's importânt from a practicd. standpoint that we 

can move people along, but therapeutically, when a person is able to attain that abilry to 

contribute to their own development and to that of the community" (Central Ciry Concern 

2009d). \X/hile most of Central City Concern's public image is, indeed, representative of 
programs that couple housing with additional services, their affordable housing mantra, as 

articulated by Blackburn, corresponds weli with the "holìstic," "contirruum of cate" model 

employed in the rest of their programming. In descdbing Central City Concem's 

commitment to providing affordable housing, Blackburn reaffìrms the construction of the 

homeless as pathologically deviant subjects needing therzpy, subjects that are teleologically 

fixed within a n tra:tive that sees the poor through authorìzed serwices in becoming 

legitimate citizens who want to make amends and grve back to the community. 

Transitional housing, in theory, is, by nature of its name, tranitional, temporary and 

stabilizing, and is understood às part of the "tough love" required to end homelessness and 

to force individuals to confront the problems within themselves that are prohibiting them 

from accessing or keeping permanent housing (Feldman 2004, 83; Lyon-Callo 2004,5I). By 

mediating between the expectations and demands of a public or donor pool that expects 

hotnelessness to be successfully eradicated and the needs-albeit institutionally-ds¡.tÍl¡r.a 

legititnate needs-of homeless cJients, transitional housing is the solution to what one shelter 

director explains is the "hurt" done to the very people that shelters profess to serve by 

allowing them to "Iead [a] desolate life and contribute to their lethargy" (Àdarvasti 2003,92). 
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I(BOO hostJo Ann Bowman,in a radio interviewwith tenânts of the Biltmore Building 

articulates the clominant understancling of Central City Concem's affordable housing vision: 

"I don't thinir anyone thinks that SROs should be permanent housing for anyone, so 

supposeclly it's a transitional opportunity for people to move from homelessness, from crisis, 

into some ability to stabilize their lives and then move on to somethiflg that's more 

permanent" QVIazza and Bowman 2009). 

'\s Tenant Rights Project organizer Lew Church explains, this common perception 

of Centtal City Concern is inappropriate. "[Th. experience of] some of the tenants in this 

particular building, the Biltmore, and in some of the other Central Ciry buildings, is different 

than the marketing image that Central Ciry projects," Church notes. "This is permanent 

housing fot a lot of low-income people," he explains, and while "some of them are paid 

through third parties, some people have jobs and pay all or most of their rent" QYIazza and 

Bowman 2009). Some tenants in Central City Concern's single-room-occupancy hotels have, 

indeed, lived in the same building for more than a decade, and one fotmer organizer with the 

Tenant R.rghts Project was âpproaching his twentteth year in the Biltmore Building before he 

passed at the end of 2009 (Church 2009). "This is kind of the way drat Central City
^w^y 

Concern says they don't have to be accountable to tenants," Chutch concludes, "because it's 

low-income housing and these people should be glad that they'te there" Qvlazza and 

Bowman 2009). 

And it is not for alack of trying to leave. Imploring City Council to take 

responsibiliry for crime and drug use in the Butte Building, tenânt Randy Toole-a former 

lawyer-articulated his situation. "I'm not lin Central City Concern housing] because of 
alcoholism, or drug addiction," he told the councilors, "I'm there because of the economy, I 
can't fìnd a job, I'm stuck here, I'm trying to do something about it" (Portland Ciry Council 

2010). Toole and many other tenants of the Central Ciry Concern's affordable housing are 

explicìt in characterizing the reasons for their tenancy in public housing. Economic troubles, 

usually stemming from the loss ot forced relocation of emplo;nnent, have piaced many 

individuals unable to afford housing onto the streets, onto housing placement waiting lists, 

or if they are lucky, into one of several thousand subsidized housing units throughout the 

ciry. Bccause many tenants' rents are subsidized through Housing Authority grants or 

through Section B housing vouchers, their leaving public housing is contingent on the ability 

to afford the steadily increasing housing prices in the private sector, or to find landlords 

willing to accept Section B tenants. As it is, public housing tenants and the homeless face 

significant obstacles in {ìnding either employment or stable housing. Lancllords and 

potential employers often mistrust applicants with addresses at sheltets or pubJic housing 

projects, and most jobs available consist of night shifts or swing shifts unfeasible to the 
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homeless-"if I get a swing shift or a night shift job," one homeless man explains, "where 

clo I sleep. ..ancl if I lay down, are [the police] going to leave me alone long enough to get 

some rest?" (Yanke and Shannon 2009). For those inside public housing buildings, safety 

and health concerns are prohibitive to establishing the supportive community that Blackburn 

and other Central Ciry Concern advocates assert is so important to ending homelessness 

within individuals. Public housing advocates like those in the Tenant Rrghts Project have 

expressed their concerns about livabiliry in public housing br-rildings, concerns that will be 
'\ü/hereaselaborated in the next section, but those have fallen on deaf, bureaucratic ears. 

Church ancl other tenants argue that, "under landlord-tenantlaw, along with some other 

things, üke Multnomah County health regulations ancl HUD regulations, there's an 

important requirement to provide livable and habitable housing that's free from things hke 

pest infestation...and [is] safe and secure," Blackburn holds, following the very essence of 
transitionalhousing, that tenants should just "be glad that they're inside and not outside 

during the cold u/eather (Church, paraphrasing Blackburn)" Qvlazza and Bowman 2009). 

Because housing is fundamentally transitional, it is not meant to be permanently livable, and 

as a result is not accountal¡le to permanent housing standards. Unfortunately fot many 

tenants, the standards to which their homes have been held have become, to a great extent, 

permanently unlivable, 

IV¿rrs oÍì NEGIECT 

On the wall immediately to the left of the office in the Butte Building, a pùnted area 

larger than a sheet of ietter papet has flaked off, revealing torn and cracked drywalI, 

discolored and sta:ned from neglect. In the center of the damaged section of vzall, someone 

has written in marher the words "FIX ME." -A.ccording to one tenant, the writing, not to 

mention the hole in the wall, has been there for several months. 

Building neglect is, for many tenants of Central City Concern's buildings, an 

understatement. The halls of the Butte ate a mosaic of chipped plaster, peeling ot 

nonexistent paint, brown stains from leaking water, cracked molding, and fìlthy carpets. The 

walls are punctuated with open, exposed wiring, often directly below apparent water damage, 

and every foot of molding carries alayer of dust and grime. Residents of each floor shate a 

single bathr66rn-in the Butte, the thirty-eight rooms are split between ¡v/e flee¡s-\¡/hich is 

perpetually unkempt and dirty. The tile floors are lined with black grout, the toilet is stained 

with human feces, and, as elsewhere, the walls are a patchwork of dirry brown stains. 

Colonies of black mold can be found growing on the ceiling, as well as on ceilng sections of 

the hallways. And the toilet seat has been broken for over 2 ¡¡ç¡¡¡l-<'some people are 

handicapped in this building...," one resident explains. Inside individual rooms, wall and 
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ceiling damage is just as it is in the hallways and bathrooms. The catpeting in private rooms 

ranges from splotchy brown to completely black--one tenânt recalls that eailter in 2009, the 

room of a different tenânt was used as a staging arez for maintenance work, and because the 

room was never cleaned aftet the repairs were completed, the rug in that room is neady 

black from dirt. Each room is outfìtted with a kitchenette unit, with fwo stove burners, a 

sink with hot and cold water, and a few cabinets, in addition to a sepârâte miniature 

refrigerator. One tenant mentionecl that it took a few months to have a broken refrigerator 

replaced, and another said the same of a malfunctioning stovetop. Of course, even for those 

tenants willing to make repairs themselves, they are not reimbursed under "tepair and 

deduct" protocol because they live in subsidized housing, nor they allowed to do most 
^re 

repairs even on their own budget. 

Pest infestation has also been alatge problem in Central City Concem Buildings. 

Dennis Priebe, atenànt of the Biltmore Building, sard in the,\pril2 issue of the Portland 

Mercary that he has needed to discard most of his belongings because they were crawJing with 

mice, cockroaches, lice, bedbugs, and other insects. "You'd ràther live underneath the 

bridge," he adds (Thomas 2009). In a Tenant Rights Project Meeting onJanuary 19,2010, 

two tenants of the Butte Building explained that it took several months for Central City 

Concern to respond to complaints made earlier in 2009. Ed Blackburn does admit that in 

the past Central City Concern has fallen behind in addressing pest infestation (Íhomas 

2009), yet-in response to the Thomas editorial one week l'¿¡¿y-<'¡lt¿¡ Central City Concern 

has done nothing about bedbugs that infested a number of rooms at the Biltmore Hotel is 

fa/se," and that "a comptehensive treatment of the whole building, including free laundry, 

free disposal of unwanted property, and spraying was done several weeks before" (Blackburn 

2009). Tenants, on the other hand, claim that they had submitted complaint paperwork 

months before Thomas' article went to print, and that Central City Concern clidn't provide 

adequate tfeatment to completely eradicate bedbugs from the building. 

Dnucs AND .|'ÀFEI-Y 

By far the greatest concern for the Centrai City Concern tenants attending Tenant 

Rights Project meetings is the lack of security they feel in the buildings, mostþ because of 
the tampant drug use and dealing that they claim plagues almost every Central City Concern 

building. "Thete are times I really wonder fif I feel safe here]," one tenant explains, "like 

Tuesday morning l went out to eat, I came back and my room smelled Iike crack cocaine, 

and I don't smoke crack cocaine." "And when I fìrst moved in," he continues, "you'd fìnd 

blood in the hallways, after somebody came in, a drug dealer, to get somebocly when a deal 

'went sour or wrong" Ql[.azza and Bowman 2009). Another tenant recounts times when he's 
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witnessed fìghts in the hallways or overheard violent threats in adjacent rooms. And another 

tenant indicated that he has had to draw his knife to protect himself after being violentiy 

threatened by a building guest----{ne who had aheady been trespassed from the building-on 
numerous occasions. "If he makes one move," the man asserts, "I will hold CCC liable for 

any rctñation that I make, andl will rctaÏate." The other tenants are also very clear about 

their knowledge of drug use and crime in theit buidings, and much of TRP meetings 

consists of grievances about recent encounters. Because TRP meetings ate held by the front 

door of the Biltmore Building, other residents of the buildings come in and out, and tenânts 

identify drug dealers as they sign their clients in on the guest list upon entering and sign 

them out when they leave. Residents of the Butte Building express similat sþifìcant 
concerns about the crowds that gather outside of the Sisters of the Road Café, directþ below 

their windows, Drug use is common on the cotner of NW Davis Street and N\X/ Sixth 

Âvs¡uq-a¡d throughout the northwest bus ¡¡2ll-ts¡¿¡ts claim, and fights often break out 

late into the night. "ft's pretty pathetic," another tenant notes) "when you can't go out the 

front door without getting harassed." 

Many of the complaints borne by tenants in the Butte and Biltmote Buildings ate in 

response to events that occur after the buitding desk workers have left for the night. Á.s it is, 

the policy regarding guest and visitor check-in is hardly enforced, and people knowingly use 

fake aliases, false host names, and deliberately illegible handwdting, if they check-in at all. 

After 9pm, when the day monitor's shift ends, it becomes even worse. Tenants have 

repeatedly asked Central City Concern to hire a permanent night monitor to police :ampant 

abuse of visitor rules, but they have been met with the same response each time, that Central 

City Concern is unable to afford a full-time position. 

Of course, other tenants and their guests are not the only problems. According to 

one tenânt, a set of janitorial keys went missingeaily in the year 2009,yet it took until the 

end of the year for Central City Concern to change the locks in the Biltmore. The tenânt 

explains over the course of several months, his identjfication card, truck deed, passport, and 

other important documents went missing ftom his locked room. "Somebody's got the 

keys," he says annoyedly, "and that's not okay." He blames Central City Concern for 

neglecting to change the locks when they knowingly lost the keys. Of course, in sad irony, 

when he went to report the loss of his truck deed, they requited his personal iclenufìcation to 

prove that it was actually his. Even certain employees of Central City Concern acknowledge 

that something needs to be done about secutity in the Butte and Biltmote buildings. In 

response to a tenant's complaint, one employee remarked, gesticulating in the direction of 
the Central Ciry Concern administrative offìces on NW Sixth Avenue, "It's not us that's the 

problem, it's them." 
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..EVERYBoDY IS HERE To MAKE THINGS nBTTBn',: THE CRAFT 
OF PUBLIC CONSENSUS 

Frustrations about Centrd, Ciqr Concern's lack of responsibiliry towards its tenâflts 

came to ahead onlanuary 10,2010, when CentralCity Concern otganized a community 

forum among Central City Concern, the Offìce of Neighborhood Involvement, the Portland 

Police Department, Sisters of the Road, and tenants of Centrai City Concern buildings. 

Besides members of the Tenant Rights Project, only Brian Lee, a lawyer hired by Ed 

Blackburn-for the putpose of, among other things, addressing issues held by the Tenant 

Rights Project-and Mike Boyer, the Crime Prevention Program Coordinator of the Office 

Neighborhood Involvement for the Downtown and Old Town/Chinatown neighborhoods, 

were in attendance. The meeting, they suggested, marked the beginning of collaboration 

between Central Ciry Concern and the Offìce of Neighborhood Involvement to address 

problems in the Butte and Biltmore Buildings. 

Lee indicated that, as part of their joint commitment to crack down in the buildings, 

they were in the process of implementing a periodic knock-and-talk regimen with the 

Portland police, with officers going door-to-doo r at the end of visitation times to check on 

suspicious rooms. Responding to tenants'concems about police incursions on privacy
"how many false knockings will it take," one tenant asked, "before CCC is at fault for 
imprudent policing"-¡ee implored tenants to think about the situation in terms of cost

benefìt. He explained that "this is not a problem that can be solved overnight, but it's meânt 

to elevate the overall standard of living in the buildings," and that the benefìts of such a 

policy outweigh the "small hassle" of pohce knocking on the door or a more enforced sign

in policy. While tenants understood the problem âs one that could be ametorated with the 

estabäshment of a 24-how monitor in the buildings, Central Ciry Concern approached the 

problem of safety and drugs in the buildings as one better solved by random policing. 'lX/e 

don't have the money," Lee admits in response to tenants' demands for a night attendant." 

"Al1 the time we hear about deals where the City gives $1 million here to Blackburn and 

another $3 million there," atenant responds, disbelievingly,"anð. you're telling me there's no 

money?...You need to understand, safety is the bottom line, it's just the bottom line." 

Anothet tenant even suggests that "if someone were at that desk afi, day, there wouldn't be 

any problems" in the buildings. As part of formulating a collaborative solution to safety 

concerns, Boyer and Lee ttanslated tenants concerns into their own cost-benefìt anaiysis, 

mobrlizing Pottland's progtessive pottical process which undetstood cooperation between 

Centtal Ciry Concern, the police, and tenants as â more cost-effective and broadly inclusive 
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resolution, and as more effective in fostering a public consensus al¡out the issue than hiring a 

new position within Central City Concern. 

The forum, for the most part, consisted of tenants forcefully explaining that Central 

City Concern's efforts at addressing problems thus far had been gravely inadequate. 'lX/hat 

arc yoù actualJy doing to help the problem?" they repeatedly ask Boyer and Lee, asserting 

that the self-policing protocols like Neighborhood \ùØatch and "Guardian Angels," clrug 

education programming, and cooperatìve otganiztngamongst tenants that the two 

administrators suggested have either failed or been discouraged by Central City Concetn 

management in the pâst, Boyer and Lee suggested that cooperation with the Central City 

Concetn, the Pohce Bureau, and the Office of Neighborhood Involvement is the kind of 
work which will "set â new tone" in the building. "I want you to all to know that it's my job 

to do community otganizing," Boyer tells concernedly, "andI really want to figure 

something out hete, that's my passion." He continues, "everybody is here to make things 

better, I'm coming off a 60-hour workweek, missing the Blazers game and dinner with my 

sorì, to work with you because I believe in it." Lee, too, speaks to his own sincerity: "you 

have to rea7ize," he entreats, "this is me trying to help you guys." In the spitit of working 

together, Boyer's take-home message fot the tenants is that "there is no end to problems in 

the city," as if they weren't famitar aJready with them, and"I need you all to do yoìff part so 

that I can do my job." "Please work wìth ú1e Ciry and with Central City Concem to make 

things better," he begs, "give us some patience, I know you've ùready given a lot of 
pâtience, but a little more, we're really working to make this better." Boyer told the 

assembled tenants that the "very best" thing to do is to report everything that happens in the 

buildings to him or to the building offìce, especially because written documentation better 

enables the poJice to attun aHaydenWarcant that enables officers to conduct searches and 

arrests, He explains thatif he has documentalion of complaints, he can go to the police 

buteau and more effectively argoe that the downtown neighborhoods are worthy of 
attention, and particularly the Central City Concern buildings. 

Âfter just over an hour, the meeting ended, and Lee and Boyer packed up their 

things and filed out as tenants reached for packs of cigarettes concealed in the breast pockets 

of their shirts or climbed the stairs to their rooms to catch the {ìnal quarter of the Blazers; 

game. 

Tun tNcoMMEN.çunAIrIr,ITy oF T,IBEIRAI- pItACTICE AND IDEor,ocy AND 

THE VIOLENCE OL.- ,,V/ORKING TOGEJTI.TER'' 

The following week, tenânts expressed their clisappointment with the community 

f61urn-i¡ was "a comPlete joke," one tenant recalled. Since the forum, crime has persisted 
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in the buildings, and the police have yet to perform their drop-ins. Despite the intentions of 
Boyer and Lee, which were, indeed, sincere, Little has changed for tenants. 

The forum revealed the ideological authoriry of the polìtical process that dominates 

the pubJic debate about the poor and the appropriate recourses to address blight and poverty 

in the downtown neighborhoods. "Since l{ant," Povinelli writes, "gteat faith and store has 

been placed in pubJic reâson as a means of cliluting the giue that binds people unreflectively 

to motal ot epistemologrcal obligations and, at the same time, as a means of fusing, clefusing 

and refusing deontological and epistemologicai horizons" (Povinelli 2001,326). Liberal 

public reason) as a"form of communication in which fueeand equal citizens present truth 

claims to other free and equal citizens who accept or reject these claims on the basis of their 

truth, sinceriry, and legitimacy," is part of the foundation of Portland's embrace of civic 

engagement, and it has been granted "the power of refashioning social institutions by 

continually opening them to the curtent consensus about what constitutes the most 

legitimate form(s) of public life" (Povinelli 2001, 326).The forum's emphasis on working 

together reflects the discursive tools thatare put into play in fornulating ancl reformulating 

the ideological underpinnings of the Pottland progressivism. Public debate and dialogue 

around issues, particulady issues that stem from ideologrcal difference, attempt to determine 

and manufacture what Povinelli calls shared "social epistemologies and motal obligations," 

and in the process, "morâl obligation and its conditioning of freedom opens to a broader 

moral horizon, the l-you dyad to a we-horizon" @ovinelli 200I,326). Boyer andLee are 

community organizers, andin avely true sense, they ate interested in consensual solutions to 

the enduring problems v¡ithin the Butte and Biltmore Buildings, among others. However, 

both men, as employees of the City of Potland and of Central City Concern, respectively, 

inhabit subject positions that necessarily conceive of solutions to ptoblems within the 

framework of the public vision and purpose of the City. ,\s a result, insriturional 

prerogative-that is, concerns about economic solvency, polirical diplomacy, and future 

possibility-is held with equal, if not greater, weight as are the claims for livability 

maintained by tenants. "In liberal democracies," Povinelli explains, " the corrective function 

of public ïeâsorì is not merely located in the give and take of discourse, but in the give and 

take of formal and informal institutions...berween the public sphere, civil society, [and] 

various formal institutions of government" (Povinelli 2001, 327), As argued before, many of 
those institutions are founded upon a conception of an urban pubhc as a stable 

homogeneity, and alteriry, like that of the homele ss and the poor, threatens the poJitical 

legitimacy of those institutions. Âs a result, solutions to the problems üke those raised by 

tenants are reframed into possibilities for collective action befween tenants, city officials, and 

Central City Concetn, that glosses inequaLity and structural constraints. Public reason, as the 
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foundational process of contemporary politicking in Potland, manufactures ideological 

consent through the discursive give and take between people and institutions with differing 

legitimacy and authority. Public reason is highly discursive, and the discursive tools 

employed in the will-to-truth of public reasofl are the sites of contestation befween different 

pubJic actors with different ideological subject positions and varying degrees of public 

legitimacy. From this standpoint, as Povineili suggests, the gaps between reasoned public 

debate ancl severe forms of governmental and nongovernmental control can be seen âs 

"aiways drezdy allowing repressive âcts," râther than "edging toward ahorízon of shared 

epistemic and moral values" thât public reâsorr asserts to do (Povinelli 2001, 327). Moments 

like the forum illustrate how radically different wodds can be construed as 
-and 

discursively coerced i¡¡6-(¿¡¡6ying torward a nonviolent shared horizon," as the "peaceful 

proceduralism of communicative reâson, rzther than as violent intolerance"(Povinelli 2001, 

327). Ideologies of social change are discursively reifìed in the form of a publicly consensual 

visioning and planning in concert, effectively eJiminating the possibility of any sort of radical 

or systemic critique of structural inequalities such as urban poverty 

"CENTRAL CITy UNCoNCERNED": NncI,nct, 
ACCOUNTABILITY, AND THE RIGHT TO TRUTH IN THE BU:ITB 
AND BIT,:rIvIORE BUILDINGS 

At a Febtuary 24,201.0, City Council meeting, tenant Randy Toole told Councilors 

Leonard, Fish, and SaJtzman the following: 

I live in a CCC building, this stuff fthe drugs and violence] has filtered 
into my building to where it's bringing my standard of Iiving 
down...I've brought it to properry mânagement, I want people to stârt 
taking some accountability for their position on, you know, you're 
providing housing, you got to be accountable for what you're 
providing. You're allowing it to happen. There should be a line drawn, 
and I'm asking the city to really step in and make these business 
accountable, you know they're accepting fedetal money, there's federal 
grants out there that arc accepting these, they should be held to a 
standard on what you can, you know, /a. If you're going to be 
accepting that money, yorì got to be poJicing your ovm propeffy, to 
police the action that's happening here. You can't allow this stuff to 
happen no more. Basically, I'm asking the city to step in on that, yorÌ 
know, to investigate some of this stuff. (Portland City Council 2010) 

Tenants in Central City Concern's single-room-occupancy hotels have not been silent about 

their grievances about livabiliry in their buildings. Members of the Tenant Rights Project 

and other organizerc have submitted dozens of complaint forms to Central Ciry Concern 

management, testified befote Ciry Council, and have submitted articles to the Portland 

Mercury, Tbe Oregonian, the lVil/ømette ll/ee,k, and ,|'treet Roots, among others. Regardless, they 
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have seen little feedback ftom Central Ciry Concern or the City of Portland. In many cases, 

complaints by tenants and other public advocates have been disregarded on the gtounds of 
"alleged" hearsay and unclue slander. Central City Còncern provides many welfare services 

where the City of Portland is unable, and has a :uery good reputation within the liberal

progressive community in Portland; as a result, they are not easily incriminated, As 

suggested earlier, Central City Concetn's discursive control of alatge part of Pottland's 

service-provision voluntary sector has little room for ttuth claims made by public housing 

tenants, and generally has the discursive authorify to determine the credence of those claims. 

Frequently, that has mearìt simple denial of problems taised by tenants like those in the 

Tenant Rights Project. 

Lo.çr 1¡,r rR,4N.ç rrroN (Ar,) uou,rtNc 

Transitional housing tenarrts, particulady those who have remained in transitory 

housing for sevetal years, have become neglected within a "continuum of care" progfam th^t 

contends to usher the poor and the homeless into new roles as u*:an citizens. Residents of 
the Butte and Biltmore Buìldings present a significant problem for the anti-poverty practices 

employed by Central City Concern's programs. The Butte and Biltmore are "'wet" buildings, 

where alcohol and legal drugs are permitted, and they do not have the cJinical, counseling, 

family support, or other services associated with many of Central City Concern's other 

properties. As a result, techniques of internaltzing poverty within the bodie s of the poor, 

especially clinical techniques of pathologrzing homelessness as mentai ilJness, have been 

partly ineffective in accomplishing the kinds of self-governance that Foucau1t, Cruikshank, 

Feldman, and Lyon-Callo identify as the formative practices of remaking Jiberal 

subjectivities. One tenant attests that "[CCC] wants to treat us like homeless program 

scum-no, we'fe smaftef thân that, we afe not scum." "They want to discard us as the 

homeless, helpless, who will just bend over and klss their asses," he continues, sharply, "no 

one should have to bend over and kiss someone's ass." Tenants' resistance to what 

B1aclçburn calls the 'þossibility of transformation" strips them of the possibility of becoming 

the "productive citizens who want to 'give something baci<' to the communìty." Unlike 

those to whom belonged the transformation narratives.of the previous chapter, the tenants 

of the Butte and Biltmore are not becoming the "taxpayers" that mark the urban citizen as a 

legitimate occupier of public space, and as a result, they remain within the instabrlrty of bare 

life, incorporated into the state's purview as outlaws, controiled ancl teduced by the violence, 

illness, and crime engendeted by affotdable housing neglect, and yet withheld and forbidclen 

the rights of full citizens. They are reduced to bare life, both forbidden legitimacy within the 

discursive fìeld of public circulation and persecuted because of theit exclusion from it, 

http:narratives.of
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In a particular sense, Central City Concern's affordable housing projects begin to 

resemble what Agamben calls the camþ, the "most biopol-itical space that has ever been 

reàLized," where "naked life and poJitical life entet a zone of absolute indeterminacy" and 

"the state of exception starts to become the rule." The Butte and the Biltmore Buildings are, 

to a certun extent, the zone s of exception where the self-deteminacy, rights, and legrtimacy 

of tenants is put into question. This thesis has sought to answer, foliowing Agamben, the 

question not of how the kincls of neglect, cleügitimation, and diminution that tenants of the 

Butte and Biltmore experience daily is permitted in today's juridico-democratic poJitical 

sphere, but râther how "human beings could have been so completely deprived of their 

rights and prerogatives to the point that committing act toward them would no longer 
^ny 

appear as a crime" (Agamben 2000,38-4I), The fìlth, disrepa:r, and violence that residents 

of the buildings endure daily primarily reflects not the intentions of Central City Concem, 

but rather the discursive field that produces the poot as second-class and not v/ofthy of full 

citizenship and its associated dghts. In the public consensus manufactured in the practice of 
a progressive poJitics, a public is reified at the exclusion or reduction of alterity. 

While Agamben's understanding the camp is primarily exclusionary, I wish to suggest 

that the Butte ând Biltmore Buildings comprise a state of exception within a naaonaJ 

teleology that is both exclusionâry and pedagogical, and that attempts to reconstitute bare 

life into meaningful, productive national citizenship. The camp, or the transitional housing 

project, serves as both the location of anxieties about the heterogeneiry of territorial 

populations and precisely the site of refashioning a national homogeneity. Drawing from 

Turner's theorization of liminal dtual and Douglas' conceplion of "matter out of place," 

Centtal Ciry Concern's transitional housing programs can be understood, in theory, as 

liminal camps thatare designed not to maintain bare life but rather to mediate the 

transformationfrom criminality throagh liminal bare life la full citizenship. 

Turner chatactetizes rites de passage, or transition rituals, as marked by three distinct 

states; sepatation, margn or limen, and aggregation. The ritual subject fìrst detaches from 

fixed structural conclitions and recognition, entering into a state of ambtg*ty itr which "he 

pâsse s through a reaJm that has few or none of the attributes of the past or coming state," 

untli he or she is consummated and teconstituted within a stable state once more, endowed 

with clearly defined rights, obligations, ethics, and "structural type" flurner 1967,94), 

Central Ciry Concern's rhetoric of transformation places their subjects within a similar kind 

of teleology, in which the homeless and the poor are expected to self-diagnose and detach 

themselves from their communities to be reconstituted post-treatrnent and post

transformation as refashioned, normative subjects. Tenancy in transitional housing, then, 

can be understood as a klnd of liminal state of bare Jife, in which subjects are neither 
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threatening to the ideological public stability nor within the proper pârâmeters of normarive 

citizenship. Turner explains that the "subject of passage ritual is, in the liminal period, 

structurally, if not physicaily, 'invisible,"' essentially "unstructured," which is "at once 

destructured and presttuctured" (Iurner 1967,95,98). Liminal subjects are "betwixt and 

befween all the recognized fìxed points in space-time of structural classification," stripped of 
"rights over propertl, goods, and services," ànd any "status...insignia, secular clothing rank, 

kinship, position, þth] nothing to clemarcate them structurally from their fellows" (fr"rrner 

1.967 ,97 -99). In the liminaliry of public housing projects, the poor arc pragmattcally reduced 

to their illnesses or afflictions, constituted solely by their incompleteness or their segregation 

from the pubJic. The poor are constructed in buildings like the Butte and Biltmore in the 

image of Agamben's second reading of the people, as the "banishment of the wretched, the 

oppressed, and the vanquished." Borrowing from Douglas' analysis of cleanliness and purity, 

Turner suggests that liminal subjects zte "ritualfy unclean," culturally poiluting, and 

sttucturally threatening. As "neither one thing or another," liminal subjects "confuse or 

contradict chedshed cultural classifications" (Douglas 1966,45). As Douglas acknowledges, 

the very existence of polluting elements in cultural systems "is the by-product of a systematic 

ordering and classifìcation of matter, insofar as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate 

elements" (Douglas 1966, 44). Rendered a kind of culturai "dirt" ot "matter out of place" 

(Douglas 1966,50), transitional housing tenants are thus removed ftom the structures, 

protections, and obligations of the public puwiew, withdrawn behind the façades of public 

housing buildings with pathological cliagnoses that excuse the denial of fi¡ll citizenship to 

them. Their liminality is similarly justifìed upon the grounds that those indivicluals will 

ultimately reconsummate themselves within the society that their exclusion inversely 

constitutes, and retutn from the state of exception to a state of inclusion and participation, 

to a state of transformation. 

In practice, the liminaJity of transitional housing for long-term tenants reifies the 

permanent unsettling of the poor, whether on the street or within public housing proiects, 

and the reduction of those communities to bare life. Tenants like those in the Butte ând 

Biltmore Buildings have little intention of transformâtion or reconsummating themselves, 

and thus will not complete the liminal ritual, As a technique of ending homelessness, 

housing projects permanently remove the homeless from the streets and bridge overpasses, 

telieving the ideological anxieties prompted by the homeless' occupation of public space 

v¡hile simultaneously elìciting the message that poverty is essenually â temporâly, illegrtimate 

way-of-Jife-Blackburn contends that tenants should "be glad that they're inside," e ffectively 

glossing any right-to-exist otherwise and reframing the question of poverty into a matter of 
transition. As fundamentally transitional, liminal states, these solutions to povefty âre 
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rendered upon individual subjects, whose failure to transform themselves is translated 

throug'h institutional discourse as a failure of those individuals to desire to live a better Jife, 

beþing questions about the efficacy of the programs designed to enable self-empowerment. 

Unlike overt criminalizations of the poor and homeless embodied by camping bans, quality

of-life poJicing, and pubJic vàgra:ncy statutes like the Sit/Lie Ordinance of 2008, transitional 

pubJic housing programs like those in the Butte and Biltmore relocate the poor into 

arti[rcial7y stable communities that arc fraught vzith problems of their own. The removal of 
the poor from the pubJic sphete makes invisible overt social problems like poverty and 

homeless, effecuvely reaffirming the legitimacy and dutabiliry of enduring structural orders 

and hierarchies. Behind the façades of the single-room-occupancy and other rent-subsidized 

buildings, public housing tenants assume the subject-positions of people-in-transition, 

refugees of the streets, paritù-citizens. The ideoiogical monopoly over urban space excludes 

the poor by making them invisible, where they can be ignored. 

Tur:, uuRl)tr-¡J oi; PRooJ-

When pressed by Thomas about apparent neglect in Central City Concem-operated 

buildings like the Butte and the Biltmore, Blackburn explained that he was taking issues of 
building maintenance "very seriously." The Biltmore Building, says Blackburn, is a 

particularþ dìffìcult properry to mânage because it houses tenants who wouldn't be housed 

anlrvhere else, and that, as a policy, Central City Concern errs on the side of keeping tenants 

in buildings even when they may have hygiene or other behavior problems, because evicting 

them may make them homeless. "I'm not going to say that we've never had dtug dealing in 

one of our buildings," Blackburn adds. (fhomas 2009), Impl,rcitly, Blackburn translates 

issues of neglect, crime, drug use, and the diffìculty of managing buildings like the Butte and 

the Biltmore into questions of client hygiene and behavior, and reaffìrms his organizatìon's 

mission to extend a helping hand, even in difficult situations. The burden of housing 

maintenance is explained as a matter of doing one's best with a problematic cl-ientele, 

Despite that Blackburn stresses thât most tenants in the Biltmore are "good people" and is 

concerned that the actions of a few ffoublemakers will stigmatize the rest (Thomas 2009), 

Blackburn has shown little effort to either vindicate those who have followed the rules or to 

persecute those who have not, and has categoùcal)y margqnøJtzed residents of those 

buildings. 

Paradoxically, the burden of truth for complaints about livabiliry in Central City 

Concern buildings falls on the tenants themselves. Stacks of paperwork for filing complaint 

reports sit outside the building offices, yet in the dozens of reports submitted by members of 
the Tenant Rights Project, little has been done to address the implicated problems. One 
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tenânt, admits cautiously that while "CCC has done a wonderful job with rehab...a lot of 
time complaint calls from other fnon-program] buildings fall on deaf ears." Time and time 

again, tenants complain, their reports have been returned to them on the gtounds that there 

'was not sufficient proof for the assertion. One tenant even received a teport he had 

submitted weeks before, exactly as he had turned it in, u¡ith the line for indicaung the date it 
was processed blank-the secretary later admitted that she had never looked at it. For those 

that arc examined, photographic or videographic eviclence is the unspoken expectation in 

ptoviding proof, yet to this end, Central City Concern has resisted tenants requests for the 

instaliation of video camerâs at entrances to the Butte Building. At one meetìng) orie tenarìt 

pulled up a website with the exâct same closed circuit c merà system installed in the 

Biltmore selling for about $300. 'rX/here is all of CCC's money going?" he asks, thetorically, 

"if they can't afford a keal<ng $300 camera system." 

The expectatjon of tenânts to self-report problems is complicated. Public housing 

tenânts, like the homeless discussed in the previous chapter, zre aheady a stigmatized 

population with little political or economic clout. Church explains that "the homeless, the 

bus riders, the CCC tenânts) àre not the glamorous victims of inequality, they do not have 

the political caché. of racial minorities or gays or other more unâcceptabie forms of 
oppression." Constructed, Iike the homeless, as second-class citizens, public housing tenants 

lack the authority to speak truth to problems, especially against an organization like Central 

City Concern. Though one tenant has, indeecl, won a lawsuit against Central Ciry Concern, 

victories like that are yery rare. UsuaJly, Centtal City Concem administtation denies tenants' 

claìms about cleanliness, crime, drug use, or pests, as unfactual, or discards them on account 

of insuffìcient evidence to properþ verify the assertion, 

The reporting of problems, itself, can be dangerous. In a March II,2009, interwiew 

between KBOO hosts Joann Bowman and Dave Mazza and a tenzrtt of the Biltmore 

Building, the tenant explains the diffìculty of self-reporting: 

Bowman: lYhat are the rale¡ that yu were told when 1oa moued infto the 

Biltnore BaildingJT 

Ron: Behaueloarse$ no uisitors after 9pn, no uisitors beþre 9arn. 

Bowman: IVhat are the conseqaencesfor those tenantr who don'tfollow the rale¡? 

Ron: I%e're saþþosed to do ntriteaps.., 

Bowman: 5'o it's øþ to the tenant¡ to do writeaþs on other tenants? 

P.on Corrvct. 

Bowman: Thal doesn't soand good. 

Mazza: 1-hat seems like a þad anan¿yment right tbere. 

Ron: lft not ueryfrailful asfar at getting any real resalts. 
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Bowman: Ilight, becaase I would think thøt that woald be a rather unsafe tlting to 
do, to complain against slmezne el¡e in the buìlding. 

Ron: Yealt, especialþ a¡ clannish as thel tend to be. 

,A.nother tenant similady alludes to the safety dsks that accompany making a complaint. 

"Remember," he says to two administrators, "we live in this neighborhood, and sometimes 

it's better to stay uninvolved than to get rnvolvecl." The tone within buildings is already 

steeped in violence, and reporting neighbors only elevates one's risk of being targeting or 

assaulted. And despite the rislcs involved in making a complaint, there is little to suggest thât 

they have much effect." As in the conversation between Lee, Boyer, and the Tenant Rights 

Project, Central City Concern's strategic position between the City and its clients can be 

understood in the expectations for self-reporting. Boyer and Lee articulate a protocol of 
self-government that shifts accountability for problems onto tenants, who are expected to 

compile evidence and submit grievance forms. While Central Ciry Concern and other 

administrators do quietþ admit that there are problems of the buildings, solutions to those 

ptoblems are untenable without the vigilance of tenants, themselves, over their peers. This 

is precisely the kind of "technology o{ citizenship" that Cruikshank suggests fundamentally 

undergirds welfare programs that embrace rubrics of self-help and self-empowerment. In 

self-teportìng concerns, tenants ane "made to àct," at once reaffirming-as autonomous 

individuals-their right as citizens to self-government) and appealing-as powedess, second

class individuals in need of saving-to the helping hands of Central City Concern and the 

police. rVhere discursive and mateúal powet is unequal, self-government regimens üke that 

employed in the Butte and Biltmore buildings succeed in reifying tenants as incomplete, 

inferior citjzens and Central City Concern as a generous and noble service-provider. 

Acc ou NTABr,ri ro ty HoM? 

The imperative for cooperation that is the kind of discursive claim to power that 

assimìlates ideological differences betv¡een City bureaucrats and professionals and the urba¡ 

poor, incorporating legitimate concerns held by tenants into a professional agenda of things 

that can be done through existing practices. Tenants' gtievances are effectively ttanslated 

into a question of how administrators can do their jobs, and those solutions are drawn not 

from tenants' suggestions but rather from the expertìse of bureaucrats hke Lee and Boyer. 

The expectation of tenants to work uith the City is effectively an expectatìon of tenants to 

workfor the city, at the cost of nothing being done about problems in the buildings. Recail 

the kind of symbiotic relationships that constitute what Rodrþez calls the non-profìt 

industrial complex, that "link poJitical and fìnancial technologres of state and owning class 

proctorship with surveillance over public political intercourse" (Rodrþez 2007,21). These 
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reiationships constitute the "channeJing mechanisms" which maintain the "structurai 

isomoqphism, orthodox tactics, and moderate goals" pursued by "much collective action in 

modern America," â more "subde from of state social control of social movements" 

(Rodrþez 2007,29). The only mode through which tenants can appeal for change is 

through institutionally mandated and instrtutionally determined pathways, pâthways that 

fundamentally belie larget issues of accountability between Central City Concern and its 

tenants ancl maintain control over the poor. 

And in this, a larger issue is raised. ,\s Church articulates, "do landlords that get 

money through not iust the ciry but in this case HUD and the Housing Authority of 
Portland, among other government soufces, have a responsibilty under Oregon's landlord

tenant law to provide habitable and livable conditions?"QvIazza and Bowman 2009). Simply 

put, to whom are service providers Lii<e Central City Concern accountable? Instead of 
understanding buildings like the Butte and Biltmore as temporary transitional housing, which 

obvrously they are not, Church and other tenants suggest that there is a fundamental 

obligation on both the part of Central City Concern and of the City of Portland to provide 

"Livable ancl habitable" housing that is free from infestation, health hazards, disrepair and 

neglect, and drugs and violence, but this has not been the case. 

,\s Church explains, "CCC's got this system set up to not be accountable." Tenants 

are unable to attend Central City Concern board meetings, and minutes from those meetings 

are kept secret-according to Portland's CommunityAlliance of Tenants (Church 2009), the 

inaccessibility of board meetings vioiates Oregon's Open Meetings Law (ORS 192.630). 

Because Central Ciry Concern is a non-profìt public service provider, they have thus far 

managed to evade being legally categotized as a "pubììc body," and thus required to open 

their meetings to the public audience, The effective prtvatizatton of public services, and of 
poor and homeless populations, has mobiJized a"shadow state" apparâtus that weighs 

accountabilify âmongst city government, taxpayers, foundations and donor organizations, 

federal and local housing agencies, and ultimately, the poor. Coupled with the increasing 

political sovereignty afforded incoqporations; business-as-usual for organizations like Central 

City Concerrì means mediating between federal, state, and local governmental and 

nongovernmental bodies and the so-called problem of homelessness, virtually displacing the 

role of standard government operations as the site of civic poütics. As a non-profìt service 

provider, Central City Concern translates problems of urban poverty into a problem about 

which somethìng can l¡e done, and something for which the City and other funding agencies 

canþa1þr.In the process of determining the best solutions for the problems of 
homeless(ness), Portland's "shadow state" stakes an ideological claim to the publ-ic, 

manufacturing the values and ethics of public civics about a crafted public consensus, often 

http:�a1�r.In
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at the expense of those excluded within public housing projects. Central City Concern 

interptets problems raised by tenants about security and safety into professional roles for the 

Police Bureau, the Offìce of Neighborhood Involvement, and Central City Concetn, yet 

ultimately does little to efface the fact that these are neglected buildings and neglected 

tenants. Tenants' concerns are only meaningful if something can be done about them, and 

when they àre nolq there is no recourse, nor any sort of outside accountability. The 

discursive formation of the public, then, has mobihzed a widening bureaucratic state 

in which resistant tenants like those in the Butte and Bjltmore butldings are 
^pparatùs 
enveloped and reduced to invisibility. 

IN crosuRE: THB FLooD 

!Øhen I approached the Biltmore Building on the evening of February 21, 2010, the 

lobby where the Tenant Rights Project usually meets was dark, and the furniture had all been 

removed. It was only until I ran into one of the tenant otganizers outside on the sidewalk 

that I was told that the building had floodecl earler in the week, The tenant told me that 

Central City Concern had delivetecl an eviction notice to a tenânt on the second floor of the 

Biltmore Building, and in retaliation, that tenant had tripped the building's sprinkler system, 

dumping thousands of gallons of water into the hallways of the building. Another tenant, 

haif-smiling, recounts watching the stream of dirry water gushing thtough the gaping hole in 

the ceilìng and into the fìrst floor lobby. 

The following week, the meeting returned to the lobby of the Biltmore. On the 

ceiïng were unpainted patches of plaster patchwork. \Where a cheap chandelier had hung 

fwo weeks earTier, a few exposed wires dangled vertically ftom the open fìxture. Otherwise, 

it was as if nothing had changed. I was told that Central City Concern had decided to patch 

the hole where the water had broken through the ceiling,leaving the remaining, albeit 

saturated, drywall to remain in place in hopes of drying out. Every tenant in the toom 

expressed corìcern about mold gro\Ã/th in the ceilings, yet few knew if anything could be 

done about it. Fot them, it was another instance of typical maintenance. 



CoNCLUSIoN 

In the fall of 2009, the United Nations appointed Braziltan urban studies professor 

Raquel Rolnik as a Special Rapporteur on the Right to Adequate Housing to investigate the 

ongoing housing crisis in the United States, During Rolnik's travels, she visited six major 

cities actoss the country, documenting people's experiences with the foteclosure crisis, 

gtowing homelessness, and the severe lack of affordable housing nationwide. In her repotr, 

she writes: 

A new face of homelessness is zppearing, with increasing numbers of 
working families and individuals finding themselves on the streets, or 
living in shelters ot in transitional housing anangements u/ith friencls 
and family. Federal funding for low-income housing has been cut over 
the past decades, leading to a reduced stock and quaLity of subsidized 
housing...The subprime mortgage crisis has increased an akeady Iarge 
gap between. the qupply_ and demand of affordable housing, and the 
economic crisis which followecl has led to increased unemployment 
and an even greater need for affordable housing, (Rolnik 201,0, para. 
7e) 

Rolnik explains that there is a "long-standing commitment to provide housing within their 

means for all Americans" (R.olnik 2010, pan. B0), but that there is presently a "crisis in 

affotdable housing" that must be addressed by the rcvitdszatson of public housing ßoltrik 
2010, para. 87), the decorruption of Section B voucher progrâms, the development of 
"constructive alternatives to the criminahzation of homeiessness in full consultation with 

members of civil society" ßo1triL 201,0, para.95), and the "direct, active, and effective 

participation" of public housing tenants in the 'þlanning and decision-making process 

affecting their access to housing. Public housing, she concludes, needs to be uttedy 

"transformfed]" (Rolnik 2070, pan. 105). "Transformation," of course, can mean m^ny 

things. 

As the current economic crisis deepens, exacerbated by speculative financial 

strategies and coqporatist market control, the access to housing for tniddle- and working

class people has become increasingly uncertain, forcing growing numbers into the ill-defìned 

and institutionally-unsupportive space berween housed and houseless. The very definirion 

of homelessness is changing, as is the paradigmzttc image of the homeless, and a new 

conceptual framework for understanding poverty is emergent. The ideologcal weight of 
preeminent conceptions of a middle-class pubLic is becoming more and mote destabilized, as 

many people now occupying public or subsidizecl housing have very tecently fulfilled the 

parâmeters of acceptable urban citizenship-many, like Randy Toole, have held well-paying 
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jobs for maÍry years, yet have recentþ lost them, with little recourse. The anxieues about the 

purity and homogeneity of the public sphere, moreover, are becoming more and more fragile 

with new gtowth in homeless and poor populations, In a very different, non-discursive, 

non-ideological sense, Povinelli's radicalwodds-the pubhc and the anti-public, the normal 

and the pathological, the political and the apolitical, the clean and safe and the unclean and 

u¡ s 2fs-21s b eco min g commensurate (Povinelll 20 0 1,, 328) . 

To be sure, the homeless and homeless advocates agree that the housing ctisis must 

be addressed by putting the homeless and the poor into housing. A writer from San 

Francisco's Western Regional Advocacy Project CMRAP), an organization made up primarily 

of homeless and formerþ homele ss individuals dedicated to exposing and fighting the 

criminaJtzatson of poverty and homelessness, writes that"affordable housingis the number 

one most important solution to ending homelessness" flWestern Regional Advocacy Project 

2009 : 1,2). Yet, \X/R¡\P continues, 

the obvious necessity of this solution is obscured by the wâys that 
policy-makers continue to divide and subdivide homeless people: we 
now have programs for 'chronically homeless' people, for homeless 
families, for homeiess school children, for homeless youth, for 
homeless domestic violence survivors, for homeless veterans and on 
and on and on...Each time we break people apan by irtelevant 
characteristics, it clouds our abiliry to rccogntze the common 
denominator shared by all the inability to afford housing SX/estern 
Regional Advocacy Ptoject 2009: 73). 

Techniques employed by the government, service agencies, concerned citizens, and tenants 

therrselves to embody poverry within the individual selves of the poor âre precisely the 

kinds governmentalities that undergird fragile public ideologies of order and control. As 

Vncent Lyon-Callo ârticulates, "by faiJing to address systemic and discursive 

inequitres. . . [the] education, life-skills training, and selÊimprovement efforts are of little teal 

value without collecdve political movements mai<ing existing jobs pay l-iving wages," and 

"efforts to create mote affordable housing, while possibly being a solution to homelessness, 

will do nothing to eliminate poverty without social movements aimed at decenftalzing 

current dominant discourses about the 'rights' of capital and redistributing the nation's 

wealth in a more equitable fashion" (Lyon-Callo 2004, 1,55). The non-profìt and voluntary 

sector is structurally unequipped to accomplìsh the systemic changes that will legitimize the 

poor as full-citizens capable of meaningful poJitical action, entangled with public-sector 

surveillance, foundational financial streams, and politìcal neutratty clauses that serve to limit 

the possibilities of action. Because they are ideologicaþ and practically counterposed to 

more radical understandings of poverfy, the discursive solutions proposed by these 

otganizations reify the reduction of the poor to second-class citizenship, denied full rights to 
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the city. In Portland, this has taken the form of a politically progressive Portland Way that 

values civic engagement and the crafting of a public consensLls. Civic engagernent has 

become translated into expectations of a kind of neoliberal self-governance that is 

structurally compatible with dominant ideologres of how urban space is to be occupied, by 

whom, and how social change is possible. The utban poor have historically, and remain 

today, threatening to the ideologicai stability of cities like Portland. Overt criminaLization 

has in the last two decades has been supplanted by a social service industry that recognizes 

the structural circumstances of poverry and is de signed to help the poor get back on their 

feet. What this has meaît, however, is that approaches to homelessness have pathologized 

problems within the bodies of the poor, and has legitimized a professional class of service 

workers, doctors, counselors, and law enforcement offìcers whose mission is to help 

ameltorate those inadequacies so âs to reassimilate into society as full citizens. This 

internaJtzation of structural problems, and the subsequent reproduction of the poor as 

culturally apptopriate überal citizens, marks the neoliberal moment in approaches to urban 

poverty, even within progtessive political cLimates like that of Portland. As Lyon-Callo 

conclucles, "neoliberalism wotks to produce not only homelessness [and poverry] within 

wealth, but also the rhetorical support for such conditions" (Lyon-Callo 2004,173). 

Discourse, ideology, and power make the incommensurable gap, between what Portland's 

anti-poverry programs say and what they do, commensurable. 

Holston and Appadarai suggest that the spaces of cities "engage most paþably the 

tumult of citizenship," their crowds "catalyzlngf processes that decisively expand and erode 

the rules, meanings, and practices of citizenship" (Holston and Appaduras 1.999,2). Urban 

politics has of late exacerbated a "crisis of nationai membership," in which "fotmal 

membership in the nation-state is increasingly neither a necessaty nor a suffìcient condition 

for substantive citizenship"(Flolston and Appadurai 1999,16, 4). The rubrics of that defìne 

the civic, political, and cultural rights, privileges, and protections of national citizenship have 

substantively vanished for many urban populations-we see this in the slums, tine barrios, the 

transit stations, sidewalks, public parks, and bridge overpasses. There exists a "city-specifìc 

violence of citizenship," Holston and Appadurai assert," and as "people use violence to 

make claims about the ciry and use the city to make violent claims," they "appropriate a 

space to which they then declare that they own...vioiat[ing] a space that others claim" 

(Holston and Appaduru 1,999,16). Conceptions of the public sphere, or the þablic, âre thus 

fundamentah destabilzed, ancl public space becomes not the playground of the polity but 

ràther a conflict-ridden teritory of the substantiation of citizenship. 

I close, then, with a final propositìon, borrowing once again from Holston and 

A.ppadurai. They write that there may be "something irreducible and nontransferable, 
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necessary but not quite sufficient, about the cìty's pub/ic street and square for the 

rcvitah.zation of a meaningful democratic citjzenship." "If we support the latter," they 

continue, "we mzy have to do much more to defencl the former" (Holston and Appadutar 

1,999, 1,6). This is to sây, that if we are to truly embtace the modernist project of democratic 

poJitics that we have built into our cities-that is, that the state "is the only legitimâte source 

of citizenship, rights, meanings and practices" (Ho1ston L999,1,57)-then we must take very 

sedously the concept of the public, how ideological discourses circulate amidst and create 

the public sphere, and how the matetial practices of social work, civic engâgement, affìrm, 

reject, and reaffìrm what we mean when we sây "Pottland." If we cannot, we mây need to 

abanclon the faith that the capacities of a democratic liberalism can accommodate the 

extraordinary heterogeneiry of urban spaces within a homogenous political âpparâtus 

without elaborating new forms and technologies of social violence. 
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PORTLAND CITY COUNCIL 
col\{t\{uNrcATroN REQUEST 

Wedncsday Council Meeting 9:30 AM 
./ /) 

Council Mceting Date: 6 /' [t.) 

roday's uate If-
-',Å 

Ëi - I t' 

Name [*- r r,*' C- h ,.-r ü q i,r	 È{-rþ t ¡¡tp ri,,r .îr,., i l-i ¡it.í j j x fi4

{ 	rd{r"r
Adclress f ',', t ì' , l('( 't t lå,ør¡.J, l- ,-., ', , ,. ," 

! , lt .. (' 
- cr"-7¡+	 r,i_. et íTelephor.re 5":: 3' ;¿'t? ¿ Email f .''. f,u,-'.cJl l'i'1,,.,1c'i-,-ï.rt,ì. 

Reason for the request: 

(-,. I -¡') r) ( tr \1 ,j t"r Tt1 ¡ e-' [.'Sc-,-f lvtîJvl 'i 

(signed) 

. 	 Give your request to the Council Clerk's office by Thursday at 5:00 pm to sign up for the 
following Wednesday Meeting. Holiday deadline schedule is Wednesday at 5:00 pm. (See 
contact information below.) 

r 	 You will be plaoed on the Wednesday Agenda as a "Communication." Communications are 
the first item ou the Agenda and are taken promptly at 9:30 a.m. A total of five 
Communications rnay be scheduled. Individuals must schedule their own Communication. 

o 	You will have 3 tninutes to speak and may also submit written testimony before or at the 
meeting. 

Tltank you Jbr lteíng an actíve pørticípønt in your Cíty government 

Contact Information: 
Karla Moore-Love, City Council Clerk Sue Parsons, Council Clerk Assistant 
1221 SW 4th Ave, Roorn 140 1221 SW 4th Ave., Room 140 

Portland, OR 97204-1 900 Portland, OR 97204-1900 
(s03) 823-4086 Fax (s03) 823-4s71 (s03) 823-408s Fax (503) 823-4s7t 
emaiI : Iimoore-lovcfrD,ci.portl¿rnd.or.us email: sparsons@ci.portland.or.us 

mailto:sparsons@ci.portland.or.us
http:Iimoore-lovcfrD,ci.portl�rnd.or.us
http:Telephor.re
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Request of Lew Church to address Council regarding activism and social justice 
(Communication) 

JUN 0 2 2010 

Fr?,r,¡q$ Clï [:t[.Ê 

Filed 

LaVonne GriffTn-Valade 
Auditor of the City of portland 

By '1" "' ,' ' '' .r',',',', ,'t', " '''-

COMMISSIONERS VOTED 
AS FOLLOWS: 

YEAS NAYS 

I.Fntz 

2. Fish 

3. Saltzman 

4. Leonard 

Adams 




